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ABSTRACT 

 

This analytic dissertation explores tragic and ironic narratives in post-1945 

orchestral works through the lens of musical agency and critical theory. For the 

purposes of this study, I define musical narrative as any sequencing of musical events 

mediated by agency in which a musical story emerges that underscores the sequence of 

musical events. My definition and overall methodology for musical narrative follows 

the work of Lawrence Kramer, Michael Klein, and Byron Almén as I explore tragedy 

and irony in three large-scale compositions composed after World War II. From 

Kramer, I break down the narrative process into three components: (1) narrativity, what 

generates a narrative account; (2) narratography, the discoursing of a narrative; and (3) 

narrative, the musical story that accompanies the discourse. From Klein (and others), I 

borrow concepts from intertextuality, critical theory, literary theory, and philosophy to 

inform these musical stories. Finally, from Almén, I take the tragic narrative archetype 

as an organizational analytical tool in my analyses. The primary narrativity in each 

analysis is a form of musical agency, and each analysis questions the role of agency in 

the interpretation of tragic musical stories in these post-1945 works. 

For the purposes of this study, musical agency is defined as a perceived entity s 

ability to interact with its environment, often emerging as personification of musical 

events. Scholars differ on how agencies interact: whether they have volition and 

intention, whether they arise as a singular subjectivity, what kind of space they inhabit, 

etc. While some depict musical agency as a messy endeavor, others aim to provide a 

structure for its interpretation. “s an organizing principle, I use Seth Monahan s four 

agential classes to focus my discussion. Each chapter generally addresses one of the 

following: (1) the individuated element (notes, harmonies, themes), (2) the work-
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persona (the personification of the whole piece), (3) the fictional composer (the being 

postulated by the analyst as the controlling author of a work), and (4) the analyst. 

Hence, after an introduction, each of the succeeding chapters of this dissertation focuses 

on one agential class as a guiding narrativity. 

I bring narrative and agency together by borrowing ideas from literary theory, 

psychoanalysis, and philosophy. In chapter two I explore the agential class of the work-

persona in Krzysztof Penderecki s Third Symphony, in which the work-persona 

laments and dies twice, yielding a scenario described by Slavoj Žižek as the two 

deaths.  In that reading one death is real and the other is symbolic, and the ordering of 

the deaths in Penderecki s symphony leads the analyst to read the scenario tragically. 

The two deaths generate the interpretation of death as a master signifier, borrowing 

from the work of Jacques Lacan. The master signifier then guides the analytical 

decisions that are made. In my analysis of Thomas “dès s Asyla in chapter three, 

fictional composer agencies are locked in a power struggle, leading to a reading that 

evokes Michel Foucault s conceptualizations of power and panopticism. Investigating 

the individuated element agency in chapter four, I posit that George Rochberg s 

conservative employment of serial technique in his Symphony No. 2 leads to a reading 

of belatedness that supplements its commentary on the tragedy of the Second World 

War. 

My final chapter serves as an analysis of the analyst, the highest ranking of 

Monahan s agential classes. Here I describe the three analyses of the preceding chapters 

as three component parts that contribute to an analyst’s machine, following the 

philosophy of Gilles Deleuze. The analyst s machine serves as a departure point for an 

exploration of analytical subjectivity. I begin that inquiry by positioning the analyst in a 

virtual space as opposed to an actual space . I next parallel Lacan s formulation of the 

identity with the analytical process, tracing how analysts build their identity through a 
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combination of received components, resulting in a fractured subjectivity. Finally, I 

bring back the idea of fiction (from the fictional composer agency) to establish a fictional 

analyst who is a Deleuzian assemblage of refrains and avatars that carries out an 

analysis. 

The goal of this dissertation is to uncover narrative approaches to post-1945 

music by combining familiar analytical tools with interdisciplinary methodologies. 

Focusing on a certain agential class as a narrativity, the individual analyses of tragic 

works by Penderecki, Adès, and Rochberg lead to a reconsideration of the analyst in the 

concluding chapter and that chapter serves as a starting point for future analytical and 

theoretical endeavors. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

PREAMBLE: INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 

 

 

1.1 Statement of Purpose and Scope of Project 

There are certain orchestral works in the 20th century (after 1945) that compel me 

to hear tragic stories imbued with shades of irony that correspond with the music. The 

purpose of this dissertation is to explore the diverse ways in which analysts can 

interpret tragic narratives in post-1945 orchestral Western art music. The pieces that I 

am considering for analysis are listed below in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1. Works for analytical consideration 

Title Composer Date of Composition 

Symphony No. 3 Krzysztof Penderecki (b. 1933) 1988 95 

Asyla, Op. 17 Thomas Adès (b. 1971) 1997 

Symphony No. 2 George Rochberg (1918 2005) 1955 56 

 

Musical narrative s relevance to post-1945 repertoire continues to pose analytical 

challenges. Theorists and musicologists have interpreted musical agency, topic, and 

narrative in common-practice works, and continue to explore their utility in 

contemporary music; the matter of post-common-practice musical narratology is far 

from settled in the literature. Contemporary orchestral music offers an advantage for 

hermeneutics: it depicts a large variety of affective states whose meaning can be 

interpreted using a combination of conventional analytic tools and ideas borrowed from 
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other disciplines. By choosing pieces that narrate in a traditional fashion (via musical 

topoi, agency, thematic development, etc.), I am able to call upon previous theories of 

musical hermeneutics to offer interpretations of large-scale orchestral pieces composed 

after 1945 pieces that I hear as suggesting a tragic narrative that can correlate with a 

musical discourse. 

 In this dissertation I will aim to answer the following questions: (1) How do 

theories of musical topoi and, specifically, agency (as described by Seth Monahan) 

contribute to narrative approaches to post-World War II works? (2) To what extent are 

Byron “lmén s narrative archetypes (as borrowed from Northrop Frye) useful in 

constructing a convincing narrative analysis of this repertoire? (3) What tools from 

philosophy and psychoanalysis assist in the interpretation of tragedy and irony? And 

(4) How do these interpretations reflect on and/or impact analytical subjectivity and 

epistemology? 

Regarding the first question, I have found that topic theory and agency carry 

codified meaning from the common-practice era into the contemporary era (with certain 

adjustments), and act as gateways to musical narratology. In answering question two, I 

will use “lmén s work as a springboard to musical interpretation and investigate to 

what extent the tragic archetype assists the analyst in making decisions about the 

narrative trajectory in each work. Answering question three, the writings of Jacques 

Lacan, Michel Foucault, and Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari facilitate extra-musical 

inquiry that is outside of the scope of the music itself,  a term that I will investigate in 

my fifth and final chapter titled What is an “nalyst? . Throughout, I will explore 

different aspects of Monahan s theory to investigate how agencies interact with the 

analyst and what that interaction means for analytical subjectivity. In calling upon such 

a vast range of scholarship, I aim to uncover a path of interpretation that reflects my 

own hearing and subjectivity in the analysis of late-20th-century tragedies. 
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 In this dissertation I offer a literature review, summary of methodologies, three 

analyses of post-  orchestral works Krzysztof Penderecki s Third Symphony, 

Thomas “dès s Asyla, Op. 17, and George Rochberg s Symphony No. , and a 

concluding speculative chapter on the agency of the analyst. Each analytical essay will 

evoke a different aspect of Monahan s agential taxonomy and accompany it with 

interdisciplinary concepts. For Penderecki, I will consider Monahan s work-persona with 

Lacan s notion of master signifier and Slavoj Žižek s extension of Lacan  the two deaths. 

For Adès, I move toward the fictional composer agency and concepts of power relations 

as described by Foucault. In my analysis of Rochberg, I will draw attention to the 

individuated element while bringing in ideas from Harold ”loom s anxiety of influence 

and Sigmund Freud s das Unheimlich (the uncanny). Finally, these analyses lead me to a 

conceptual model of the analyst s subjectivity that draws from multiple disciplines to 

create a Deleuzian assemblage that I call the analyst’s machine. 

 

1.2 A Review of Literature 

 

1.2.1 Musical Narratology 

 Lawrence Kramer has long championed musical hermeneutics, which is the 

study of the act of interpreting music. His approach readily admits the dangers of 

interpretation: 

 

It is traditional to conclude from this [open interpretation] that musical 

hermeneutics is vacuous, but what is really vacuous is the conclusion. The 

pertinent issue is not the brute fact of adding something to make meaning 

but the reasons for the addition and the reasonableness of the meaning 

made. A better conclusion is that music uncovers the movement from 

emptiness to fullness that constitutes meaning as the outcome of 

interpretation…The problem posed by music is actually the problem of 
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meaning as such. If anything can vindicate meaning, music can, and if 

music can t nothing can.1 

 

For Kramer, subjectivity drives interpretation. It is more critical to draw attention to 

what and why the subject adds to hermeneutic endeavors, rather than focus on an 

interpretive conclusion. He goes on to list eleven theses about musical interpretation. In 

short, the act of musical hermeneutics puts meaning into action by demonstrating the 

interpretation. The meaning achieved through interpretation is not immanent

meaning produces another meaning.2 This resembles what Charles S. Peirce calls an 

interpretant: a sign produces another sign that then requires further interpretation. 

Elsewhere, Kramer puts this broad idea of hermeneutics into a theoretical outline of 

concrete terms for musical narrative (what he calls musical narratology). 

There are three important factors to the process of musical narratology: (1) a 

narrative is an acknowledged story ; (2) narrativity is the dynamic principle, the 

teleological impulse that governs a large ensemble of all narratives…narrativity is the 

impetus that powers narrative itself ; and (3) narratography is the practice of writing 

through which narrative and narrativity are actualized, the discursive performance 

through which stories actually get told. 3 Continuing on that trajectory, aspects of 

agency and topics exist as narrativities in my discourse, which becomes my 

narratography, and when these processes are combined, a musical narrative arises that 

complements the music being interpreted. In simplest terms, the enterprise of 

narratology clarifies the notion that that music cannot narrate, it must accompany a story 

as a supplement or demonstration of a narrative reading,4 a crucial distinction in 

reading post-1945 tragic works much of this interpretive study is dependent on the 

                                                 
1 Lawrence Kramer, Interpreting Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011), 7. 
2 Kramer, Interpreting., 7 11. 
3 Lawrence Kramer, Musical Narratology  “ Theoretical Outline,  Indiana Theory Review 12 

(1991): 143 4, emphasis mine. 
4 Kramer, Musical Narratology,  154 5. 
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subjectivity of the analyst in constructing a fitting musical story that accompanies the 

piece being analyzed. 

Kramer says that a common narrative impulse is to totalize a musical structure 

into a whole for comprehensibility (an example would be “lmén s theory of narrative 

that will be discussed below). In seeking comprehension, some analytical 

methodologies build an overarching trajectory of a work to compare how its discourse 

unfolds. While accounting for such a trajectory is a chief objective in interpreting 

musical narrative, musical story (what accompanies the music itself ) must also factor 

into the creative process to best situate one s reading. 

 

1.2.2 Musical Story and Musical Narrative after 1900 

In Musical Story,  Michael Klein discusses the tendency to divide musical 

narrative into two components discourse and story in which story is frequently 

shortchanged in favor of structural accounts of discourse. In fact, this separation often 

makes it difficult to move directly from discourse to musical story.5 At this point, a 

definition of musical narrative is necessary to move forward. For the purposes of this 

study, musical narrative emerges by any sequencing of musical events mediated by 

some type of agency (virtual or actual6) that tells a story that supplements the 

sequencing of events. This definition is derived from Kramer, Emma Gallon, Mieke Bal, 

Vera Micznik, and Klein.7 Agency is the narrativity that initiates narrative inquiry it 

opens a window for interpretation. The story created is my narratography and 

narrative, thus culminating in a demonstration of musical hermeneutics. 

                                                 
5 Michael L. Klein, Musical Story,  In Music and Narrative since 1900, ed. Michael Klein and 

Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013), 18. 
6 The dynamic between virtual and actual will be investigated in more detail in my concluding 

chapter, What is an “nalyst? . 
7 Emma Gallon, Narrativities in the Music of Thomas “dès,  in Music and Narrative since 1900, 

ed. Michael Klein and Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013), 218. 
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Klein visits a model of narrative presented by Almén that describes narrative as 

involving the transvaluation of changing hierarchical relationships and oppositions 

into culturally meaningful differences. 8 “lmén s theory places cultural values in 

opposition to one another in the form of a crisis and totalizes those oppositions into 

narrative archetypes that account for the entire work s discourse, following the work of 

Northrop Frye, among others. Klein suggests that musical narration does not always 

need to stem from one or more crises: 

 

Almén nicely shows how musical narratives perform a similar function [to 

literary narrative]. But, as with any theory of narrative, we might wonder 

whether this one tells the whole story. Is every narrative about crisis? 

What happens when aporia hits the scene? Where are the other narrative 

functions (making time human, understanding suffering, performing a 

culture, etc.)? Rather than settle on a theory of musical narrative, we might 

acknowledge that no single theory will tell the whole story. Broadly, then, 

narrative theories approach music with a constellation of metaphors, 

including agency, temporality, plot, and some notion of a narrating voice, 

all of which are open to scholarly inquiry in their own right.9  

 

For Klein, crisis in itself and the tracking of oppositions throughout a discourse is not 

the only way in which a piece tells a story it is merely one way to get closer to the story. 

No single theory will tell the whole story  is best understood as a hermeneutic call-to-

arms in which we as analytical agencies must explore an assemblage of different 

approaches in order to understand a piece of music on its own terms rather than apply 

the same concept or theory to a number of pieces while expecting consistent results. 

 Musical story is a process. It is a combination of narrativity and narratography 

into a narrative that underscores a piece of music. In the end, discourse without story 

lacks the crucial connection that makes interpretation meaningful, as does story without 

                                                 
8 Byron Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 41. 
9 Klein, Musical Story,  11 12. 
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discourse. It is my hermeneutic objective to combine the two throughout my analyses of 

these tragic works. 

 

1.2.2 Transvaluation and the Tragic Archetype 

 

1.2.2.1 Transvaluation. Almén s structural theory of musical discourse, narrative 

is essentially an act of transvaluation.10 Through transvaluation,11 the analyst tracks 

changes (cultural value) in the ranking of musical events throughout a piece a ranking 

that comes about through the concept of markedness. Almén discusses three important 

components of transvaluation which are described in Liszka: (1) transvaluation is a 

rule-like semiosis which revalues the perceived, imagined, or conceived markedness 

and rank relations of a referent ;  [transvaluation is] delimited by the rank and 

markedness relations of the system of its signans ; and (3) [transvaluation is dependent] 

on the teleology of the sign user. 12 The last point is the most striking. The teleology of 

the sign user is important to my analytical claims, especially when the analyst s 

expectations are thrown into question, such as when irony and aporia (contradiction) 

begin to influence interpretation. Transvaluation essentially functions as a narrativity in 

my analyses, acting as a guiding force in my interpretations of tragedy in the works of 

Penderecki, Adès, and Rochberg. 

 

1.2.2.2 The Tragic Archetype. The tragic archetype shows a discourse that is 

shaped by an unforeseen turn of events. Defined as the defeat of a positively viewed 

transgression by a negatively viewed order-imposing hierarchy, the archetype 

                                                 
10 Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative, 51.  
11 Transvaluation as a concept is traceable back to the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche s The 

Antichrist (1895), in which he finds Christianity to be an oppressive ideology in the world that man must 

attempt to invert the fetishizing of death and the afterlife in favor of prioritizing (revaluing) life.11 
12 Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative, 51. 
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reinforces my analytical claims due to its salience in symphonic music composed after 

World War II. It doesn t take an experienced listener with a highly elevated skillset to 

understand that a tragic  piece sounds tragic one can usually ascertain that fact from 

a simple comparison of beginning and end (if provided, programmatic subtexts help as 

well, although we cannot rely too heavily on composer intent). That being said, the 

archetype provides a means to get closer to the narrative that accompanies the tragic 

work in question, and many post-1945 works composed for large ensembles 

communicate those aspects of tragedy to me through an agency of some type. Musical 

discourse can lead to story, and musical story can lead to discourse. 

As previously stated, I will be exploring the utility of the archetype as a tool for 

organizing my readings; the archetype is not the end analytical goal. The tragic 

archetype is non-transformative: the transgression begins and concludes the work with 

low rank value despite one or more temporary gains during the course. Rank value is 

ascribed by the analyst after they interpret and define the order-imposing hierarchy and 

its transgression, marking those terms in a binary opposition. It makes sense that many 

pieces begin with the order-imposing hierarchy (the playing field, in a sense) that is 

then transgressed against by some curious component. As that dialogue unfolds, the 

rank value of each component undergoes the process of transvaluation. The tragic 

archetype is a means to organize and demonstrate how a musical discourse can coincide 

with a musical story, and will always involve this rise and fall in rank value (Figure 1.1). 

 

 
Figure 1.1. Transvaluation and the tragic narrative archetype 
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The point that turns the transgression s rank value downward, ultimately 

marking the work as tragic, is known as a peripeteia, a term that comes from “ristotle s 

description of tragic plays in Poetics. The concept of peripeteia will be revisited below, 

but for now it is enough to point out that it is a crucial component of tragic storytelling 

that takes the form of what Aristotle termed discovery  a change from unknown to 

known, happening between those characters whose happiness or unhappiness forms 

the catastrophe of the drama. 13 In other words, discovery and peripeteia are events in 

which the transgression experiences a dramatic reversal of circumstances, and that is a 

defining feature of a well-formed tragedy for Aristotle. By representing transvaluation 

in the manner shown in Figure 1.1, one can ascertain how the discourse unfolds at a 

quick glance, and I will be exploring the extent to which such a snapshot  is useful to 

the reader in my analyses below. 

 

 1.2.2.3 Hermeneutic Windows. The moments in which the transgressing force 

transforms (a gain in rank value or a setback) opens hermeneutic windows for 

interpretation.14 To embark into musical hermeneutics, one must take a leap of 

interpretation to uncover a narrativity,15 make a judgment based on musical features, 

and attempt a reading of its meaning. In so doing, the interpreter reaches forward, in 

what Deleuze and Guattari would call a line of flight, 16 then pulls back to familiarity 

(structure, discourse, story, etc.). Hermeneutic windows, when opened, might take the 

form of a dramatic reversal, a thematic climax, a marked musical topos, etc. In sum, they 

                                                 
13 Peter Spencer, “ristotle’s Politics & Poetics, trans. Benjamin Jowett and Thomas Twining, 3rd ed. 

(New York: The Viking Press, 1960), 236. 
14 Hermeneutic windows are discussed in Lawrence Kramer s work such as Interpreting Music, 

among others. 
15 Leaps of interpretation are integral to Michael Klein s Intertextuality in Western Art Music.  
16 Deleuze and Guattari s work in A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia will be used in 

more detail in Chapter Five, yet serve as useful conceptual frameworks that clarify the present and future 

analytical claims in this dissertation. 
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can be opened in many ways, and are crucial for my extra-musical exploration in my 

analytical chapters they are the basis for the merging of musical meaning and critical 

theory. When Lacan, Foucault, Deleuze, etc. come into the discourse, they enter through 

a hermeneutic window, which acts like an interpretant and opens more hermeneutic 

windows in a circular process. That process involves an understanding of the whole by 

interpreting part of it, which then relies on an interpretation of the whole with respect 

to the part. In a way, the hermeneutic circle might be better understood as a hermeneutic 

spiral, moving upward in a geometrical space of interpretation toward higher levels of 

understanding. 

After the hermeneutic window has been opened, my leaps of interpretation 

move past the music itself  and into the metaphysical realm, often bringing metaphors 

into the discussion to comprehend the work. Extra-musical conceptual models only 

serve to underscore my analysis, and literally shape the tragic archetype. In this project, 

the most crucial common component of tragic music, the peripeteia, exists as a 

narrativity that demonstrates the musical tragedy (via a leap of interpretation). 

 

1.2.3 Agency 

Musical agency is the capacity for an interpreted being to act within its 

environment. This dissertation takes Seth Monahan s four agential classes (described 

below) as organizing principles: each chapter focuses on a particular agential type and 

demonstrates how those agencies contribute to my hermeneutic claims as an analyst, 

which is the focus of the final chapter. 

Monahan, following the work of Edward T. Cone and Fred Maus, explicates a 

meta-theory for agency that sets the stage for the interpretation of musical agents that 

are organized into a ranked hierarchy. Arranged from lowest- to highest-ranking 

agential class, there are (1) individuated elements, (2) the work-persona, (2) the fictional 

composer, and (4) the analyst. Of primary importance to this dissertation are how these 
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four agential types codify meaning and communicate that meaning to the analyst. I am 

interested in how agency in general can be understood as a narrativity that helps to 

assemble an interpretation that demonstrates tragedy. Of subsidiary import, irony 

arises from the interactions of each agential class with the highest-ranking class, the 

analyst, an agency that I take up in my fifth and final chapter. I will describe each 

agential class with a brief primer as to how they impact my analyses. 

 

1.2.3.1 The Individuated Element. Monahan defines the individuated element as 

any discrete components of the musical fabric that can be construed as having 

autonomy and volition in other words, any element that could be understood as a 

kind of dramatic character.  This includes individual themes, motives, gestures, keys, 

chords, topics, and even pitch classes. 17 The individuated element is on the lowest level 

of the agential class hierarchy, and can be subsumed into any higher-ranking class. In 

my analysis of Rochberg s Second Symphony, the interactions between analyst and 

individuated elements (taking the form of themes) will provide a hermeneutic window 

for interpreting belatedness in the work: the deployment of row forms in this 12-tone 

composition relies on the conventions of tradition. A self-proclaimed modernist, 

Rochberg quickly finds himself the subject of an ironic contradiction in which his 

attempts to celebrate the new fashions of modernism are undercut by his reliance on 

older models of composition for aesthetic purposes. The focus of my analysis of 

Rochberg Symphony No. 2 is to bring the individuated element to task as a narrativity, 

acting as the agency that mediates the story to the analyst. 

While individuated elements tend to be the smallest type of agency (specifically, 

notes and gestures come to mind , my discussion in Rochberg s Symphony No. 2 takes 

the largest form that Monahan is willing to accept for an individuated element themes. 

                                                 
17 Seth Monahan, “ction and “gency Revisited,  Journal of Music Theory 57/2 (2013): 327. 
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Themes consisting of multiple gestures still give the impression of a small, fundamental 

building block to the work as an agency, and in Rochberg s case, the themes are row 

forms. Other times, individuated elements become subsumed in other agencies, such as 

the work-persona, fictional composer, or analyst. 

 

1.2.3.2 The Work-Persona. The next agential class on the hierarchy, the work-

persona, shapes my interpretation of Penderecki s Third Symphony. Monahan defines 

the work-persona as an agent that lives in an intramusical world whose awareness is 

limited to the past and the present. It does not know of an a priori narrative outcome 

because it lives in the moment. In a word, the work-persona is the work itself, 

personified. 18 As a practical application, theorists tend to assume this type of agency 

quite often, saying that the music does x, y, and z.  When analysts turn to large-scale 

formal structures, they tend to think in terms of this agential class. The work-persona 

agency allows the analyst to discuss the piece as a constantly unfolding subject that is 

examined as it progresses, knowing nothing of its own future. The aspect of living in 

the moment  becomes crucial to understanding the piece on its own terms as an agency. 

In my analysis of Penderecki, I view the work-persona as a subjectivity in itself, as a 

personified being, that can then be interpreted through interdisciplinary analysis. 

Psychoanalytical techniques, described below in more detail, assist in critically 

examining some of the nuances that make that tragedy marked against other tragedies. 

Before moving on to the fictional composer agency (the third ranking agential class 

on Monahan s hierarchy , a few concepts that contribute to the interpretation of a work-

persona need to be addressed. Steve Larson s theory of musical forces provides a stable 

ground for many metaphors that we assume to exist in common-practice music,19 and 

                                                 
18 Ibid., 328. 
19 Steve Larson, Musical Forces: Motion, Metaphor, and Meaning in Music, (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2012). 
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those forces tend to align with the individuated element agency as existing within the 

work-persona. Monahan tells us that the hierarchy is necessary because lower ranking 

agential classes can (and frequently do) become subsumed into higher ranking agential 

classes, but not the other way around. That point will be challenged in my final chapter, 

but for now it is essential to examine how other agencies can be agencies within the 

work-persona (in terms of scale), and how they convey meaning. 

 

1.2.3.3 The Virtual Environment. Larson s forces of inertia, magnetism, and 

gravity serve as what Robert Hatten calls the virtual environment.20 The virtual 

environment is a fictional landscape of natural forces that impacts how agencies behave. 

As a non-musical example, video game characters exist in virtual environments. When 

Mario jumps, he jumps upward on the screen. At once, we know that gravity is a force 

that Mario encounters, even though we do not feel the effects of that force. When Mario 

runs and slides on ice, we see a demonstration of inertia in Mario s virtual environment. 

The environment exists as a virtual world in which Mario can carry out his personified 

actions, even though he is never an actual being in the world. 

In music, specifically common-practice music that relies on tonality (in the 

traditional sense), we can interpret these agential forces in a virtual environment, and 

do so frequently without giving it a second thought. When music descends from the 

dominant pitch to the tonic pitch (sol-fa-mi-re-do), we can understand it because of a 

fictionalized gravitational pull downward. This concept is germane to Schenker s theory 

of tonal prolongation: the fundamental line will descend because of a gravitational pull 

toward tonic. In the events of a sequence, such as a descending or ascending fifths, the 

force of inertia maintains motion. Fortspinnung is commonly associated with Baroque 

music and counterpoint: phrase elisions, non-periodic structures, and gestures which 

                                                 
20 Robert Hatten, Musical Forces and “gential Energies  “n Expansion of Steve Larson s Model,  

Music Theory Online 18/3 (2012) [Festschrift for Steve Larson]. 
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initiate on fore-beats all contribute to a sense of musical inertia in the virtual 

environment. When a melodic line, through the forces of gravity and inertia, progresses 

below tonic, such as sol-fa-mi-re-do-ti, we expect a tonic resolution that arises from the 

force of magnetism. In fact, it is because of magnetism that one can counter conventional 

Schenkerian ideology and posit that an Urlinie may rise from the dominant to the tonic 

(sol-la-ti-do), as David Neumeyer suggests.21 In his approach, Neumeyer (literally) turns 

Schenkerian ideology on its virtual head by exploring this seemingly antithetical 

musical structure. 

Hatten views Larson s natural forces as constraints within the virtual 

environment and extends the theory to allow for willful agencies to act within that 

setting. Hatten elaborates: 

 

I have demonstrated ways in which the counteraction of musical forces 

can provide a strong trace of a willful agency allowing for a sense of 

agential free will  while moving within the constraints of a virtual 
environment s field of forces…These forces can themselves reflect a kind 
of agency, perhaps even willfulness on the part of that agent.22 

 

Hatten is suggesting the possibility of interpreting musical agencies as willfully acting 

against the forces of nature that constitute the virtual environment. Returning to 

Schenkerian ideals, if a line begins with an ascent to the Kopfton, as many lines do, then 

Hatten might regard that as an act of a willful agency that resists gravity in achieving 

the fundamental primary tone. Schenkerian theorists then, in many cases unknowingly, 

give the passage a certain degree of agency by marking it as an Anstieg or initial ascent 

that then is rectified when gravity pulls the line back to tonic for closure. All of these 

                                                 
21 David Neumeyer, The “scending Urlinie,  Journal of Music Theory 31/2 (1987): 275 303. 
22 Hatten, Musical Forces,  ¶ . 
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forces and metaphors end up giving individuated elements life in a larger work-

persona agency. 

While these natural forces are primarily identified in music of the common-

practice era, Hatten shows that the virtual environment is not bound to that period. He 

(re)reads an oft-analyzed passage of Schoenberg s Drei Klavierstücke, Op. 11, No. 1, 

which suggests that agencies are not confined by common-practice tonality to be 

unpacked and interpreted. I aim to take Hatten s lead with that analysis and make the 

case for a larger, dynamic unfolding of agential design in Penderecki s Third 

Symphony. Interpreting agencies as willfully pulling away from gravity (successfully 

and unsuccessfully) allows an aurally salient opposition to emerge that makes the 

determination of narrative elements more convincing in that work. 

Matthew BaileyShea expands Hatten s formulation, distinguishing between 

active and passive agential design: 

 

Larson s analyses tend to promote a passive view. We get a sense that 
music moves without volition, unfolding as a chain reaction of physical 

forces like dominoes set in motion. Hatten speaks of active interpretations 

with musical agents operating intentionally in an unfolding drama, where 

his agents are affected by environmental forces.23  

 

Both BaileyShea and Hatten seem to be revisiting the type of music as drama  that 

Maus interpreted in a passage from ”eethoven s String Quartet Op. 95, the Serioso 

Quartet, where musical agents act with intention, creating the drama in a stream of 

time.24 Although I will not be making many references to active vs. passive design, the 

concept is integrated into what I describe as willful agencies that move in a virtual 

                                                 
23 Matthew L. ”aileyShea, Musical Forces and Interpretation  Some Thoughts on a Measure in 

Mahler,  Music Theory Online 18/3 (2012). 
24 Fred Maus, Music as Drama,  Music Theory Spectrum 10, 10th Anniversary Issue (1988): 56 73 

and ”aileyShea, Musical Forces and Interpretation,  . 
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environment that the piece earns through repetition and ostinati, yielding a sense of 

gravitational pull that is hard to ignore. 

Intentionality, a thorny concept within agency, deserves a few words here and 

will receive more treatment in my final chapter on the analyst s agency. Some theorists 

discuss agency in terms of action theory and intentionality in which the agencies (in 

many cases individuated elements) have intention and volition as they move about the 

musical surface. As compelling as those analyses may be, it deflects attention away 

from the true governing force of musical intention: the analyst. Since agencies can be 

subsumed into larger agential classes, it makes sense that the analyst is the determining 

factor in any discussion of intention. I am not necessarily disagreeing with those 

theorists who use intention as a means to make sense of a work, I mainly aim to clarify 

that intention begins with the analyst. The analyst is the governing narratographical 

impetus that creates a narrativity of intention in the agencies that are interpreted. The 

crux of the matter is that analysts can miss the mark when discussing (or ignoring) 

intention, effectively bypassing their own role as analysts in the first place. 

 

1.2.3.4 The Fictional Composer. Returning to Monahan s hierarchy, the fictional 

composer is an agency that is postulated by the analyst as the controlling, intending 

author of the musical text. 25 The fictional composer resides in an extramusical world, 

and is almost always understood to be in full control of the unfolding work  all of the 

music s events can be interpreted as the fictional composer s deliberate actions. 26 The 

fictional composer parallels what Edward T. Cone discusses in The Composer’s Voice,27 a 

discourse that elaborates a distinction between fictional personae of the composer and 

the actual composer. It is no wonder that a composer-theorist would come up with such 

                                                 
25 Monahan, “ction and “gency, , . 
26 Ibid., 331. 
27 Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice, (Berkley: University of California Press, 1974). 
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an agency, but it is a useful agency to consider, especially regarding influence, 

intertextuality, agential avatars (discussed later), and musical borrowing. 

We often think in terms of fictional composers when teaching, making frequent 

references to a given composer doing x, y, and z.  The distinction between fictional 

and historical composer is necessary: one lives within the piece of music in a virtual 

world, the other lives/lived on planet earth in an actual world. When analyzing Thomas 

“dès s Asyla, I interpret fictional composer agencies locked in a struggle for 

dominance I am positing a fictional Adès that combats other fictional composers in an 

unfolding drama that I create. Any intentionality on the part of the fictional composer is 

exactly that fictional. It is because of my analytical subjectivity that I am able to create 

such a virtual world that is removed from the actual world that Adès currently lives in. 

In other words, composer intention, if we trust Roland ”arthes in his famous essay The 

Death of the “uthor  , is not something that we can hang our hat on. In a 

postmodern approach to analysis, the emphasis rests on the subjectivity of the 

interpreter that doesn t rely on information from the author. Per such approaches to 

subjectivity, the famous line is that with the death of the author comes the birth of the 

reader.28 

 

1.2.3.5 The Analyst. This agential class is germane (and seemingly mundane) to 

my analyses: the analyst. Monahan does not discuss the analyst at length, yet claims 

that it is the most ubiquitous type of agency (it is hard to ignore this fact). If the analyst 

is the most common, and arguably, the most important agent class that Monahan 

considers, then it makes sense that this concept is an integral component to any agential 

reading. Of interest to me is the analyst s agency when it is confronted by irony. In the 

                                                 
28 This point will also inform my question, What is an analyst?  that builds from Michel 

Foucault s famous follow-up to ”arthes, What is an “uthor?  in which he defines an author function that 

Monahan (following Alexander Nehamas) uses to separate fictional and historical authors of a given text. 
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end, my interpretation of agencies comes to a question of how they interact with the 

analyst-as-agent, and how the analyst s agency develops. 

What I ultimately suggest is that when Monahan categorizes musical agency into 

a hierarchy for organizational structure, he is generalizing to the point of totalization, 

which will ultimately leave out some necessary details (just as musical discourse can 

ignore musical story). If agency is loosely understood as an anthropomorphizing of 

music, and if music is created by humans who are, by nature a fragmented subjectivity 

(following trends in philosophy and psychoanalysis), then agency should also be 

fragmented, and that fragmentation should play out in analytical space. 

 

1.2.4 Topic Theory 

Topic theory, initially described in the work of Leonard Ratner (and employed 

by many scholars), permits the possibility to view topoi as subjects for musical discourse 

and as recognizable characters in a story. 29 At a primitive level of understanding 

(evoking Peircian terms), they are iconic and indexical musical stereotypes that can then 

take on symbolic meaning. Icons directly resemble what they signify, such as a sigh 

gesture pianto that imitates a human voice or as an evocation of electronic dance music 

(EDM) in an orchestral setting through pounding percussion. Indexes correlate with 

their referent, such as the pianto that is used to signify a lament. Another example 

would be EDM s indexical signification of drug culture. Symbols are a contextualization 

of the topic in culture, such as the pianto signifying sorrow in general or EDM 

symbolically signifying low style music.30 

Hatten defines topics as a familiar style type with easily recognizable musical 

features, ranging in complexity from a simple figure (fanfare, horn call), a texture 

                                                 
29 Leonard G. Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980). 
30 The example of the pianto functioning on multiple levels of signification comes from Raymond 

Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 17 19. 
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(learned style as polyphonic and/or imitative texture, chorale or hymn as homophonic 

texture, etc.), a complete genre (various dance and march types; French overture), a 

style (ombra, tempesta, Empfindsamkeit), or some merging of these categories. 31 Kofi 

“gawu adds, the concept of topic provides us with a speculative  tool for the 

imaginative description of texture, affective stance, and social sediment in Classic 

music. 32 Agawu is careful to note that their classification is speculative in nature. 

Despite this, the identification of topoi in Classic music is accepted as a straightforward 

and objective endeavor, and we can draw on codified meaning in common-practice 

music to interpret topics in later repertoires, namely in post-1945 orchestral music. 

It should come as no surprise that the evolution of style and practice 

problematizes topical classification. Janice Dickensheets notes, the very nature of 

topical evolution makes the creation of a single dictionary of gestures for any given 

timeframe a virtual impossibility. 33 As theorists have come to terms with the variety of 

topical applications in music s ever changing landscape, indications of the past become 

increasingly significant to uncovering meaning, especially in large-scale orchestral 

works. In extending Classical-era topics into the Romantic style, Agawu tells us: 

 

If topics are commonplaces incorporated into musical discourses and 

recognizable by members of an interpretive community rather than secret 

codes to be manipulated privately, then the transition into the Romantic 

period may be understood not as a replacement but as the incorporation 

of classic protocol into a still more variegated set of Romantic discourses.34 

 

                                                 
31 Robert Hatten, The Troping of Topics in Mozart s Instrumental Works, in The Oxford Handbook 

of Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 514-36. 
32 Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009), 42. 
33 Janice Dickensheets, The Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century,  Journal of 

Musicological Research 31 (2012): 98. 
34 Agawu, Music as Discourse, 43. 
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Agawu s statement involving the incorporation of classic protocol  is relevant since 

one can further postulate that topoi understood to exist in the Romantic era persisted 

into the 20th century as well. This situation is of the utmost significance when teasing 

out meaning in post-common-practice music, which has been considered by many to 

resist conventional referentiality, a claim that I refute throughout this dissertation. 

 Agawu summarizes the development of topoi in the 18th, 19th, and 20th 

centuries: 

 

In the 18th century, topics were conventions of style invoked without 

pathos to speak a common language without sacrificing any sort of will to 

originality. In the 19th century, the above [widely adopted topics] were 

maintained but expressive growth created new topics that were 

composer-specific or modifications to the previously established code of 

convention. Finally, in the 20th century the universe of topics expanded to 

include strategic denials.35 

 

In such expansions of the universe, Agawu tells us that topics bear semantic weight 

regardless of musical style: that counterpoint or form, among others (such as self-

quotation), can take on a marked use as a referent.36 Treating topoi and form 

referentially will prove useful to interpreting potential meaning in post-1945 music. 

Topics, when mediated through some sort of an analytical agency, lead to the 

interpretation of narrativity, its transvaluation, and the overarching narrative that arises 

throughout the interpretation of the musical landscape. Locating Classical topoi in post-

1945 music analyzing how they interact with one another (producing tropes) and how 

they evolve over time strengthens narrative claims: they can intertextually connect 

                                                 
35 Ibid., 48. 
36 Ibid., 47. 
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compositions that employ them across a diverse range of musical styles, and the 

interpreter can further speculate about their updated context and use.37 

A discussion of style is necessary to understand the meaning that occurs when a 

topic strategically evokes another style at a marked moment. Hatten and Almén (2013) 

combined forces to offer the concept of stylistically constrained sequences, defined as any 

chaining together of musical events that is constrained by a style.38 As style is the 

discourse of compositions, an understanding of generalized style will assist in 

uncovering potential intersections and anxieties with the past. 

A stylistically constrained sequence surrounding a form such as passacaglia or 

rondo creates an analytical expectation that involves repetition of material, such as in 

the analysis of Penderecki s Third Symphony. When Rochberg tells us that he composes 

Symphony No. 2 with a sonata cycle in mind, one can question the role that sonata form 

plays in that reading, and consider how it constrains the interpretation of musical style. 

If materials are presented in a deformed fashion (or not at all), then the analyst can 

inquire as to how the stylistically constrained sequence has been undermined. Such 

inquiries can drive the analyst to interpret the passage in several ways, depending on 

the situation all of which have narrative consequences. 

 

1.2.5 The Anxiety of Influence, Intertextuality, Peripeteia, and Apotheosis 

 

1.2.5.1 The Anxiety of Influence. Harold ”loom s The Anxiety of Influence: A 

Theory of Poetry (1973) shows how influence plays a role in the creative process and can 

potentially generate Freudian anxiety within the creator. In Remaking the Past, Joseph 

                                                 
37 Intertextuality, as described by Michael Klein (2005), will be discussed in more detail below. 
38 ”yron “lmén and Robert Hatten, Narrative Engagement with Twentieth-Century Music: 

Possibilities and Limits,  In Music and Narrative since 1900, ed. Michael Klein and Nicholas Reyland, 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013): 63, 65. 
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Straus shows how modernist compositions intersect with tradition, saying, The most 

important and characteristic musical works of the first half of [the 20th] century 

incorporate and reinterpret elements of earlier music. This dual process, more than any 

specific element of style or structure, defines the mainstream of musical modernism. 39 

Straus is chiefly interested in the Second Viennese School and how it accepted/resisted 

the influences of the common-practice period. Since the current undertaking is 

primarily focused on how agency leads to the interpretation of tragedy and irony, the 

anxiety of influence will prove to be a powerful analytical tool. 

Later, in discussing the analyst and the fictional composer, the chain of influence 

will be called upon to elucidate interactions between various agencies. In my analysis of 

Asyla, the fictional composers will be interpreted as interacting with one another 

through a Bloomian anxiety. In the last chapter on the analyst, anxiety will play a role in 

how the analyst conducts analysis as a subjective being. I will give a brief overview of 

the theory as Straus presents it before moving on to other concepts. 

 Straus lays out ”loom s theory in a succinct fashion, which I will summarize 

through a series of brief quotations, followed by commentary about how the quote 

informs this project. 

 

A poem is not a self-contained, organic whole. Rather it is a relational 

event, embodying (often contradictory) impulses from a variety of 

sources.40 

 

The resistance to organicism is striking in this brief remark. The tendency is to seek 

organic unity in works of art, thereby totalizing structure and discourse into an all-

encompassing thread of interpretation. ”loom s theory emphasizes the relational 

                                                 
39 Joseph N. Straus, Remaking the Past: Tradition and Influence in Twentieth-Century Music, 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990): 2. 
40 Ibid., 12. 
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aspects of art, even those relationships that seem to contradict this totalizing nature of 

structural discourse. The anxiety of influence, then, can be a way to understand each 

work of art on its own terms. 

 

The poetic tradition and the history of poetry are the story of a struggle by 

newer poems against their predecessors, a struggle to clear creative space. 

The relationship between poets and their predecessors has more in 

common with the Oedipal struggle between son and father than with the 

generous relationship between disciple and teacher or between 

colleagues.41 

 

Bloom views artistic creativity as a battle for space in history, and Straus translates that 

battle into musical terms. In competing for space in the Western canon, composers often 

wrestle with influence, and anxiety contains the possibility to open hermeneutic 

windows. The ties drawn to psychoanalysis the Oedipal struggle ) by this point and 

the next will allow further analytical adventures as psychoanalytical tools make sense of 

the agencies that are impacting the work. 

 

The struggle between new poems and their precursors takes the form of 

misreading. Later poets willfully misinterpret their predecessors in a 

process analogous to repression in Freudian psychoanalytic theory.42 

 

Misreading is one of the most crucial aspects to ”loom s theory in terms of musical 

analysis. A composer either strongly or weakly misreads the previous work, which 

means that they either address their anxiety and rewrite the previous text (strong 

misreading), or they imitate it (weak misreading). Straus argues that misreading art 

opens the possibilities for ways to resist organicism. He elaborates, 

 

                                                 
41 Idem. 
42 Idem. 
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For Bloom, however, a poem is not necessarily concerned with achieving, 

or even striving toward, unity. “ poem, for ”loom, is good or strong  in 
proportion to the intensity of the struggle it embodies. Poems are actually 

stronger when their counterintended effects battle most incessantly 

against their overt intentions.43 

 

Elsewhere, he states:  

 

To read is to be dominated  to misread is to assert one s own priority, as 
the later poet does by making the earlier poet say what the later poet 

wants or needs to hear…Later poets misread as a way of asserting the 
validity of their own vision; they must, in the process, falsify the vision of 

their predecessors.44  

 

Strong misreadings highlight the subject s personal account of the discourse as they 

create something unique, while weak misreadings fall in line with previous works. This 

distinction is paramount to understanding the direction in which ”loom s methodology 

leads the interpreter and tells us useful information about interpreters themselves, such 

as where their analytical priorities lie. If an analysis is driven toward strong 

misreadings, it shows a creative struggle that might be indicative of success. On the 

other hand, if the interpreter prioritizes weak misreadings, it serves failure as a result, 

broadly speaking.45 

 Kevin Korsyn offers a similar, yet distinct application of ”loom s theory. Korsyn 

states that influence becomes something poets actively resist, rather than something 

they passively receive, and poetry becomes a psychic battlefield, an Oedipal struggle 

                                                 
43 Joseph N. Straus, The “nxiety of Influence  in Twentieth-Century Music, The Journal of 

Musicology 9/4, (1991), 436 7. 
44 Straus, Remaking, 14 15. 
45 Of course, there are exceptions to this opposition. Later, I interpret weak misreadings as a 

failure on the fictional composer s part. In any case, I will make clear how my analytical priorities play 
out in the subsequent analyses regarding misreadings. 
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against one s poetic fathers, in which poems seek to repress and exclude other poems. 46 

Korsyn maps what Bloom calls six revisionary ratios onto musical events in Brahms and 

Chopin, showing that every reading can be interpreted as a misreading of a text, and 

that those misreadings give meaning to a work in context. 

 One can compare Korsyn s and Straus s appropriation of ”loom s theory. While 

Korsyn is interested in mapping ”loom s revisionary ratios onto specific situations from 

common-practice music, Straus is interested in extending ”loom s revisionary ratios 

into a different musical milieu. In terms of misreadings (if every reading is a 

misreading), Straus and Korsyn differ considerably. Straus provides a stronger 

misreading of ”loom s theory than Korsyn because he uses it more loosely in his 

analytical applications, thus engendering creative space for himself in the literature. 

While Korsyn is demonstrating how ”loom s theory helps to unpack musical meaning, 

Straus misreads Bloom to create a different set of revisionary ratios (what he calls 

tropes) that can be applied to post-tonal repertoire. Straus also deemphasizes the 

Freudian anxiety that is elemental to Korsyn s approach, which I view as a strong 

misreading of Bloom by Straus the Oedipal complex of influence is integral to ”loom s 

theory. As both approaches are valid and useful to the analyst, the concept of influence 

is a subset of a larger network of variegated possibilities known as intertextuality the 

superstructure in which influence exists. 

 

1.2.5.2 Intertextuality. Michael Klein s Intertextuality in Western Art Music 

includes narrative analyses of post-1900 music that demonstrate an intertextual 

exploration of musical meaning. Like the anxiety of influence, intertextuality also comes 

to us from literary theory, and is essentially the presence in one work of a modified 

quotation or allusion to another work, where the listener cannot help but connect the 

                                                 
46 Kevin Korsyn, Towards a New Poetics of Musical Influence,  Music Analysis 10/1 (1991), 8. 
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two works as related. Intertextuality is different from the anxiety of influence, though. 

Earlier, I mentioned that intertextuality is the superstructure that houses influence. 

Influence requires more information from culture and the world that contains music it 

relies on a chain of influence that exists in history s arrow of time. Intertextuality, on the 

other hand, relies on information that comes from the interpreting agent s subjectivity. 

Intertextuality does not rely on history and can produce anachronistic 

relationships between texts. In this way, it is fair game to say that Gustav Mahler (1860

1911) intertexts with Thomas Adès (b. 1971). It would be incorrect to say that Mahler was 

facing an anxiety of influence from Adès (that point is absurd). Intertextuality 

prioritizes the subjectivity of the sign user as a postmodern system of borrowing and 

referencing (again, with the death of the author comes the birth of the reader). In 

Deleuzian terms, intertextuality projects a smooth mapping from piece to piece across a 

network of possible texts that exist within the interpreting subject. The anxiety of 

influence creates a chain of influence, a striated space that traces point A to B to C etc.47 

To reiterate, intertextuality joins one text to another, yielding a network of 

musical associations in which any crossing of texts…may be transhistorical and 

unlimited, so that all texts branch out infinitely to other texts. 48 In approaching musical 

narratology, intertextuality is a powerful analytical tool, particularly in opening 

hermeneutic windows, and can give us a means to deal with contradiction, aporia, and 

other ironic miscues that music after 1945 contains (in abundance). Klein states: 

 

We may call upon intertextuality to refocus our thinking about current 

analytical theory. Rather than view contradiction and ambiguity as 

weaknesses that threaten theory s claim to science, we can argue that the 

                                                 
47 In chapter five, smooth and striated analytical space is discussed in terms of the analyst s 

subjectivity. These terms come from Pierre Boulez and are described in Deleuze and Guattari s A 

Thousand Plateaus, 477.  
48 Michael L. Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 

2005), 139. 
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structure of a piece of music, however secure, rests upon a particular 

intertext. As new pieces enter that intertext, their structures and 

transformations of structures impact the very theory called upon to 

elucidate them.49 

 

By bridging gaps between pieces (texts), meaning can be mapped to create alternative 

narrative stories to accompany the musical discourse, which provides a methodology to 

approaching meaning and narratology in post-common-practice music. The 

appropriation of topoi, especially in a contemporary milieu, is made possible through 

intertextuality: if a piece offers a pastoral topic, it is taken as a token of a type and 

brought to fruition through intertextuality s network of codes and meaning. When Adès 

loses his fictional voice in Asyla, it is because of intertextuality from other fictional 

composers. Only after those other composers are established as intertexts do they impact 

fictional Adès in the form of anxiety in that tragic narrative. 

  

1.2.5.3 Peripeteia. Klein frequently borrows additional concepts from literary 

theory that I find useful for understanding tragedy in these post-1945 orchestral works. 

For this dissertation, peripeteia and apotheosis exist as two ways that narrating agencies 

convey significant dramatic moments to the analyst. A peripeteia, briefly described 

above, is essentially a dramatic reversal of circumstances. For Aristotle, the moment 

that Oedipus learns that he is fulfilling the prophecy (after killing his father) is a 

dramatic reversal, or a peripeteia, yielding a tragic outcome. This discovery sets the 

foundation for later psychoanalysts such as the Lacanian to develop the concept of the 

master signifier, an idea that informs my analysis of the work-persona s two deaths in 

Penderecki s Third Symphony. 

                                                 
49 Klein, Intertextuality, 15. 
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Klein mentions that moments of suffering often coincide with peripeteia, which 

may clue the listener to a musical narrative. 50 Analyzing dramatic reversals of 

condition, especially ones that shift from positive views toward negative ones, can 

index specific facets of musical narrative. Recalling Figure 1.1 “lmén s tragic 

archetype , the positive transgression s rank value rises and then falls at the conclusion 

of the work when the negative order defeats the positive transgression. At the moment 

when the transgression shifts direction in terms of cultural transvaluation, a type of 

peripeteia is likely at play. Since Aristotle tells us that peripeteia and the moment of 

discovery are crucial for a well-formed tragedy, it would make sense that sorrowful 

music continues to rely on that convention of storytelling, especially when works are 

being interpreted as tragic archetypes.51 Whenever a peripeteia is interpreted in these 

works, it is used as a signifier to symbolize the moment when the work-persona finally 

learns of the impending tragic outcome of the narrative reading of the work. 

 

 1.2.5.4 Apotheosis. Apotheosis is essentially a culmination or climax brought 

about by the enrichment of musical materials through recontextualization. 

Etymologically it arises from making divine  or deifying  a certain unmarked 

component, thus making it marked against its previous self. It is ordinarily defined as 

that process by which a man is raised to divinity. 52 In musical terms, it is a 

compositional decision for which theme is selected for apotheosis, and such 

compositional choices impact musical narratology. If a composer chooses to rewrite a 

secondary theme of a sonata form in a triumphant apotheosis, it conveys information 

about the form and the stylistically constrained sequence that defines it. If a composer 

                                                 
50 Klein, Intertextuality, 140. 
51 This is an analytical bias. When hearing tragic music, searching for a moment of peripeteia 

assists in shaping the overall tragedy, even if it is not as explicit as the moment of discovery in Oedipus 

Rex. 
52 Max Radin, “potheosis,  The Classical Review, 30/2 (1911): 44 46. 
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uses an apotheosis in a strangely defiant and tragic way, that also informs the analyst s 

interpretation of the work, and can exist as a form of irony (contradiction) in the 

musical discourse. We will see an example of the latter in the analysis of Penderecki s 

Third Symphony. An apotheosis tends to be a positive force, but I will explore other 

aspects of musical high points in my analysis of Penderecki that tend to promote the 

opposite, asking the question of if an apotheosis can be tragic, and what that means for 

a musical story. 

 

1.2.6 Psychoanalytical Approaches 

Vincent Meelberg makes a case for psychoanalytical approaches to musical 

narrative. Beginning with semiotics, he moves toward reading states of mind as signs: 

 

Semiotics is the study of signs, with signs being objects, utterances, or 

even thoughts, which stand for something to somebody in some respect. 

Human expression, which for instance can take the form of an artistic 

utterance, can be regarded as a sign that stands for some conscious or 

unconscious state of mind. It is the relation between these signs and the 

mental states they might stand for that is studied in psychoanalysis.53 

 

By treating human expression as a sign that represents a conscious or unconscious state, 

psychoanalytical methodologies can stimulate interpretations of musical meaning. 

Specifically, Freud s conceptualization of the uncanny emerges in my analysis of 

Rochberg s Symphony No. . Lacan s formulation of a fragmented subjectivity has 

appeared in musico-theoretical discourse in recent years, and I will borrow his idea of 

the master signifier and the two deaths in my interpretation of Penderecki. I also 

explore Lacan s trichotomy of subjectivity (the Real, the Imaginary, and the Symbolic) 

in my concluding chapter about the analyst s agency. 

                                                 
53 Vincent Meelberg, New Sounds, New Stories: Narrativity in Contemporary Music (Amsterdam: 

Leiden University Press, 2006), 175 76. 
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1.2.6.1 The Uncanny. The uncanny is a useful concept in interpreting musical 

features that come up unexpectedly. Freud tells us that when something that was once 

repressed resurfaces through repetition, a specific type of uncanny terror arises in the 

subject.54 Musically, when something is interpreted as being repressed by another force, 

there is the potential for hermeneutic analysis especially when that repressed feature 

returns. The term uncanny  comes to us through the German term das Unheimlich, but 

contains certain adjustments in its translation. The distinction between the two is a 

subject that Michael Cherlin clarifies: 

 

“t one end of the spectrum, heimlich  denotes a range of meanings that 
are tied in with the safety, tranquility and intimacy of home and family. 

The intimate, private aspect of heimlich  gives rise to another range of 
meanings that tend toward its opposite, the concealed, secret, 

untrustworthy. Thus heimlich  merges with unheimlich.  Unheimlich  
then extends to meanings such as eerie, ghostly, uncanny, horrifying.55 

 

He goes on to state: 

 

In addition to repression, Freud speaks of cultural surmounting,  an 
overcoming of more primitive beliefs. For example, the animistic beliefs of 

primitive man have been overcome, more or less, by culture.56 

 

Cherlin is interested in showing how utterances of tonality in Schoenberg s early 

works represent a repressed state of being that has reappeared as uncanny. As my 

analysis of Rochberg s belatedness unfolds, moments of the uncanny arise from certain 

                                                 
54 Sigmund Freud, The Uncanny,  In On Creativity and the Unconsccious, trans. Alix Strachey, 

122 61 (New York, Harper, 1958). 

 55 Michael Cherlin, Schoenberg and Das Unheimliche: Spectres of Tonality.  The Journal of 

Musicology, 11/3 (1993): 360. Italics are mine. 
56 Cherlin, Schoenberg,  361. 
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combinations of row forms that are cast in a dialogue through sonata form, and those 

moments are useful for unpacking musical meaning in that reading. 

 

1.2.6.2 Three Registers of Subjectivity. Additional psychoanalytical tools that 

assist me are borrowed from Lacan and Žižek, and follow what already exists in 

musico-theoretical literature in the writing of Sarah Reichardt Ellis, Kramer, and Klein, 

among others. In Lacan s work, there are three registers to subjectivity, the Real, the 

Symbolic (the Other), and the Imaginary (the other). Klein tells us that, 

 

For Lacan the development of the subject involves a series of crises, the 

first of which is birth, since the young infant cannot care for itself in any 

way. From birth, the subject moves through the Imaginary, which 

involves thinking in images, to the Symbolic, which involves thinking in 

language. With the entry into these two orders of subjectivity, though, the 

subject discovers that they are radically decentered, which may compel a 

lifelong search to recover a lost oneness and power that they never really 

had in the first place.57 

 

These concepts must exist in abbreviated form in this dissertation, but serve an overall 

purpose of providing a means to examine the subjectivity of the analyst. In analytical 

endeavors, this process of developing subjectivity serves as a metaphor for the 

analytical process itself, and that process will be described in more detail later in 

chapter five. 

The Real is referred to as the rock upon which every attempt at symbolization 

stumbles Žižek , 58 and as the empty center around which reality is constructed 

(Reichardt). 59 In short, it is the world that we are born into, yet can never return to after 

                                                 
57 Michael Klein, Music and the Crises of the Modern Subject (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2015), 13. 
58 Slavoj Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology (New York: Verso Books, 1989), 169. 
59 Sarah Reichardt [Ellis], Composing the Modern Subject: Four String Quartets by Dmitri Shostakovich, 

(Burlington, Ashgate Publishing Company, 2008), 7. 
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we acquire language and enter the Symbolic order of subjectivity. The symbolic order 

then, is what structures reality from the Real: it is constructed through linguistic 

discourse and it is impossible to escape from it. Language lacks the referential ability to 

recreate the Real, and Reichardt tells us that a gap occurs due to the fundamental 

incapability of symbolic discourse to fully represent the living experience. 60 She goes 

on to say that: 

 

Although the real cannot appear as an entity in reality (due to the fact 

that, by definition, it cannot be placed in the symbolic order), its existence 

affects the subject s reality, as the gap causes the creation of traumatic 
forms (e.g. ruptures, symptoms, stains, residues). These traumatic events 

create distortions in the symbolic universe, upsetting the smooth running 

of our discursively created universe and displaying its deficiencies, and, 

thus, ultimately displaying the empty kernel, the void or lack upon which 

reality rests.61 

 

In other words, encounters with the Real are traumatic for the subject it prevents what 

Kramer describes as the transmutation of traumatic experience into symbolic form. 

Such trauma remains unendurable. It condenses, as it were, into this thing, a piece of 

the Real. 62 To discuss the Real, I have to discuss the Symbolic order, and will give it 

more detail below. For now, the Symbolic is what structures the Real into reality. 

 In addition to the Real and the symbolic order, Lacan also formulates an 

Imaginary order that includes what he describes as the mirror stage: the moment when 

a child looks into a mirror and misrecognizes the image as itself, when the subject sees 

itself through the gaze of the (m)Other (that is, when the child sees him/herself through 

the gaze of some other, most usually the mother).63 The mirror stage and the Imaginary 

                                                 
60 Reichardt [Ellis], Composing, 8. 
61 Idem. 
62 Kramer, Interpreting, 198. 
63 Reichardt [Ellis], Composing, 8. 
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is where the child formulates the world as a fractured space that is not unitary, as it was 

in the Real. It is in the Imaginary, Klein says that, 

 

The subject also begins to search for acceptable substitutes for the loss of 

oneness with the mother. Lacan called any such substitute the objet petit a, 

or the other. Desire fuels the search for the objet petit a, which can never 

deliver the fulfillment it promises.64 

 

In other words, our fractured subjectivity depends on this search for oneness, but that 

search can never be fulfilled, or it will result in madness or death  according to Klein.65 

Bert Oliver adds: 

 

For Lacan such recognition  of one's image as oneself  is a 

misrecognition; moreover, it is a fictional construct which and this is of 

crucial importance lays the foundation for the further development of 

the subject along a trajectory marked by identification and alienation. 

Why? In the first place, the subject's 'misrecognition' of itself represents an 

'identification' in the sense of a transformation in the subject on the 

assumption of an image an 'I am that'  or better  That is me (moi).  But 

secondly, it also inaugurates the subject's (subsequently inescapable, albeit 

potentially mitigated) alienation.66 

 

The Imaginary is where a process of alienation begins that is never to end for the 

subject. In accommodating the fracturing of the subject as it formulates its identity, the 

subject acquires language and enters the Symbolic order, the overarching register of 

subjectivity that controls the possibilities of our thoughts and forces us to obey certain 

cultural fetters. 

 

                                                 
64 Klein, Music and the Crises, 13. 
65 Idem. 
66 Oliver, ”ert. . Lacan and Critical Musicology.  International Review of the Aesthetics and 

sociology of Music 36/1: 137. 
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Klein tells us that, 

 

The Symbolic order consists of the many signifying systems with which a 

culture attempts to represent the world, or more properly, being-in-the-

world. Among these systems, Lacan privileges language, which he calls 

the big Other, or the Other (with a capital O). Because language is thrust 

upon us as we enter the Symbolic, we experience the Other as a radical 

alterity with a power like the law. We do not choose the language we are 

forced to speak; the language chooses us. And we cannot think, even in 

the unconscious, without the language of the Other.67 

 

The development of a sign system for a subject in the form of a language can be applied 

to several musical contexts, and one can see how this might intersect with notions of 

anxiety and intertextuality to achieve a broader sense of meaning. That broader 

meaning can then yield narrativity in complex musical situations where the musical 

subject might be viewed as in crisis. 

 Scholars have posited music in each of these registers of subjectivity with 

varying degrees of success. As an element of the Symbolic order, music makes sense as 

a type of language. Within the world of the Imaginary, music can be seen as a world of 

images that lacks the language to define itself what is the music itself? . The most 

difficult register of subjectivity in which to position music is the Real, mainly because it 

is difficult to even think in terms of the Real. In all, my last chapter takes the three 

registers and examines music, analytical biases, and analysis in a model of subjectivity 

formation that aims to make sense of the agency of the analyst in a virtual space. 

 

1.2.6.2 The Master Signifier and the Two Deaths. In my analysis of Penderecki s 

work-persona agency, a Lacanian master signifier guides interpretation. A master 

signifier is a special type of sign that organizes our interpretation of a text and defines 

                                                 
67 Klein, Music and the Crises, 14. 
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its readability. 68 The master signifier can work retrospectively, thus changing all the 

signs that were previously interpreted. Musically, a master signifier can arise through 

some moment in the discourse that opens a hermeneutic window that then changes an 

interpretation of the music, looking both forward and backward. In other words, it 

dominates the discourse after it is interpreted. 

Žižek, following Lacan, develops a concept involving two deaths of the 

subjective being one real and one symbolic. The ordering of the deaths is of crucial 

importance: in many cases, a real death precedes a symbolic death. That is, first the 

body s heart stops beating in a real, actual death the person s life is over. Then, the 

process of mourning and burial results in the subject s symbolic death, granting them 

rest the person has culturally died. If that process is reversed, however, and a 

symbolic death precedes a real death, the result is tragic. In that case, there is no grieving 

period following the symbolic death. These two concepts, in tandem, operate to 

interpret death as a Lacanian master signifier in Penderecki s work-persona agency that 

experiences two deaths in a tragic reversal of fortune. 

 

1.2.7 Philosophical Approaches 

 Philosophy will inform my interpretive claims throughout this project, but I will 

restrict it to just a few concepts. The first is Michel Foucault s work regarding power 

relations and panopticism, which will be used to situate “dès s fictional composer 

struggle in Asyla. The second are a few concepts from Gilles Deleuze and Felix 

Guattari s work that help to shape the analyst s role in theoretical analysis. 

 

 1.2.7. . Foucault’s Power Relations and the Panopticon. In discussing Foucault s 

work, Jonathan Culler tells us that: 

                                                 
68 Michael Klein, Ironic Narrative, Ironic reading,  Journal of Music Theory, 53/1: 95-136 
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Power, for Foucault, is not something someone wields but 

power/knowledge : power in the form of knowledge or knowledge as 

power. What we think we know about the world the conceptual 

framework in which we are brought to think about the world exercises 

great power. Power/knowledge has produced for example, the situation 

where you are defined by your sex. It has produced the situation that 

defines a woman as someone whose fulfillment as a person is supposed to 

lie in a sexual relationship with a man. The idea that sex lies outside and 

in opposition to power conceals the reach of power/knowledge.69 

 

Power is a means by which we can interpret how discourse gives way to certain cultural 

assumptions surrounding subjectivity. Musically, in interpreting how agencies are 

interacting through a lens of power reveals a certain type of tragic reading of Asyla in 

which a composer thought to have control of their own text loses control to interfering 

agencies by the work s end, yielding a special kind of peripeteia in the closing moments 

of the work. Power exists as a narrativity in that reading. 

 Panopticism is a metaphor that demonstrates the source of power in a given 

relationship. This concept will be discussed in detail in my analysis of Asyla, but for 

now it can be loosely defined as Jeremy ”entham s circular prison design that exerts 

power from its inner tower.70 The prison model serves as a larger metaphor in 

Foucault s work  it posits a faceless other whose penetrating gaze impacts all. In 

Culler s description, gender roles are associated with a power relation in which 

someone s actions are dictated by what their gender is supposed to do, be it how they 

dress, behave, etc. In that case, a panoptic power relation exists in which everyone 

knows what their role is in society without anyone specifically telling them they are 

born into that panoptic power relation. 

                                                 
69 Jonathan Culler, Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2000), 8. 
70 Jeremy Bentham, The Works of Jeremy Bentham, published under the Superintendence of his 

Executor, John Bowring (Edinburgh: William Tait, 1838 43), Vol. 11. 
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 This concept will inform my interpretation of fictional agencies in Asyla as well 

as how the analyst does analysis. The anxiety of influence is a large component of the 

analyst s discourse, and that anxiety forms a panopticon of power relations in which 

one knows what is acceptable and not acceptable without anyone telling them, akin to 

being in Lacan s Symbolic order. In other words (following a Foucauldian chiasmus), 

the analyst does not create theoretical discourse, theoretical discourse creates the 

analyst. 

 

 1.2.7. . Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and 

Schizophrenia. While there are many concepts from A Thousand Plateaus that I would 

like to evoke, it is necessary to limit my subject matter for this project. Calling forth 

Deleuze and Guattari is a complicated endeavor, but by limiting the concepts that I 

borrow, I am better able to make use of their ideas from A Thousand Plateaus. For the 

purposes of this dissertation, I will primarily use the concepts of the refrain, line of flight, 

the differing forms of territorialization, and the assemblage to interpret musical analysis as 

a metaphorical ideology. In defining these concepts, I will be mixing and matching their 

purposes together, as they are interdependent (like most of Deleuze and Guattari s 

concepts). 

 The Deleuzian refrain is essentially an open system that consists of three 

components: chaos, order, and a transformation of that order. Another way to think 

about the refrain would be injection indicating scattered attempts to organize), 

inscription (the actualization of the organization), and interception (the 

deterritorialization of the organization, a possible line of flight . 71 Deleuze and Guattari 

tell us that these are not three successive moments in an evolution. They are three 

                                                 
71 ”rent Meier Sørensen, Immaculate Defecation  Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in 

Organization Theory,  The Sociological Review 53/s1 (2005), DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-954X.2005.00545. 
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aspects of a single thing. 72 The refrain, then, moves from chaos to order through an act 

of territorialization, and breaks apart order by drawing a line of flight from it in an act 

of deterritorialization in an ever-unfolding process. 

Territory is an act in this model  The role of the refrain has often been 

emphasized  it is territorial, a territorial assemblage. 73 As the refrain is territorialized 

and deterritorialized its lines of flights cause ruptures to an open system on the way to 

becoming expressive. For the authors, lines of flight move toward becoming expressive 

in a cosmic way. Art, music, cinema, literature, etc. are ways in which the refrains of 

everyday existence are deterritorialized. “s Deleuze and Guattari tell us, in a general 

sense, we call a refrain any aggregate of matters of expression that draws a territory and 

develops into territorial motifs and landscapes (there are optical, gestural, motor, etc., 

refrains).74 The territory, as an act, is one way in which refrains interact with one 

another. 

Deleuze and Guattari frequently (and logically) relate the refrain to music, telling 

us that what needs to be shown is that a musician requires a first type of refrain, a 

territorial or assemblage refrain, in order to transform it from within, deterritorialize it, 

producing a refrain of the second type as the final end of music: the cosmic refrain of a 

sound machine. 75 It is from this model that I later construct the analyst s machine from 

the three component parts (three analytical chapters) present in this dissertation. The 

goal is to understand the assemblage of machine parts that aggregate in the analytical 

subject every assemblage is basically territorial 76 and begs for the hermeneutic 

window to be opened into analysis. To get to that point, I must first make my 

                                                 
72 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian 

Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1980), 312. 
73 Idem. 
74 Ibid., 323. 
75 Ibid., 349. 
76 Ibid., 503. 
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methodology explicit, then explore the three component parts of this dissertation that 

combine into an abstract analyst s machine. 

 

1.3 Methodology 

 Since the musical language of post-1945 orchestral works is quite diverse, it is 

necessary to stipulate which of the many available methodologies I will employ in my 

analyses. Below I summarize the three primary areas of my working methodology: (1) 

musical narrative, which results from (2) musical agency and topics; and is further 

supplemented by (3) philosophical and psychoanalytical approaches. 

 “lmén s approach to narrative provides a structural backdrop for my analyses 

by tracking a transvaluation across a composition. Again, the narrative archetype 

primarily serves as a convenient tool for organizing my analytical thoughts. The pieces I 

am considering feature tragic narrative archetypes (the defeat of a positively viewed 

transgression by a negatively viewed order) that are imbued with a sense of irony, and 

each contains a type of dramatic reversal of transvaluation in the form of a peripeteia, 

making each plot a well-formed tragedy. By tracing transvaluation I can make 

additional interpretive claims about the work s discourse and story in terms of 

narrativity and narratography. My interpretations evoke Kramer s distinction between 

narrativity, narratography, and narratology to make a case for specific agential readings 

of these works, relating back to my definition of narrative that relies on the mediation of 

an agency of some sort. 

Monahan and Hatten have developed theories of agency that underscore my 

narrative interpretations in these large-scale post-1945 compositions. Monahan 

organizes musical agency into a taxonomy of agential types. By viewing the analyst and 

work-persona as in dialogue with one another in Penderecki, ironic interpretations can 

be developed by the analyst on multiple levels of a work s discourse. By analyzing 

power relations between fictional composers and the analyst in Asyla, one can come 
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closer to the idea of panopticism in musical creation and analysis. In looking at 

individuated elements in Rochberg and how they contribute to a stylistically 

constrained sequence of sonata form, I look toward irony that arises from a sense of 

belatedness in the composer s output both compositionally and theoretically. 

Markedness assists in opening hermeneutic windows, and can arise from topical 

play, agential conflict, intertextuality, apotheosis, and/or peripeteia that are marked 

against unmarked musical events that each piece s discourse earns. After the marked 

moment is interpreted, its meaning will be understood in terms of the musical story that 

is unfolding to yield a richer interpretation of the work that accompanies the work. By 

approaching post-1945 pieces with a narrative, agential, and topical hermeneutic, I will 

show how these works can give rise to narratives of tragedy that are tinged with irony 

by unfolding exactly what defines each piece s narrative account or, more specifically, 

what defines the interpreter s narratology. 

 Residual traits from common-practice tonality still drive the interactions of 

agencies, topics, and large-scale tonal structure. ”y using the term tonal,  I do not 

intend to say that the conventions of common-practice harmonic syntax are necessarily 

present. Rather, I employ ”rian Hyer s adjective form of tonality as used to describe 

the systematic organization of pitch phenomena in both Western and non-Western 

music. 77 With Hyer s definition in mind, I will look at pitch organization both on local 

and global levels of a composition to determine if a particular tonal structure is 

governing the work as a whole. 

“s an example of Hyer s definition, my analysis of Penderecki s Third 

Symphony unveils an opposition between the pitch classes F and B. Upon further 

study, D and A  also play significant roles in the symphony s construction of themes, 

                                                 
77 ”rian Hyer, Tonality,  in Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, 

accessed September 14, 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/28102. 
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variations, and form. Therefore, showing the tonal structure of the symphony as being 

organized by a minor-third cycle, 4 28 (0369), creates a way to draw out meaningful 

relationships among its pitch materials, specifically at formal boundaries and marked 

moments in the discourse. 

To determine what pitches are marked in a given work (specifically in the 

analysis of Penderecki), I focus on motivic relationships, ostinato, and other ways that 

elevate pitches to prominence. Straus and Miguel Roig-Francolí describe pitch centricity 

as a perceptual significance of a pitch or pitch-class that depends on surface features of 

the music,78 listing techniques such as frequent repetition, sustainment, extreme 

registral placement, marked dynamics, and rhythmic/metric stress.79 Straus also states 

that textural shaping, such as that of a contracting or expanding wedge, influences a 

sense of centricity. In particular, Roig-Francolí emphasizes the role of ostinatos and 

pedal tones in pitch centricity.80 

The last component of my methodology is what pulls each analysis together

that of extra-musical inquiry. Philosophical approaches borrowed from Deleuze and 

Guattari as well as psychoanalytical concepts will be visited throughout my analyses. 

The goal is to enrich my reading of these works by situating their musical stories in a 

specific analytical subjectivity that draws on such extra-musical sources. In short, a 

viewing of Penderecki through the lens of Lacan, of Adès through the concepts of 

Foucault, and of Rochberg through an idea of belatedness comprises what I call the 

three component parts of this dissertation, another concept borrowed from Deleuze 

(and described in more detail below). Klein tells us that: 

 

                                                 
78 Joseph N. Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 4th edition (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 

2015), and Miguel Roig-Francolí Understanding Post-Tonal Music (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2008). 
79 Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 131 35. 
80 Roig-Francolí, Understanding Post-Tonal Music, 5 6. 
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Deleuze s metaphor of the machine is more than a postmodern irony that 

turns our deepest fears on their head by showing us that they were neither 

deep nor set aright in the first place…“ Deleuzian machine is not 
something you can touch or see. But you can feel its effects. Such a 

machine is a combination of cultural, or physiological, or physical, or 

natural elements that produce these effects.81 

 

In this dissertation, each analysis is a component part, built of analytical fragments that 

cause the analyst a certain degree of anxiety as analytical subjectivity is questioned. The 

analyst then constructs refrains that address how certain agencies (individuated 

elements, work-persona, fictional composers) interact with the analyst-as-agent s biases 

and assumptions. In the end, the fragmented subject that is the musical analyst is 

considered as an assemblage that I refer to as the analyst’s machine, and that assemblage 

arises out of the agential exploration of tragedy and irony in these specific post-1945 

orchestral works. 

 

  

                                                 
81 Klein, Music and the Crises, 72.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

WORK-PERSONA: DEATH AS MASTER SIGNIFIER IN 

PENDERECKI’S THIRD SYMPHONY 

 

 

2.1 Overview 

The tragic story of Penderecki s Third Symphony contains tinges of irony that 

challenge the analyst s agency. Following tendencies of the common-practice era, the 

symphonic work-persona (the entirety of the composition, anthropomorphized) 

narrates by exploring a broad spectrum of emotions. Lidia Gelfand tells us that 

Penderecki s emergent style in the late th century aligns with affinities that involve 

thematics, stylistic forms, and expressionistic features stretching across a wide range of 

affective states. 82 These qualities listed by Gelfand are embodied in my reading of the 

Third Symphony s narrative a narrative where agency, thematic development, and 

formal schemata dialogue and collide with one another in a dramatic dance of death. 

I will be interpreting the symphony out of chronological order. I begin with 

movements four (Passacaglia) and two (Allegro): the two movements that existed 

before the rest was composed. Those two movements combine in a twin narrative that 

establishes the two deaths in the symphony. From there, I move between the two deaths 

to movement three, Adagio, to get a sense of what the (re)ordering of the two deaths 

does to the musical story. Lastly, I consider the bookend movements, one (Prologue) 

and five (Scherzo) to consider the overall narrative trajectory of the work. 

                                                 
82 Lidia Gelfand, Musical Life in Poland: The Postwar Years, 1945–1977 (New York: Gordon and 

Breach, 1991), 165. 
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2.2 A Tragic Archetype Emerges 

Sounding in the low strings, a negatively viewed order-imposing hierarchy is 

established with a repeated-note thematic gesture in the fourth movement, titled 

Passacaglia. That negative gesture also dominates an identically titled movement from 

the composer s Magnificat (1973 74) by first grounding a D2 in the contrabass and cello, 

then repeating it to the point of obsession. The magnitude of the obsession between the 

two works differs, yet the appearance of the repeated-note gesture on D2 in both 

settings opens a hermeneutic window for interpretation. 

Largely a graphically notated score, the Magnificat was composed for the 1200th 

anniversary celebrating the foundation of the cathedral by St. Rupert of Salzburg ,83 and 

the passacaglia the last contribution to the work serves as the basis for an expressive 

doubling that the Third Symphony s passacaglia completes roughly twenty years later. 

Kramer describes expressive doubling as the configuration that results when a literary 

or musical work repeats the same basic pattern whether of imagery, rhetoric, texture, 

or design in contrastive versions. 84 For Kramer, this strategy of expressive doubling 

lies within what he considers (following Edward T. Cone) to be a structural trope that 

suggest[s] regions of common concern. 85 It is by interpreting expressive doubling in 

Beethoven that Kramer can draw specific insight into how musical tense and perception 

can be modified by contextual change. What was violence in the present tense becomes 

anxiety in the musical equivalent of the past  indicates that such a change in state can 

exist within a composer s output, and that change in state is then reflected in the stories 

that music accompanies.86 

                                                 
83 Wolfram Schwinger, Krzysztof Penderecki: His Life and Work: Encounters, Biography and Musical 

Commentary (London: Schott, 1989): 78 9. 
84 Lawrence Kramer, Expressive Doubling  ”eethoven s Two-Movement Piano Sonatas and 

Romantic Literature,  Studies in Romanticism 27/2 (1988): 176. 
85 Idem. 
86 Kramer, Expressive Doubling,  177. 
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The expressive doubling recontextualizes the Magnificat s passacaglia as a specter 

from the past that must be revisited in the Third Symphony. That revisiting takes the 

form of a Bloomian revisionary ratio called a tessera, or the completion of a 

fragment. 87 In that case, the repeated-note gesture from the Magnificat stands as a 

vestigial musical idea, a remnant that the composer later resurrects. That resurrection 

plays a dramatic role throughout the Third s discourse, driving the interpretation of 

order and death that originates in the passacaglia. 

 For Penderecki, passacaglias play a significant role in larger compositions. 

Gelfand states that Part II of the monumental St. Luke’s Passion begins with a 

passacaglia that 

 

Because of its dimensions, surpasses all preceding sections and is 

analogous to ”ach s monumental choral fugues. “ characteristic detail 
may be noted; Penderecki turned to the old Baroque polyphonic form and 

used ostinato variations, rather than a fugue, because the Passacaglia form 

helps to convey the image of meditation as a philosophic postulate, thus 

focusing attention on its changeless, non-transformable nature.88  

 

The theme of the Magnificat’s passacaglia has been described as consisting of a bass 

note repeated, 89 and can be viewed as paralleling Gelfand s notion of the image of 

meditation as a philosophic postulate.  The Third Symphony s passacaglia responds to 

the Magnificat in such a way that the non-transformable nature  of the elder is 

undercut as the composer resurrects and completes the fragment. 

Rather than being composed last (as in the Magnificat , the Third Symphony s 

Passacaglia was one of two movements written a priori, thus leading to a hermeneutic 

window: the composer turned his thoughts to the traditional form either at the 

                                                 
87 Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 6. 
88 Gelfand, Musical Life, 161. 
89 Schwinger, Krzysztof Penderecki, 228. 
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beginning or at the end of his compositional process. The other a priori movement 

existing before the Third Symphony s construction serves as the basis for the Allegro 

(second movement), and the pair premiered in 1988 as Passacaglia and Rondo.90 These 

two movements, important to the Third Symphony s narrative development, are 

connected by more than an a priori construction both the Allegro and Passacaglia 

feature a death knell codetta that (1) connects them to one another in a twin narrative, 

and (2) serves as a Lacanian master signifier that suggests a tragic narrative to the 

interpreter. Narrative elements are listed in Table 2.1 as binary oppositions between the 

order-imposing hierarchy (death) and the transgression against that order (life). 

 

Table 2.1. Order vs. transgression 

Elements of the Order (-) Elements of the Transgression (+) 

Ostinato and repetition Teleological process and variation 

Virtual environment (gravity in particular) Willful agencies 

Static contour Thematic contour (striving) 

 

Elements of the negatively viewed order-imposing hierarchy (-) are opposed to 

those of the positively viewed transgression (+). Repetition is negatively viewed 

because it frequently coincides with a brutal or frantic ostinato and is embodied by the 

death knell master signifier (described below in more detail). Additionally, repetition of 

pitches or short motives is viewed as static and opposing teleological growth (namely 

canonic imitation and variation). 

“nother element, gravity essential to Robert Hatten s virtual environment , is 

the chief signifier of death and is opposed by agential elevation (both of contour and 

                                                 
90 Cindy Bylander, "Back to the Future: The Interaction of Form and Motive in Penderecki's 

Middle Symphonies'" In Polish Music Since 1945, ed. Eva Mantzourani (Krakow: Canterbury Christ 

Church University, 2013), 246.  
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discourse). The components of Table 2.1 work in concert with one another, yielding 

marked moments in the work s discourse that are shown by a tragic narrative archetype 

(Figure 2.1), tracking the transvaluation of those components across the symphony.91 

 

 

Figure . . Tragic archetype in Penderecki s Third Symphony 

 

Figure 2.1 depicts a tragic narrative archetype imbued with an ironic, unearned 

conclusion. The positive transgression begins with low rank value, ultimately ascends 

until the Passacaglia, then subsequently comes to rest where it began (with low rank 

value). Revisiting the a priori composed movements, the Allegro and Passacaglia 

contain marked moments that accomplish transvaluation of the transgression: the two 

deaths of the work-persona (the second being a peripeteia). Subtle (and not so subtle) 

contradictions in the musical fabric lead to interpretations of irony between the work-

                                                 
91 This is a totalization of the work s discourse in one figure. Musical story will complement 

Figure 2.1 throughout this narratography. 
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persona and the agency of the analyst, culminating in a heroic and unearned  finish to 

the symphony that is foreshadowed in the first movement s final bars. 

One last component of the narrative is laid out in Figure 2.2 and later sketched in 

Figure 2.3: that of pitch-class relationships. Like any symphonic work of a 

contemporary composer, Penderecki s Third Symphony is a colossal amalgam of 

pitches and sonorities, but one pitch class: F, and the 3-cycle built from it 4 28 (0369), 

helps to shape the overall tonal plan of the work, shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Tonal relations of 3-cycle 

 

 F dominates the symphony and frequently opposes B at strategic moments in the 

discourse: (1) the pitch-class relationship between the Prologue s closing and the 

opening of the Allegro, (2) the thematic gesture of the Allegro itself (timpani hold F 

while strings sound the repeated B), and (3) the tragic, militarized apotheosis in the 

Passacaglia. F is treated as a discursive focal pitch, specifically salient in movements 

one, three, and five. The opening of the first movement is occupied by a consistent two-

bar ostinato in the low strings on F2. In the Allegro, a trumpet cadenza topic leaps 

upward, finding stable ground in F5 as a goal. In the Passacaglia, the bass ostinato 

makes an intense shift from D2 to F2, altering the trajectory of this narrative analysis. 
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Also, the Scherzo contains many repeating gestures and ostinati that frequently and 

obsessively return to F2. This list is by no means exhaustive, but F frequently aligns 

with negativity and obsession in Penderecki s Third Symphony. 

Of secondary import are the pitch classes D and A , which are seen in other 

places throughout the work (notably the repeated D2 that embodies the death knell 

gesture). The salience of D in the passacaglia serves F as its lower third F dominates 

much of the work-persona s story, yet D is where it dies. Figure 2.3 illustrates these 

various pitch-class relationships at work throughout the entirety of the multi-movement 

symphony. 

 

 

Figure . . Tonal plan for Penderecki s Third Symphony 

 

Figure 2.3 shows the significant pitches in each movement (it is not meant to be a 

reduction of structural pitches). F s supremacy acts as symphonic bookends, and its 

opposition by B is traced throughout the work with two-sided arrows.92 Additionally, 

the B-minor triad that closes mvmt. I (what I term the Prologue) paves the way for the 

unearned  ”-major triad to emerge at the conclusion of the Scherzo. Both death knells 

are shown in Figure 2.3 as well as the passacaglia s defiant apotheosis that becomes the 

                                                 
92 These arrows are not intended to indicate transformation. They exist simply as a means of 

pointing out relationships between pitches. 
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peripeteia. Now that the basic shape of the discourse has been provided, I shift focus to 

the pivotal moment when the symphony breaks, lashes out, and dies for the second time. 

 

2.3 The Master Signifier and the Second Death 

Because passacaglias are important to Penderecki, I initiate my analysis there. 

Since this movement is so dramatic in character, it accompanies the suspense film 

Shutter Island (2010). Appearing in numerous films (such as The Shining , Penderecki s 

musical language provides a wide spectrum of affective states that filmmakers exploit. 

“lthough this aspect of the composer s oeuvre has accompanied depictions of the 

supernatural or other-worldly in these cinematic scenes, my tragic narrative reading of 

the Third Symphony is removed from film studies. As an overall trajectory, my analysis 

moves from the second death in the Passacaglia (mvmt. 4) to the first death in the 

Allegro (mvmt. 2), and then through movements three, one, and five, respectively. 

The negative order of the Third Symphony is anachronistically established by the 

thematic gesture consisting of an ominous, inconsistent ostinato reiterating D2 in the 

low strings (Example 2.1). Throughout the symphony, order is reinforced through 

obsessive and, at times, mind-numbing repetition that originates with this resurrection 

of Penderecki s Magnificat. As an element of the virtual environment, the commanding 

ostinato embodying gravity imposes on entrances of the ensemble by pulling down 

on willful agencies that are striving to escape its territory. It magnetically draws pitches 

near and forces them down in an ongoing conflict. 

 

 

Example 2.1. The passacaglia s inconsistent, repeated-note gesture, mm. 1-6 
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 “bove the ostinato, a theme and variation set  begins to unfold. Example 2.2 

shows the theme and Figure 2.4 shows the variations with their contour reduction. At 

first glance: (1) the theme is disjunct, (2) it contains leaps of IC 6- and IC 1-type intervals 

(often coming in the form of minor 9th motion), (3) the theme traverses an overall 

trajectory from low to high in terms of pitch space, and (4) the last note is punctuated by 

an agogic accent. When examining the contour reduction (explained in detail below), a 

contour of < + - + > emerges: overall, it ascends twice and descends once in each 

variation of the theme as the bass ostinato plods along with the repeated-note gesture. 

 The pitch structure of the theme and variations is indicative of an overall stylistic 

evolution that emerges in Penderecki s later work. Scott Murphy outlines a few of these 

stylistic features: 

 

Several features of [the neo-Romantic] period sometimes coexisting or 

interacting with Penderecki s older  avant-garde techniques

conspicuously harken back to the common-practice style in general and 

the nineteenth century in particular: tertian harmonies, Wagnerian triadic 

progressions, Brucknerian creation ex nihilo, traditional orchestration and 

instrumental doubling, continual developing variation, and protracted but 

not completely unfamiliar formal designs.93 

 

Murphy also discusses the reintroduction of traditional melodies in Penderecki s neo-

Romantic music that focus on non-duplicative pitch classes and interval cycles. This 

theme and variations set from the Passacaglia movement demonstrate the significance 

of IC6/1 relationships in this musical style, often taking the form of a large IC1 leap 

followed by an IC6 leap, creating a jagged contour. Contour reductions of the theme 

and variations elucidates these particular IC6/1 relationships. 

 

                                                 
93 Scott Murphy, “ Model of Melodic Expectation for Some Neo-Romantic Music of 

Penderecki,  Perspectives of New Music 45/1 (2007): 184 85. 
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Example 2.2. Passacaglia theme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4. Passacaglia variations 1-6 with contour reduction 

 

The contour communicates an agential striving against the oppression of the 

negative order s gravitational ostinato. There is an attempt to resist gravity by leaping 
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upward with what Hatten calls initiatory energy, 94 but resistance pulls downward as 

oppression, as it is known to do, strikes back. A stronger attempt to transgress occurs as 

the contour ascends once more, frequently to its zenith in these variations. 

To describe these contours as a basis for a variation process, I employ a variant of 

a contour reduction algorithm to ascertain the contour s shape in terms of a contour 

adjacency series vector (CASV).95 This vector depicts whether intervals in a series are 

ascending (+) or descending (-). Interior reversals in direction are considered, but in the 

event of multiple reversals within a given contour (such as Variation 4), the more 

dramatic contour reversal is taken (in the case of Var. 4, the descending minor 9th 

reversal is selected rather than the descending augmented 2nd since the descending 

minor 9th is more contour defining). After applying this reduction, an N -shaped 

contour with a CASV of < + - + > emerges as dominant. Any melody whose contour has 

a CASV of < + - + > is a member of a loosely defined thematic set. 

As the variations develop, the work-persona evolves. In Var. 2, the ostinato in the 

low strings shifts from D2 to F2 just as the pitch content of the variation reaches its 

melodic zenith suggesting a sense of urgency as the work-persona becomes aware of 

its impending apotheosis and peripeteia. Such an urgent feeling materializes from two 

factors: (1) the zenith of variation 2 is F#, and that pitch class clashes sharply with the 

ostinato s F2; and (2) the shift to F represents a change in state of the work-persona after 

spending the entirety of the Passacaglia fixated on D2. According to Hatten (1994), 

modulations by thirds are changes of perspective or a sudden insight. 96 This shift 

upward by minor third in Penderecki s ostinato is not only a change in outlook, but is a 

                                                 
94 Robert Hatten, Musical Forces and “gential Energies, “n Expansion of Steve Larson s Model,  

Music Theory Online 18/3, ¶5.  
95 Michael Friedmann, “ Methodology for the Discussion of Contour  Its “pplication to 

Schoenberg's Music,  Journal of Music Theory 29/2 (1985): 223 48. 
96 Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation, 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 22 3.  
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severely negative change in the subjectivity of the work-persona, and Var. 2 begins to 

decenter the subjectivity of the work-persona. 

The work-persona transforms during and after the fourth variation. Tension 

reaches a boiling point as the transgression lashes out in frustration against the 

domination of the ostinato s gravitational pull. “ militarized topic takes hold, casting 

the variations into abeyance. The ensemble blares a tritone that is also the crux of the 

primary pitch opposition in the symphony: the octave-dividing B F dyad. This dyad, as 

we know, plays an increasingly significant role in the Third Symphony, and is 

reminiscent of the beginning of Witold Lutosławski s Musique Funèbre (1954 58), which 

obsesses over the same interval in its opening bars. The dyad is the subject of a dramatic 

and defiantly tragic apotheosis of the repeated-note gesture that is underscored by the 

expansive percussion led by a military drum, which generates an interpretation of a 

militarized topos for interpretation (Example 2.3). 

 

 

Example 2.3. Apotheosis of the repeated-note gesture 

 

It is not my intention for the Lutosławski reference to be made in passing. If we 

are to understand Klein s  interpretation of the logic of suffering  within 

Lutosławski s Fourth Symphony, we might safely assume that any specific connection 

between his work and that of Penderecki carries similar meaning, considering they 
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were Polish contemporaries.97 Moreover, Lutosławski s use of canonic imitation in 

Funeral Music bears a striking semblance to how Penderecki deploys learned style 

counterpoint as a topic in his Third Symphony. Since Lutosławski s Funeral Music is 

clearly elegiacally conceived, an allusion to it in Penderecki s symphonic music carries 

an analogous tragic connotation. 

Returning to the apotheosis, the intrusion of a military topos merits a quick note 

on how that topic s treatment as an apotheosis can convey certain aspects of musical 

meaning. The apotheosis is basically a recontextualization of a theme, transforming its 

status, often in a positive way (recall the discussion of deification in Chapter One). 

Inverting that elevation to have a tragic apotheosis is an unusual endeavor, and I must 

first briefly summarize what signifiers compose a military topos and interpret what 

those signifiers mean in this context in order to read this apotheosis as tragic. 

Monelle tells us that the military signifier comprises two main aspects: the march 

and the trumpet call. Its signification is complex since the traditional myth of the 

heroic warrior was moderated by a realistic knowledge of contemporary soldiers. 98 

Over time, culture forced the evolution of the military topic (similar to the hunt and 

pastoral topics that Monelle investigates in his study). When speaking of a realistic 

knowledge of contemporary soldiers,  Monelle is referencing the fact that soldiering 

transformed from being conceived as a noble and courageous endeavor into one that 

was denigrated in the public s eye. To put it simply, contemporary soldiers engaged in 

activity that was deemed less than admirable, undercutting what a military march 

indicated in years past: courageousness, heroism, and victory, and its presence in 

Penderecki s Third Symphony carries that baggage with it. 

                                                 
97 For the logic of suffering and Lutosławski,  see Michael Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art 

Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 108 36.  
98 Raymond Monelle, Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2006), 113.  
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A common feature of military marches is the announcement of a fanfare-like 

unison  in the trumpet that is a survival of the command signal that tells soldiers how 

fast to march. 99 Penderecki s military topic contains no triadic trumpet melody, but 

rather contains a flat-line, repeated tritone (B F) in the ensemble. Since military topics 

indexically signify the marching of soldiers, the reference in Penderecki becomes 

immediately complicated since its triple meter generally resists marching.100 

Furthermore, roughly halfway through the topic the horns and brass finally appear 

(rather than being present at the onset).101 After the brass join the collective, the topic 

quickly devolves into an elegy as if it knows that its defiance results in a failure on the 

part of the work-persona to reach a proper, militarized apotheosis reminiscent of 

Wagner or other Romantic composers. 

Penderecki misreads the military topos. Many of the chief ingredients Monelle 

lists are not accounted for, yet it is interpreted as a military topic through the presence 

of military percussion, triplet subdivisions of the beat, and the general vehemence of the 

moment. This military topic fails to signify a heroic victory it exists as a high point to 

the symphony a catastrophe that shifts the level of discourse (Hatten s term  in 

preparation for the work-persona s second death. 

Kofi Agawu emphasizes the role that such a climactic high point can play in a 

large-scale work: 

 

A special place should be reserved for high points or climaxes as 

embodiments of an aspect of syntax and rhetoric in Romantic musical 

discourse. A high point is a superlative moment. It may be a moment of 

greatest intensity, a point of extreme tension, or the site of a decisive 

release of tension. It usually marks a turning point in the form. 
                                                 

99 Monelle, Musical Topic, 120. 
100 This resistance to the march reminds Monelle of Holst s parodying of marching in Mars, the 

”ringer of War  from The Planets Suite, Op. 32 (1914  1916) by making it unmarchable. 
101 While it is true that some brass (low brass) are present before this entrance, this point is 

marked when the horns, trumpets, etc. enter the discourse. 
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Psychologically, a single high point typically dominates a single 

composition, but given the fact that a larger whole is often constituted by 

smaller parts, each of which might have its own intensity curve, the global 

high point may be understood as a product of successive local high points. 

Because of its marked character, the high point may last a moment, but it 

may also be represented as an extended moment a plateau or region.102  

 

The tragic apotheosis of the repeated-note gesture is the high point that contains the 

moment of greatest intensity  in the struggle between order and transgression, and 

yields a turning point in the form.  In the aftermath, a peripeteia seen in Figure 2.1) 

yields a shift in the level of discourse that is never reconciled. All that remain are a few 

solo winds that wander around in a desultory manner, lamenting elegiacally as the 

work-persona attempts to collect itself. 

 

 

Example 2.4. Learned-style canon emerges in the peripeteia 

 

Variations return in a learned-style canon where each utterance diminishes by a 

note value (Var 5: Example 2.4). The work-persona strives to achieve a higher level of 

discourse by demonstrating a compositional mastery of the antiquated strict style. The 

                                                 
102 Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2009), 61, emphasis mine. 
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order-aligned ostinato reenters on a hushed D2, previewing the death knell of the 

Passacaglia, leaving a period of abeyance in its wake. As the work-persona tries to gain 

control, the process breaks down and the final variations find their C“SV s further 

excluded from the thematic set of contour membership, indicating a total loss of the 

transgression s rank value and leaving the work-persona in suspense. 

One might expect a variation form to continuously elevate discourse until its 

conclusion, with that conclusion being a victorious culmination of all the previous 

variations compiled into one. This set of variations does not obey such formal fetters of 

expectation: a process established within the subjectivity of the work-persona fails. The 

completion of the Magnificat’s fragment is the tragic story of the Third Symphony s 

Passacaglia, resulting in death. 

After the canonic striving for control, the repeated-note thematic gesture returns 

in the form of a death-knell codetta that is not a mere preview as before it is the actual 

second death of the work-persona (Example 2.5). 

 

 

Example 2.5. Death knell: the second death 

 

The second death suggests the emergence of a Lacanian master signifier that 

dictates the reading of the work: forcing the analyst back in chronological time to 

reinterpret the work according to the master signifier s meaning Figure . . A special 
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kind of sign that shapes our understanding of a codified sign system, the master 

signifier governs the work-persona, both forward and backward. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. The master signifier 

 

Since the master signifier has the ability to signify backwards in chronological 

time, it reshapes the signs that have been interpreted and reassigns meaning. This is 

how the master signifier urges an anachronistic reading of the Third Symphony that 

begins with the second death, moves to the first death, and then focuses on the space 

between and outside of that framework. The master signifier death now controls the 

reading of the work-persona s tragic story. 

 

2.4 The Allegro: Repetition, Cadenzas, and the First Death 

Penderecki s Third Symphony dies twice Žižek s concept of the two deaths 

spans the symphony: One death occurs in the Passacaglia (mvmt. IV), the other in the 

Allegro (mvmt. II). The Allegro contains a death knell that is nearly identical to the one 

in the Passacaglia but chronologically, it dies first. Interpreting the “llegro s death as a 

predecessor of the Passacaglia generates a reading of Žižek s metaphor that brings a 

psychoanalytical perspective into Penderecki s work-persona, thus marking it as a 

special kind of post-1945 tragedy. 

Formerly Rondo, the Allegro is a locus of tension in the symphony that forms a 

twin narrative with the Passacaglia. The crisis between F and B that played a crucial 

role in the tragic apotheosis in the Passacaglia is foregrounded in another repeated-note 
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thematic gesture (Example 2.6) that alternates with variants of a cadenza topic to create 

a type of rotating ritornello form. A tempesta topic s presence throughout the movement 

comes in two shades: one asserts the repeated-note gesture as a refrain, the other 

permits freer, yet anxious cadenzas, full of energy that dialogue with one another. 

 

 

Example 2.6. The “llegro s repeated-note motivic gesture (refrain) 

 

Thematically, the “llegro s refrain aggressively asserts the tritonal conflict 

between F and B immediately after the Prologue concludes on a hushed F (discussed 

below on page 77). This refrain recalls the opening to Lutosławski s Third Symphony 

(1973 1983) in which a four-fold statement on E (doubled in octaves) stands as a sonic 

protest to silence, hangs on for an instant, and then falls away. As the music unfolds, 

that statement comes back to reclaim the chaos of sound, rechanneling and reorganizing 

Lutosławski s work-persona. 

Penderecki s refrain in the “llegro performs a similar function. Since the 

movement was originally titled Rondo, the recurrence of the repeated-note gesture is the 

most salient choice for constructing this schematic form: it resets the formal compass of 

the listener with its recurrence. The rondo form acts as a stylistically constrained 

sequence that allows us to trace the refrain throughout to uncover any guiding logic. 

This rondo (the Allegro) behaves (or better, misbehaves) like its a priori twin, the 

passacaglia, and its form is depicted in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. Form of movement 2: Allegro con brio (Rondo) 

Rehearsal Number(s) Topoi and Form 

0  2 Repeated-note refrain (A) 

2  3 Cadenza gesture (B) 

4 Refrain A 

8  9 Cadenza gesture ”  

13 Refrain “  

16  24 Cadenza gesture ”  in viola  transition 

24  27 Percussion mantra (C) 

27  28 Refrain “  

32 Trumpet lament (D) 

33 N -Contour emerges (E) 

34 Canon (F) 

35  36 Lament (G) 

37 Death knell (H) 

 

Paralleling the discourse and story of the Passacaglia, the Allegro uses a 

repeated-note thematic gesture to suggest a rondo form, but its execution leads to 

further questions surrounding form and expectation. While there is an alternation of the 

refrain (A) section with contrasting material present in the beginning of the movement, 

that compositional process breaks down as the movement unfolds. At Rehearsal 32ff, 

contrasting sections come in quick succession as the rondo splinters into a fragmented 

being with the injection of more and more formal contrast. 

The first area of contrast comes in the form of a cadenza gesture (Figure 2.6). The 

placement of this topos is in a peculiar formal location: unlike the cadenzas that occur 

near to the conclusion of traditional concerto movements, it sounds near the beginning 

of the Allegro. After the first statement of the cadenza and the return of the thematic 

gesture, it becomes clear that the formal discourse is one that shifts between tutti 

thematic statements and virtuosic, solo cadenza statements (and variants thereof). 
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Figure 2.6. Reduction of the first cadenza topic: striving toward A  

 

The first cadenza gesture is initiated with a full orchestral reference to the entire 

OCT1,2 collection. The beam in the above figure shows the pitch-class content that 

supports OCT1,2, beginning with D, then ascending through F to A . There are 

repetitions within this cadenza gesture, signifying a struggle to resist the virtual 

environment by striving upward in pitch space. “fter this cadenza s zenith, gravity 

pulls the melodic motion back downward in order for the repeated-note gesture to 

recur on B. 

The second cadenza (Figure 2.7) is sounded by clarinet, and shows more 

complexity than the first. While the initial cadenza stuck more closely to the OCT1,2 

collection with slight embellishment, the second cadenza travels further afield. Like the 

former, however, there is an overall ascent that can be seen in the reduction: it strives 

further than A  toward A, demonstrating a more determined agency. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Reduction of second cadenza gesture 

 

Earlier, I mentioned how the rhetoric of the Allegro parallels the Passacaglia: in 

the latter, the transgression s intensification via variation and teleological process  

leads to a breaking point in which the symphony cries out in frustration a tragic 

Reh. 8 
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apotheosis and then yields in a change of state taking the form of a peripeteia. 

Similarly, the Allegro contains a dialogue between the repeated-note thematic gesture 

and the variants of the cadenza. Agential conflict reaches a boiling point when the 

highest point of the movement is reached  the N -shaped contour emerges in the midst 

of a chromatic clustering of pitches (Example 2.7, the middle staff played by the 

trombones). 

 

  

Example 2.7. N -contour and first symphonic climax in the Allegro 

 

That moment of struggle is short-lived, however, as the exhausted work-persona 

downshifts the level of discourse. Speaking purely of intensity, this moment in the 

Allegro is on the same plane of consistency (following Deleuze and Guattari) as the 

military topic in the Passacaglia. Afterward, a canon (Example 2.8) emerges from the 
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wreckage as the work-persona tries to piece itself back together, paralleling the 

Passacaglia s elegy. 

 

Example 2.8. Canonic imitation after shift in the level of discourse 

 

As in the Passacaglia, the codetta of the second movement presents the death 

knell master signifier (Example 2.9) that is represented in Figure 2.1 as a brief 

downward shift a setback in the transgression s transvaluation. Unlike the second 

death in the Passacaglia, the “llegro s death knell lacks the true tolling of the bell, 

substituting D octaves and an added 5th in the violins. That sound is held and 

maintained as the repeated-note gesture at this point having anachronistically become 

the master signifier of death loses wind, quiets its dynamic, and shortens its 

utterances from five to one. Sounding A  amid death at the distance of a tritone, the 

horns intrude on the bass ostinato, signifying an incomplete death that anticipates the 

second death that comes in the passacaglia movement. 

 

Example 2.9. Death knell in the Allegro (1st death)  
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The master signifier connects the Passacaglia and the Allegro in a scenario 

described by Žižek (following Lacan) where two deaths occur one real and one 

symbolic. The “llegro s death can be interpreted as either the real death or the symbolic 

death. If it is the real death, then the Adagio the space between the two deaths

serves as the period in which the musical subject grieves and accepts the symbolic 

death. However, interpreting the Allegro as the symbolic death and the Passacaglia as 

the real death is preferable given what happens between and after the two deaths. With 

this hermeneutic, the middle-movement “dagio represents the state of living dead  as 

described by Žižek and referenced in Sarah Reichardt Ellis), in which the work-

persona s desirable state  is continuously marred by insecurity and anxiety as it 

tragically waits for the moment of its real death. 

 

2.5 Between the Two Deaths: The Adagio 

Interpreting a musical story of the two deaths provides avenues into how the 

work-persona occupies the space between and outside of death, contextualizing the 

master signifier. Following Žižek s interpretation of Lacan will provide another method 

for opening a hermeneutic window into the Adagio, following the trends of 

psychoanalysis and philosophy. Per Sarah Reichardt Ellis: 

 

For Žižek, the two deaths register the cultural difference between actual 
and symbolic death; the interval between spans the time from death to 

burial. In most cases the first death is merely  literal  something ceases to 
exist. The second death, by contrast, is figurative, a symbolic rite that 

recognizes the actuality of the first death…[I]f we properly lay the dead to 
rest, they continue to live figuratively through memories…”ut what if we 

fail to bury the dead? ...“ccording to Žižek, when the second death
usually a proper burial does not occur, a gap forms that is inhabited by 

the living dead. 103 
                                                 

103 Sarah Reichardt [Ellis], Composing the Modern Subject  Four String Quartets by Dmitri 

Shostakovich, (Burlington: Ashgate, 2008), 50 51. 
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This concept of the two deaths (Figure 2.8) allows for a strategic reading of the space 

between them, the Adagio third movement. 

 

 

Figure 2.8. The two deaths in the Third Symphony 

 

In this symphony, the symbolic death occurs after the work-persona wrestles 

with an Allegro that falls apart. The real death follows in the Passacaglia after a tragic 

apotheosis and peripeteia, offering a glimpse into the splintered subjectivity that is the 

work-persona agency. An analogy: one might imagine a situation where a symbolic 

death precedes a real death such as terminal illness, a severe injury, lifetime 

incarceration, etc. In those cases, the support system around the subject tends to accept 

death long before the subject actually dies, resulting in the symbolic death occurring 

first as the subject exists in what Žižek views as a state of waking dead in preparation 

for the real death to finally arrive. 

Marked Adagio, the third movement is a lyrical respite in the midst of a tragic 

story. Coming between the two deaths, it is treated with an overarching aria topic 

[that] invokes the past and serves as an example of Penderecki s fondness for past 

compositional models. 104 Stylistically, the harmonic language is loosely conventional 

and projects an introspective, reflective subjectivity that looks to and fixates on the past. 

Dialogical gestures within the thin texture of the orchestra speak metaphorically of a 

harmonious, desirable state that is just out of reach a place referred to in European 

renaissance arts as Arcadia. 

                                                 
104 ”ylander, ”ack to the Future,  .  
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Shades of a pastoral topic combine with the aria style, troping a pianto to yield 

emergent meaning in the opening bars, shown in Figure 2.9.105 At an instant, the 

opening intertextually brings the desire implicit in Wagner s Tristan und Isolde (1857 59) 

to mind, and that desire underscores the pianto topic throughout the movement. While 

piantos are symbolic signifiers of pain and sorrow in the common practice and Romantic 

period, this pianto reflects suffering that is unimaginable: a work-persona has 

symbolically died and now, longing for Arcadia, awaits its real death.106 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Wagner Tristan intertext in the Adagio opening 

 

In terms of narrative tense, this movement projects what Klein (2004) calls lyric 

time as opposed to narrative time.107 Narrative time occurs when there is a progression 

of discourse (examples being the Passacaglia and Allegro) while other moments remain 

stationary, represented as lyric time. Another way to think about it is that narrative time 

depicts an event and lyric time strives to be the event. Lyric poetry challenges the sense 

of narration, as the character asides and has an open dialogue of their own interior 

thoughts, and that challenging of narration explains how the Adagio is impacting the 

discourse of the Third Symphony. Penderecki s work-persona spends its lyric time 

reflecting and longing through a pastoral topic s troping with a pianto the Adagio was 

                                                 
105 Topical troping comes to us from Robert Hatten s analysis of ”eethoven s Hammerklavier 

sonata in Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 20 21. 
106 It is worth noting that Thomas Adès, the subject of Chapter 3, has a string quartet titled 

“rcadiana  Op.   that depicts this unattainable utopian setting. That analysis begins with the 

interpretation of a dysphoric pastoral topos that initiates the work a curious treatment of the pastoral. 
107 Michael L. Klein, Chopin s Fourth ”allade as Musical Narrative, Music Theory Spectrum 26/1 

(2004): 23 56. 
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composed into the work-persona to clarify the two deaths of the Passacaglia and Rondo

two movements that were already in existence. 

After emerging in the opening bars, the pianto increases in frequency; its 

recurrence throughout the movement continually suggests a negative tinge to the 

pastoral/aria combination as well as a shade of irony. One such occurrence from early in 

the Adagio is shown in Example 2.10, taken from rehearsal 1. 

 

 

Example 2.10. The pianto motif in the Adagio 

 

High in the upper tessitura of the violins, the sighing gesture couldn t be more 

clear. Descending patterns are an element of the order of death, and these recurring 

piantos solidify that order s presence in the “dagio. The first utterance of the topic 

initiates from a familiar place, F. It leaps up by a painful major seventh and yields back, 

chromatically balancing the leap with the sigh, and the subsequent gestures initiate 

from similar familiar places in pitch-class space for the work-persona. 

An indication of the overall narrative taking shape is found at the conclusion of 

the Adagio. The final harmony, C minor, emerges in a moment of trepidation. What 

precedes it is a striking B F# dyad. The melody in the clarinet is careful to avoid any 

chord members that signify B major or B minor, perhaps because those harmonies are 

integral to the opening and conclusion of the work, and will be elucidated shortly. For 

now, it is enough to recall that ” and F# hold a key to the unearned  conclusion of the 

symphony. 
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Figure 2.10 shows the closing sonorities in the Adagio. The sigh gesture 

resurfaces in an octatonic environment, signifying once and for all that this lyric and 

desired state is wishful thinking on the part of the analyst and work-persona. An 

intertext emerges in the final bars of the movement between Penderecki s “dagio and 

Strauss s Also Sprach Zarathustra (1896). 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Closing of Adagio: octatonic uncertainty  

 

There are a few possibilities for the intertextuality here. One is that the gesture-

defining major-to-minor shift famously appears in Stanley Kubrick s 2001: A Space 

Odyssey (1968). Without going into the film in detail, we can quickly understand its 

basic themes  humanity s relationship with nature, conception, and/or technological 

development. Perhaps this intertext is an attempt to position the pastoral topic of this 

movement: the more advanced the orchestra gets, the more appealing a return to 

instrumental simplicity becomes. This would make sense given that Penderecki is 

renowned for stretching the bounds of the orchestra in the years prior to the Third 

Symphony (most notable, in Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima, 1960), only to have a 

more traditional ensemble in his Third Symphony. Perhaps the intertext exists as an 

homage to Kubrick, since Penderecki s music was found in Kubrick s The Shining. In 

that way, the composer s fictional agency (a fictional Penderecki) might be writing itself 

into the science-fiction movie milieu. 

Another possibility arises from the fact that in the original source, Strauss uses 

the fanfare to depict a sunrise. Conceivably Penderecki views this movement as 
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concluding on a positive note, inverting the old saying its always darkest before 

dawn  into its always brightest before night.  Or, as a last point of speculation, 

perhaps the emerging sun indexically signifies the resurrection of the Magnificat’s 

repeated note gesture in the following Passacaglia movement. 

In any case, the octatonic closing reflects the level of anxiety within the work-

persona. As it waits to finally die, it faces a saturation of longing (pastoral), sorrow 

(pianto), and uncertainty (octatonic conclusion from major-to-minor). The pastoral is 

ironically shaded with pianto gestures, and the sighing is repeated to the point of 

obsession, servicing the order s element of repetition, solidifying the Adagio as the 

state of the living dead.  

In the space between the two deaths, the Adagio anticipates the coming tragic 

totality implicit in the Passacaglia a totality that leaves the work-persona s subjectivity 

decentered and scattered. Now that the two deaths have framed a space, and the space 

between has been interpreted, I turn to what lies outside of the frames, and look at the 

Prologue and concluding Scherzo to finish assembling the narrative that demonstrates 

my reading of the work-persona s two deaths. 

 

2.6 Prologue: Order Established 

 

[The “ndante con moto] begins like many Penderecki s works, out of 
nothingness as a prologue, at once establishing an atmosphere of dense 

tension. . . The beginning on low strings is characteristic of Penderecki, 

with its melody featuring chromatic intervals, then chords for wind and 

brass the majesty of ”ruckner, the fatefulness of Wagner s Valhalla. 
There are no Ifs or Buts about Penderecki s allegiance to them.108  

 

                                                 
108 Schwinger, Krzysztof Penderecki, 227. 
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This description actually refers to the openings of the Magnificat and the Second 

Symphony, but it is equally applicable to the beginning of the Third Symphony. The 

Prologue offers much of the narrative content for the symphony, as seen in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3. Order vs. transgression in mvmt. I: Andante con moto 

Rehearsal Numbers Elements of Order Elements of Transgression Musical Meaning 

Reh. 0 4 Ostinato and gravity 
Ascending in canon and 

N  shape contour  
Order and opposing 

agencies established 

Reh. 5 
F infiltrates B-minor 

triad  

B-minor triad foreshadows 

end of symphony 

Hinting at strife-to-

victory  heroic narrative 

 

The opening (Example 2.11  calls forth recollections of ”rahms s German Requiem 

Op. 45 (1865 68), which also begins with an ostinato fixed on a reiterated F2. The first 

canonic entry is reminiscent of Bartók, slowly unfolding in a sinuous chromatic ascent 

that originates from the order-defining F sounding in the low strings. The canon strives 

further upward with each utterance, first to B, then to C, and then to A , where an F-

minor harmony emerges.  

 

 
Example 2.11. First canonic entry, striving to B with F centricity established 

 

In the second canonic entry (Example 2.12) the same gestural striving paves the 

way for the emergence of the N -shaped contour (see oval) that plays such an integral 
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role in the Passacaglia. As indicated by the rectangle, the harmony that unfolds at this 

point is not an F-minor triad, but rather a 3-cycle that is generated from F. The work-

persona has already established the essential components necessary for the tragic 

archetype to be read in the work: ostinato vs. athletic contour, and F vs. B all before 

rehearsal 2. 

 

 

Example 2.12. Second canonic entry (violas reduced), 3-cycle established 

 

When the brass makes its appearance, the entrance is one of a transgressing force 

that is akin to the willful agencies found in the Passacaglia s theme and variations 

(Example 2.13). The oppression of the bass drone s gravitational pull downward to F is 

opposed by an agency that canonically employs the thematic N -shaped contour. Both 

the canon (acting as a learned-style counterpoint) and the contour act as elements of the 

transgression against the order. A willful agent strives upward by the ordered-pitch 

interval +9, yields by -13, then strives upward even more forcefully by +19 (divided as 

+6 and +13). The thematic contour once again iconically signifies a struggle against 

gravity, a downward pull by a resisting force, and a refocus of the agency to ascend to 

the zenith. 

F Centered 3-Cycle 

Reh. 1 
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Example 2.13. Thematic contour in Prologue  

 

At Reh. 5 (the close of the movement) the Prologue comes to rest on a B-minor 

harmony superimposed over F (shown below). This structure continues to foreground 

the polarity between F and ”, and sets up the following “llegro s thematic gesture that 

emphasizes the thematic pitch class relationship. The harmony of B minor is marked by 

the polarizing relationship with the bass and one cannot help but attend to the F that 

has come to dominate the movement. That F, as we have seen, gains significance as the 

work-persona progresses in time. I now shift to the last movement to inform the curious 

ending to the Prologue as well as the musical story as a whole. 

 

2.7 Tragedy and Irony in the Scherzo 

Immediately following the peripeteia that generated the symphony s master 

signifier, death, in mvmt. IV, the Scherzo tells a tale of a musical subjectivity that has 

been shaken to its very foundation. This fifth and final movement expresses mindless 

frustration: the work-persona continues to subvert the tragic archetype by inundating 

the work-persona with a deluge of ironic implications and contradictions. Placing a 

scherzo in the final position of a five-part symphony is a curious undertaking. Usually a 

scherzo would fulfill an expectation as a musical joke following an introspective second 

movement. In the case of Penderecki s Third Symphony, the Scherzo fulfills an ironic 

role as an anti-joke to the work-persona instead of allowing the second death to pass 

Reh. 1 
Reh. 2 
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the symphonic agency into a state of rest, the scherzo agitates the work-persona in a 

maniacal frenzy of motion. 

Example 2.14 shows an ostinato that initiates a tempesta topic that opens and 

dominates the movement. This topical choice is peculiar, if one considers the common-

practice locale of most tempesta topics. In common-practice music, this topic is usually 

found in transitional passages, in the development of a sonata form, or in brief thematic 

entrances. It does not usually last through the majority of a movement. This Scherzo, in 

toying with the work-persona, indicates that there is work yet to be done. 

 

 

Example 2.14. Scherzo opening 

 

Like many of the gestures in the work up to this point, the Scherzo begins with 

low strings built around the order-imposing F2 that pervades the entire symphony. 

Emphasizing the minor third above F, this gesture reflects on the Prologue s opening 

motion as well as the D F minor third shift in mvmt. IV. The tempesta topic yields a 

specific type of tragic ending to the piece in which a struggle, existing throughout the 

work, is not settled by the work-persona s second death. Its life is extended through 

pain and suffering the expressive doubling s fragment does not want to be completed. 

After initiating a dialogue with the timpani, the gesture regresses into a 

mindless, motoric ostinato, shown in Example 2.15. This is not the first ostinato that we 

have seen (in fact, the majority of the work is based on motoric ostinatos), but it does 

exemplify different traits and characteristics than its predecessors. In the earlier 

movements, ostinatos associated with the order were defined based on a repeated-note 

gesture. The ostinato that takes hold in the Scherzo is frantic, unstable, and seemingly 
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desultory in nature: it meanders around the focal pitch and undergoes transformations 

throughout the movement. 

 

 

Example 2.15. Ostinato from Scherzo 

 

Notated in simple triple time, the ostinato occupies a time span of two quarter 

notes in an ostinato that underscores its instability. The traversal through a minor third 

above presents potential for finding a stable tertian sonority to embellish, but the 

implied grouping dissonance of 4/3 (1 = eighth note) 109 in concert with the chromatic 

gap-fill maintains conflicts previously established by the discourse of the work-persona. 

Example 2.16 shows three characteristics of this motoric passage: (1) the minor 

third between F and A  returns when the original tempesta gesture (from the previous 

example) sounds after a brief digression; (2) interpreted willfulness continues to resist 

gravity, but instead of striving upward in stepwise motion (as in the previous ostinato), 

a +11 semitone leap occurs twice; and (3) gravity pulls the transgressing action 

downward to its core, first by a gradual, yielding chromatic descent and then by a 

violent rip downward through the B F oppositional pitch-class motive before 

reiterating the motivic third above F2. The Scherzo locks the work-persona in a play 

between ostinati, shuffling them until an emergent irony surfaces from the unsettled 

subjectivity of the fragmented work-persona agency. 

                                                 
109 I briefly borrow this methodology from Harald Krebs, Fantasy Pieces: Metrical Dissonance in the 

Music of Robert Schumann, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 31. 
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Example 2.16. Willful action vs. yielding to order in the Scherzo 

 

The development of the ostinati indicate that a progressive chain might be 

unfolding, yet there seems to be no guiding plan at work here. These repeated patterns 

make up a large amount of the material in the movement, yet they return in varied 

forms that are rearranged to such an extent that the Scherzo tells a story of irony in its 

own right sometimes order is reinforced by metric consonance, sometimes 

transgression is reinforced through metric dissonance, and as seen in Table 2.4, the 

various forms of the ostinato are used interchangeably. It is not enough that the work-

persona dies twice; a frantic scherzo movement (out of place with itself) tells the tale of 

a work-persona pointing an ironic finger at the analyst and itself. 

 

Table 2.4. Grouping consonance and dissonance in the Scherzo 

Rehearsal 

Number(s) 

Ostinato 

# 
Metrical Consonance/Dissonance 

Opening 1 Consonance 

Reh. 1 2 Dissonance: 4/3 

Reh. 2 3 One beat offset 

Reh. 3 4 Consonance 

Reh. 4 5 Consonance 

Reh. 6 6 Dissonance: 4/3 

Reh. 7 2 Dissonance: 4/3 

Reh. 8 9 1 Consonance 

Reh. 10  11 1, 2 Consonance 

Reh. 12 2 One beat offset 

Reh. 13  16 2 Consonance 

Reh. 22  26 1 Consonant 

Reh. 26  end 2 Dissonant 4/3 and consonant fluctuation 
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The symphony s transgression lashes out again at Rehearsal 3, not in the manner 

of a tragic apotheosis (like in the Passacaglia), but rather as a brief outcry that pervades 

the entire ensemble. Beyond frustration and approaching desperation, shrieks torrent 

upward in a disjunct chromatic scale, countering the monotony of the ostinato s 

repetition (Figure 2.17). 

 

 
Example 2.17. Shriek  from Scherzo 

 

As the mindless ostinato plods forward, the transgressive elements are relegated 

to mere spontaneous gestures as the work-persona balances between the various tokens 

of the originating ostinato type. As a last attempt at transgression, a heroic, fanfare-style 

B-major triad appears directly before the conclusion of the work, making an ironic 

reference to the conclusion of the Prologue (both of which are shown in Figure 2.10). 

 

 

Figure 2.10. ” minor to unearned  ” major 
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 Both the Prologue and the Scherzo s concluding harmonies are shown in the 

figure. In the Prologue, B minor is superimposed over F2 (the focal pitch of the negative 

order), reinforcing the pitch-class dualism that has defined much of this work. We 

found references to Wagner in the Adagio (the space between the two deaths), and the 

Prologue contains another reference to Wagner that anticipates the space between 

death, a respelled Tristan chord (a half-diminished seventh sonority). The Tristan chord 

carries extramusical baggage with it: it is a chord that represents desire. When the 

Adagio intertexts Wagner directly, it intertexts through instrumentation and melody 

but not harmony; and the Prologue does so through the harmony but not the melody. It 

isn t enough that the space between the two deaths is a depiction of an unrealizable 

Arcadia, the work-persona wants to express a grander tale. It desires to be on the same 

plane of consistency as Tristan. When it realizes that it cannot achieve the transcendence 

of the love-death (as in Tristan), it gives up and dies a real death. Therefore the space 

between the two deaths was filled by the desire-laden Adagio, and why the work-

persona spends its afterlife  as an anti-joke to a symphonic form s stylistically 

constrained sequence a scherzo. 

 The Scherzo s conclusion informs the motion from the Prologue s Tristan chord 

to the end. The fanfare-style B major harmony in the Scherzo s final bars is too little, too 

late to gain any significance as achieving transcendence. This is not the heroic epic in 

which the protagonist struggles to overcome various setbacks en route to victory, such 

as Tchaikovsky s Fifth Symphony in E minor.110 This is the work-persona s ironic 

farewell: its immediate return to F in octaves after the B major harmony reaffirms that 

the negative order defeats the transgression in the work. After the return to F, the 

orchestra grinds to a stuttering halt as the work-persona s journey savagely comes to an 

end, bringing the symphony back to the pitch class that initiated its tragic story, F. 

                                                 
110 Joseph C. Kraus, Tonal Plan and Narrative Plot in Tchaikovsky s Symphony No.  in E 

Minor,  Music Theory Spectrum 13/1 (1991): 21 47. 
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2.8 The Completion of a Fragment 

 Penderecki s Third Symphony is a story of tragedy and irony in which its work-

persona first dies in the Allegro the symbolic death and then dies again in the 

Passacaglia the real death. As the work-persona embarks on a tragic trajectory, the 

positively viewed transgression gains rank value, is cast into violence at the high point 

of the symphony (tragic apotheosis), then yields to a dramatic turn of events 

(peripeteia). An interpretation of death-as-master signifier emerges in the Passacaglia 

that then drives the interpretation of agencies in the entire symphony. 

Between the two deaths is an area of waking dead in which the introspective 

Adagio longs for Arcadia only to find that it is too good to be true  through the 

presence of sigh gestures and uncertainty, and is imbued with desire that is reminiscent 

of Tristan. After the two deaths, a Scherzo concludes with a faux-triumphant finish on B 

major, a triad whose parallel form was foreshadowed in the Prologue movement after a 

Tristan chord clarifies the work-persona s agenda Penderecki s work-persona wants to 

be a composition akin to those of Wagner. The strife-to-victory  narrative is not to be 

achieved, though, as the ironic B major at the end of the work is unearned by the work-

persona. Death codifies the meaning of all of the signs in Penderecki s Third Symphony. 

In the end, the analyst and the work-persona define another opposition within 

this narratography. After the analyst interprets the master signifier, the symphony is 

repackaged into order and transgression, ultimately forcing the interpretation of 

marked elements in a hierarchical opposition. A work-persona exists as the primary 

narrativity in which this piece is interpreted, and the narrative that emerges relies on 

death and intertextuality to interpret a meaningful story that underscores the musical 

discourse. Ultimately, death (as a master signifier) is the chief narrativity within the 

work-persona s subjectivity. After being interpreted, the master signifier leads the 

subject across time from the symphony to the Magnificat in an attempt to complete 
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the fragment, and the fragment becomes complete because the master signifier leads the 

subject to complete it. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

FICTIONAL COMPOSER: POWER RELATIONS IN ASYLA OP. 17 

 

 

3.1 Overview 

Tragedy and irony in Thomas “dès s Asyla emerge through the interaction of 

fictional composer agencies the being we interpret as governing the work s decisions . 

In Asyla, fictional Adès struggles for control throughout his own discourse, yet loses his 

compositional voice by the conclusion, caused by interference from other fictional 

agencies that intrude on the story. To supplement this interpretation, I borrow 

Foucault s concepts of power and panopticism to situate the struggle between fictional 

composers, Adès, and this analytical discourse a complex of power relations that goes 

beyond the meaning implicit in the title, Asyla. 

 

.  What’s in a Title? 

Since its debut, Thomas “dès s large-scale orchestral work Asyla Op. 17 (1997) 

has achieved a common thread of interpretation regarding its potential meaning. The 

Grawemeyer-winning composition111 grants Adès a presence among composers such as 

Witold Lutosławski , György Ligeti , and Krzysztof Penderecki , 

among others112 (Adès was the youngest composer to win the prestigious award). The 

interpretation of the title stands as a common discursive departure point (or in some 

                                                 
111 Edward Venn, “sylum Gained?  Aspects of Meaning in Thomas Adès s “syla,  Music 

Analysis 25/1 2, (2006): 89 90. 
112 Idem. 
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cases, the main thesis) in many analytical endeavors, therefore I first turn to the 

literature surrounding the work s title before offering a narrative that complements the 

piece. 

 Asyla  is an ambiguous term. It can be construed as either a madhouse for 

outcasts of society or as a sanctuary (such as political asylum for refugees), according to 

a range of sources such as Matias Tarnopolsky, Andrew Clements, Paul Driver, and 

Roderic Dunnet cited in Edward Venn s article .113 According to Venn: 

 

By analogy, we can note that concepts deriving from hermeneutic 

interpretations of Asyla have come to stand for intramusical elements of 

the work, but not vice-versa. On the one hand, it is possible to describe the 

musical processes in Asyla as exhibiting extremes of stability or instability, 

and, to a lesser extent, as exhibiting extremes of comfort and cruelty. On 

the other, it does not make sense to talk of the extramusical aspects of 

Asyla in terms of clear-cut basic ideas and richly inventive orchestral 

presentation.114 

 

Venn s methodology focuses on a wider understanding of the work s title in context, 

and distinguishes general process from specific details. Interpreting musical 

justification for the title s meaning is one route that the author takes, demonstrating 

examples of the extremes of stability or instability  and comfort and cruelty.  Venn s 

contributions to the literature will prove indispensable in my reading of the work. 

The general understanding of the title is rooted in what Adès himself said about 

the piece a curious finding considering Adès s track record of vague descriptions of 

his music  as with nearly all his works, Adès describes Asyla in terse, general and 

deliberately abstract terms, 115 and Thomas Adès does not like to be interviewed. He 

                                                 
113 Ibid., 95.  
114 Ibid., 97. 
115 “ndrew McManus, Nancarrow s Rhythmic Structures in Thomas “dès  Asyla (master s 

thesis, University of Rochester, 2009), 10. 
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rarely speaks in public and almost never talks about his music. In short, he would be a 

terrible musicologist. 116 Paradoxically, Adès provides subtext and meaning for Asyla, 

and that meaning has become more or less fixed in the work s commentary.117 

Gerald Fox s  documentary Thomas Adès–Music for the 21st Century 

provides insight into Asyla, premiered only two years prior. Adès worked with Fox to 

correlate images with the music featured in the documentary, which concludes with a 

complete performance of the piece. By presenting Asyla with specific imagery, Adès and 

Fox constrain the interpretation of the viewer  to privilege certain readings of the 

work, 118 and those privileged readings  of the work include how Paul Griffiths  

describes the title:  

 

In his most recent big pieces, such as the symphonic Asyla, the search is 

on for places of safety (as the title denotes), where ears can join with other 

ears. . . . Asyla sounds like a quest for music with which we can all feel 

comfortable again, but music that is not just reiteration of the past or 

reiteration, period. . . . This is one asylum he has won, but it is small, and 

he wants more.119  

 

Griffiths extends Asyla to a larger context, positioning the composer as an authority that 

guides the listening subject to a safe musical milieu. Perhaps Griffiths is responding to 

“ndrew Clements s  comments  

 

The listener grasps the coherence of the work without needing to know 

any programmatic subtext. Repeated hearings serve only to clarify this 

coherence…Each of the four movements is shaped with marvelous logic: 

spacious shifts of sound-blocks in the first; languorous melodies in the 

second; driving rhythms in the third rising to a climax; loose ends deftly 
                                                 

116 Aaron Travers, Interval Cycles, their Permutations and Generative Properties in Thomas “dès’s 
Asyla, (PhD diss., Eastman School of Music, 2005), 2.  

117 Venn, “sylum,  96. 
118 Ibid., 90. 
119 Ibid., 96. 
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tied together in the fourth. Because of this logic, speculation about the 

work s possible extra-musical meaning or inspiration is unnecessary.120 

 

While much analytical focus on the work thus far has been purely musical, my 

hermeneutic aims to read the work s affective states as narrativities through leaps of 

interpretation. Clements, in referring to the marvelous logic  of the music, 

foreshadows “dès s description of his composition Brahms (2001) in which he attempts 

to recreate the logic of ”rahms s compositional style.121 The logic that Adès explores in 

Brahms parallels the logic that Clements describes in Asyla, which constrains 

interpretation to a certain degree. 

 “s a more abstract rendering of the title s meaning, Tarnopolsky comments that 

Asyla explores the tension between daunting freedom and the safety of tradition. 122 

This idea of tradition vs. artistic freedom motivates the interpretation of other fictional 

composers that intrude on the musical story: by interpreting a power relation between 

these agencies, we can come closer to understanding how tradition and artistic freedom 

play out in the loss of compositional voice. Returning to the title s meaning, many 

sources agree that the work s name is essentially what “dès and Fox bring to light in 

the documentary: images of refugees immigrating across a barren wilderness represent 

a seeking of a safe haven of some sort, yet my goal is to paint a different picture of what 

that title s meaning is and how it is demonstrated in Asyla. 

Given this hermeneutic constraint, critically evaluating how Asyla signifies (rather 

than simply what it signifies) provides a different interpretational impetus. Venn goes a 

bit beyond the others and references Michel Foucault s work regarding the meaning of 

the word asylum, which becomes complicated under Foucault s hand: 

                                                 
120 Ibid., 95. 
121 See Christopher Fox, Tempestuous Times  The Recent Music of Thomas “des,  Musical Times 

145 (2004): 41 56.  
122 Venn, “sylum,  96. 
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Foucault s well-known thesis is that the modern conception of insanity 

descends from the Classical model, in which madness was treated as a 

subcategory of unreason, and for which internment functioned as a means 

of keeping such elements away from the reasoned main body of society. 

This results in a concept of the asylum not as a haven for the mad, but as a 

means by which society might exclude those who, for whatever reason, do 

not conform to social norms.123 

 

Without going into the details of Foucault s genealogy of the asylum, it is enough to 

observe that many people fell out of line with social norms, and that situation, not 

unique to the Classical age, continues today. Always a champion of the marginalized, 

Foucault focuses on how social pariahs come to exist, and always asks the question of 

who is exerting power over whom in those contexts. 

Asyla is not merely about the asylum; it closely aligns with Foucault s idea that 

asylums evolved as a function of social and cultural power. This reading emerges 

through the agency of the fictional composer, defined as the person postulated by the 

analyst as the controlling, intending author of the musical text. 124 This agency is locked 

into a power struggle with other composers as well as this analytical discourse 

throughout the piece, and that power relation can take the form of one of Foucault s 

best known concepts (derived from Jeremy Bentham): panopticism.125 

Foucault s notion of discourse as an apparatus of power will inform my agential 

reading of fictitious composers. 126 Movement I presents a dysphoric pastoral scene in 

which a horn establishes a longing mysticism that is reminiscent of Mahler s 

Wunderhorn symphonies. Movement II replaces that longing with a prolonged outcry of 

                                                 
123 Ibid., 99. 
124 Seth Monahan, “ction and “gency Revisited,  Journal of Music Theory 57/2 (2013): 329. 
125 Panopticism will be discussed in more detail below. For now, it is enough to understand it as a 

type of circular prison in which prisoners police themselves, yielding their own power to a higher being 

(whom they may or may not know to be there in the first place). 
126 Further ideas of panopticism and power can be found in Michel Foucault, The Foucault Reader, 

ed. Paul Rabinow. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), and will inform this analysis in general. 
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anguish and pain, narrating a tale of how to narrate suffering with the aid of past 

compositional models. In the third movement, titled Ecstasio,  concepts of social 

degeneration will be interpreted as “dès s critique of concert repertoire that arises from 

an indexical signification of Electronic Dance Music s cultural meaning. That is, through 

iconically signifying EDM, fictional “dès also evokes EDM s commonly associated 

culture of raves and drug-induced ecstasy, which is one of many ways that fictional 

Adès attempts to gain power. Lastly, the final movement contains the most powerful 

intertext of the work in which “dès s compositional voice is permanently removed 

from the discourse in a stunning peripeteia. In sum, fictional Adès creates a panoptic 

power relation of narrativities the fictional composer which is how Asyla 

communicates tragedy and irony to the listener/analyst. 

I now take a closer look at Asyla with a particular question in mind. Paul 

Rabinow once asked Foucault in an interview, Posing for discourse the question of 

power means basically to ask whom does discourse serve? 127 Similarly, I now ask, in 

Asyla, what power does the discourse serve, and how can those forces of power 

generate a narrative interpretation of this tragic and ironic work?  My narratography 

(the writing of this discourse) will be examined with this question in mind. In order to 

understand how my narrative underscores Asyla, I turn to narrativities to elucidate the 

elements that contribute to my hermeneutic endeavors. 

 

3.3 How Many Narrativities? 

Emma Gallon demonstrates a narrative analytical approach to “dès s music, 

suggesting the possibility of [interpreting] narrativities, in which elements of 

                                                 
127 Michel Foucault, Truth and Power,  in The Foucault Reader, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: 

Pantheon Books, 1984), 57. 
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narrativity can be discerned on multiple levels of a text. 128 She continues, rather than 

sweeping over the individual layers of his multifaceted compositional style, this 

approach takes them into account and provides a fitting tool with which to disentangle 

the structural and signifying strands that contribute to the music s complex expressive 

effects. 129 Since Gallon doesn t give a clear definition of musical narrativity (or how she 

identifies them), I turn to Lawrence Kramer s definition of narrativity  the mediating 

force between narratology (the interpretation at large) and the narratography (the 

discoursing of the narrative).130 This concept of narrativities as a mediating agency can 

be shown on multiple levels that all contribute to a larger narrative. The levels of 

narrativity that I interpret in Asyla are shown in Figure 3.1. In the figure, power is the 

main narrative that conveys tragedy and irony, and its interpretation arises from a 

power relation of narrativities. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Narrative and narrativities in Asyla 

                                                 
128 Emma Gallon, Narrativities in the Music of Thomas Adès: The Piano Quintet and Brahms,  in 

Music and Narrative Since 1900, ed. Michael L. Klein and Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2013), 217. 
129 Idem. 
130 Lawrence Kramer, Musical Narratology  “ Theoretical Outline,  Indiana Theory Review 12 

(1991): 141 62. 
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In the middle of the concentric diagram is power (the eye of power). Power 

either is gained or exerted in Asyla through agency and intertextuality. Musical things131 

(examples being a particular instrumental choice, a motive, a type of meter, etc.) gain or 

exert power through a higher force. On higher levels, topics subsume musical things, 

and fictional agencies (through intertextuality) can exert power over all. 

Breaking down the fictional composer, instrumental choices and notation are the 

main components that give rise to the interpretation of those agencies. Andrew 

McManus shows how “dès s rhythmic complexity resembles the rhythmic layers in 

Nancarrow s Study No. 36 (Canon 17:18:19:20).132 Like Nancarrow s study, moments in 

Asyla contain rhythmic juxtaposition with layers unfolding at different rates. Fictional 

Nancarrow emerges at various points in the work through these rhythmic layers, 

yielding that the anxiety of influence and other fictional composers loom large in 

“dès s output. 133 The choice of the specific fictional composers interpreted is made 

explicit by Griffiths and McManus, and further supported by a comment that Adès 

made to Alex Ross, music critic for The New Yorker, in  “mericans, I suppose, have 

the curious situation of having as their two greatest musical artists an insurance 

millionaire and a man who lived in a garage in Mexico. 134 There is a specific reference 

to an instrument that Ives used in his Fourth Symphony, the detuned piano of a 

quarter-step, a tuning system that Ives commented on and championed throughout his 

career. Denise Von Glahn points out that Ives s essay, Some Quarter-Tone 

Impressions  evidences a composer eager to imagine and try out new approaches to 

composition and one in step with other progressive musicians of the time. 135 Therefore, 

                                                 
131 Heidegger distinguishes between things and objects in which objects cease to be objects and 

become things when they exceed their common function. 
132 McManus, Nancarrow s Rhythmic Structures.  
133 Ibid., 1. 
134 “lex Ross, Roll over ”eethoven  Thomas “des,  The New Yorker 2, November 1998.  
135 Denise Von Glahn, Review of Matthew McDonald, ”reaking Time’s “rrow: Experiment and 

Expression in the Music of Charles Ives,  Music Theory Online 22/3 (2016). 
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whenever the quarter-tone piano is used, it can be heard as Ives subtly entering the 

story. 

Topic theory gives rise to another layer of narrativity. A pastoral is initiated in 

the first movement that is shaded with a dysphoric complexion as a chromatic trichord, 

3 1 (012), is composed out in a twisting contour. 3 1 then comprises a lament in 

movement two as a motivic building block for the movement. EDM s indexical 

signification projects fictional Adès into a position of power in the third movement, 

Ecstasio,  thus making him into an agency that is forcing EDM s cultural meaning into 

an orchestral milieu. Ecstasio s  tension culminates in a total fracture of the ensemble 

in which the composer-as-conductor assumes the most power in the work. In this 

model, clarifying narrativity prioritizes the plurality of “dès s music, and provides a 

window into my analytical methodology that this piece gives rise to. 

Gallon s approach of narrativities continues the work of analysts such as John 

Roeder, who described “dès s music in terms of co-operating continuities that 

concurrently flow toward a goal.136 Roeder begins his study with Jonathan Kramer s 

assertion  postmodern music is, on some level and in some ways, ironic; tends to 

disregard the historical boundaries separating different sonorities and structural 

procedures; shows disdain for the often unquestioned value of structural unity; avoids 

totalizing form; embodies fragmentation and discontinuity; and promotes multiple 

semantic values and multiple temporalities. 137 Some have argued that Adès is a 

modernist, others that he is postmodernist, and some even go so far as to say 

surrealist.138 For this analysis, I will focus my hermeneutic energy on how a narrative 

                                                 
136 John Roeder, Co-operating Continuities in the Music of Thomas “dès,  Music Analysis 25/1 

(2006), 121 154. 
137 Ibid., 121. 
138 For example, Richard Taruskin s “ Surrealist Composer Comes to the Rescue of Modernism  

in the New York Times (1999) discusses Adès as a surrealist composer. This essay is reprinted in The 

Danger of Music and Other Anti-Utopian Essays (2008). 
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can be interpreted rather than positing the composer in any particular stylistic trend, yet 

I will make a case for where Asyla falls on the spectrum. 

 Some have argued that Adès prioritizes compositional unity (resisting a 

postmodern reading) through a cyclic treatment of thematic materials that is, the 

intra- and inter-movement appearance of a theme or themes.139 It makes sense to 

interpret the cyclic nature of the work s themes as a nod to organicism, but as Jonathan 

Kramer points out, “dès s treatment of rhythm, meter, and temporality is inherently 

postmodern. In focusing attention on the fictional composer agency, one can make more 

sense of Asyla as a piece in crisis that is on the one hand rejecting the old-fashioned 

notion of compositional unity, while on the other hand is obliged to accommodate the 

expectation of organicism. With the emergence of multiple fictional composers in Asyla, 

the composer s voice falls silent the death (or disappearance) of the author a 

common thread in postmodernist thought140 that, after being interpreted through the 

fictional composer agency, earns Asyla the classification of postmodern in this reading. 

Untangling the narrativities in Asyla requires a brief discussion of influence in 

order to come to terms with the work s fictional composers. Griffiths tells us that Adès 

is influenced by Ligeti rhythmic-harmonic machines  and Nancarrow polyrhythm 

and multiple streams of activity , and that such a world of variegated possibility 

could be home to figures of the most diverse kinds, and Adès showed other aspects of 

his inheritance from Kurtág and Janáček, for instance in devising compact and 

characterful images. 141 Griffiths also describes “dès s music as having a slippery 

tonality  whose harmony is often not a foundation but a superstructure, liable to totter 

                                                 
139 For example, see Christopher LaRosa, Formal Synthesis in Post-Tonal Music,  master s 

thesis: Boston University, 2015). 
140 The death of the author is how Monahan (2013) establishes a fictional composer agency (as 

opposed to a historical one . For further reading, see Roland ”arthes, Death of the “uthor  and 
Foucault, What is an “uthor?  In those essays, the author is either dead (Barthes) or has disappeared 

(Foucault). 
141 Paul Griffiths, Modern Music and After, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 371. 
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or disintegrate but providing an atmosphere within and beneath which musical ideas 

can flourish, at least for the moment.142 In Bloomian terms, Adès makes space for 

himself in the Western canon by adopting, interacting with, and/or rewriting the 

musical style of those that have come before him,143 revealing a sort of anxiety within 

fictional Adès. I am not trying to say that the real, historical Thomas Adès intended or 

even thought of such things this narrative exists as a means to make sense of the work 

by demonstrating an unfolding narratographical process. 

Before moving on, a few comments on form and genre are necessary. 

Tarnopolsky calls Asyla the closest work to a symphony which Adès has written to 

date. Its finale provides an unexpected release. Beginning with deceptive simplicity, this 

movement climaxes with a flood of light, affording a sudden sense of release which 

recalls the work s opening. “syla is fluid, yet structured with great integrity. 144 Venn 

discusses the quasi-symphony in more direct terms: 

 

The four movements of Asyla can be related to traditional symphonic 

form. Such a reading gains impetus from the inclusion of a slow second 

movement, and a third movement which draws on contemporary dance 

forms. Furthermore, the presence of material from the first three 

movements in the concluding fourth invokes the background model of a 

cyclic symphony, or at the very least traditional compositional strategies 

designed to promote thematic closure  across the work as a whole.145 

 

In studying “syla’s themes in more detail, one can interpret how each movement 

interacts with the others, and how they all culminate in the fourth movement. 

                                                 
142 Idem. 
143 For example, in Remaking the Past, Joseph N. Straus shows how triadic formulations, when 

present in unexpected areas, constitute a misreading by the composer, if he puts the triad into a new 

context. See Triads,  95.  
144 Tarnopolsky as cited in Venn, “sylum,  95. 
145 Venn, “sylum,  105. 
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Tarnopolsky s reading of the final gesture as a flood of light  will be scrutinized after a 

close study of the rest of the work s thematic utterances. 

Again, the overall objective is to achieve an agential narrative reading that 

borrows from critical theory Foucault s interpretation of panoptic power , literary 

theory (peripeteia), topic theory (Monelle and Hatten) and agency (Monahan) to 

interpret how narrativities mark this work as tragic and ironic. Returning to Figure 3.1, 

multiple narrativities are at play in Asyla that interact with one another through the 

agency of the fictional composer. The tragedy of Asyla occurs through agency, thematic 

development, and the strategic treatment of musical topoi. I now turn to the opening of 

the work to investigate how the negative order-imposing hierarchy is established. 

 

3.4 A Dysphoric Scene 

Table 3.1 exposes a dialogue throughout the first movement between formal 

boundaries and topical associations. Formally, the movement resembles a rondo 

consisting of a thematic ritornello and divergent, contrasting episodic sections. 

Topically, a bucolic pastoral is established at the onset that is present (at least in shades) 

in each refrain, yet this pastoral is tinged with negativity, yielding a trope between a 

conventional pastoral and an actualized, less-than-ideal setting. Through troping, a 

dysphoric pastoral expressive genre emerges that guides interpretation toward tragedy 

as the establishment of a negative order. 

 

Table 3.1. Form chart of Asyla, mvmt. I  

Form Intro A B A’ C A’’ Codetta 

Reh. Length  B  F G  H  I  K  L - S  T  U  U  End  

Description 
Cowbell 

and perc. 

Horn 

Theme 

Outburst 

in flutes 

Horn 

Theme 

Trp. 

Imitation 

Horn 

Theme 
 

Musical 

Topoi 
Rustic 

Dysphoric 

pastoral 

Fairy 
music  

Dysphoric 

pastoral 

Lugubrious, 

agitato 
Monolithic  
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Since this dysphoric pastoral infuses negativity into the grander narrative that is 

the pastoral topic, its usage is inherently postmodern. A conventional pastoral is 

symbolized as an idealized, picturesque environment that positively reflects on the past, 

yet this token of the type is too negative to reflect appropriately it questions the role of 

the pastoral by positing it in a dark, dysphoric situation. The resulting trope is a chief 

driving force in this narrative and the nature of this dysphoric pastoral becomes 

clarified by a Mahler intertext. 

By glancing at Table 3.1, one can see that the overall form is an A”“ C“  rondo 

structure with an introduction and a coda. The refrain consists of an enigmatic horn 

theme that first sounds after the introduction, and the subsequent reprises are variants 

of that theme that function as a refrain. In a sense, this quasi-rondo form also 

demonstrates aspects of developing variation as the theme never returns in exact form 

in the movement, yet the negativity of the initial refrain is present throughout its 

subsequent restatements. 

Cowbells initiate Asyla, and McManus draws a connection between the opening 

texture and Nancarrow s Study No. 36 (Canon 17/18/19/20), citing that the introduction 

begins with a single-line subject  whose function resembles that found in Nancarrow s 

studies.146 McManus points to an additional connection between the two composers: 

Asyla can be analyzed as a series of Nancarrow-like divergences from moments of 

convergence. 147 In other words, points of convergence can be viewed as marked 

moments in this type of discourse (with divergent points being unmarked). This 

concept will play a major role in my analysis of the third movement, Ecstasio.  

Immediately after the movement begins, fictional Adès is unable to get a solid 

discursive start to the piece evinced by the evocation of fictional Nancarrow (albeit 

slightly) in the opening measures. 

                                                 
146 McManus, Nancarrow s Rhythmic Structures,  14. 
147 Ibid., 17. 
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Cowbells, rich with a practical history, immediately present a sense of the 

outdoors through indexical signification: they are attached to herd members so that the 

shepherd can easily keep track of the freely roaming animals. Valdis Muktupāvels 

states that wooden or metal cowbells are tied onto the cows  necks. The animals can 

thus signal their location, especially when in forested pastures, and the sound of a 

ringing bell is also meant to frighten away wolves and evil spirits. 148 By interpreting 

that connection, Adès s dysphoric pastoral setting is not depicting a mere shepherd 

tending to his flock; rather, it exposes a superstitious and paranoid watchman that seeks 

to control his underlings. 

A reduction of the cowbell introduction (Figure 3.2) reveals zeniths and nadirs 

that are organized by a compositional process that points forward in time. One can 

follow a trajectory of high points that traverses upward from F to C (an inversion of the 

fourth that initiates the work, also shown in the figure). Concomitantly, a second line 

unfolds in which the low points remain fixed in register. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Reduction of the cowbell introduction 

 

One might be inclined to view this as establishing a key  of C major, as the 

introduction is framed by harmonies that are well within the boundaries of that tonal 

area. Rather than thinking of it as establishing a key of any kind, it is more beneficial to 

                                                 
148 Valdis Muktupāvels, Musical Instruments in the ”altic Region  Historiography and 

Traditions, The world of Music, 44/3 (2002): 35. 
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view it as an instance of that slippery tonality  described above by Griffiths. It is clear 

that the composer is fond of sonorities that align closely with tonality, yet those 

sonorities, as has been shown here, arise from linear treatment rather than being 

generated from a given key. In any case, C major sounds as a goal in the introduction 

for three reasons: (1) it is found at a lower-level formal boundary; (2) it is a salient, 

consonant sound; and (3) it contains the highest point thus far in the piece (C5). 

C major is striking for another reason in the introduction: it introduces a third 

voice into the texture. As a consequence of that consonance (Figure 3.3), a line emerges 

that sets the tone for the first theme of the work. On the surface, it is a simple chromatic 

trichord, 3 1 (012), but upon reflection, one can uncover additional meaning. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Binary twist-neume in the introduction (framing pitches) 

 

 Comprised of two intervals, the motive chromatically steps in one direction and 

then steps a whole tone in the opposite direction. I will evoke language of Charles 

Seeger in describing this as a binary neume: it contains two parts that either form a line 

neume (no change in direction) or a twist neume (a change in direction).149 In this 

instance, 3 1 manifests as a (+1, -2) shape resulting in a contour segment (CSEG) of 

<120>, and its presence can be found in striking moments in the work as a reference 

point. 

                                                 
149 Charles Seeger discusses the idea of neumes in On Dissonant Counterpoint,  Modern Music 

7/4 (1930): 25 31. 
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After seven measures, a consonant 6/3 chord sounds in the harp, reorienting the 

listener as a rhetorical resetting gesture (reh. A, Figure 3.4). This can be a reflection of 

the conventions established by a recitative chord that orients the listener to a new scene 

in an opera or oratorio. According to McManus, Adès frequently resets compositional 

syntax and discourse, especially at motivic moments of interest,150 and Adès exploits 

this chord and topic to accomplish such a reset.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. First inversion triad as rhetorical gesture 

 

At this first boundary within the introduction, the timbre is other worldly: a 

piano detuned by a quarter step and percussion instruments accompany the harp as 

other orchestral members fall silent. Evoking fictional Ives, the detuned piano pulls the 

pastoral connotation into flux. While harps (as well as the piano) can be associated with 

the pastoral in numerous ways, a detuned piano pushes this pastoral topos out of the 

realm of the ideal and into dysphoria because of its timbral difference and resultant 

microtones that are in-between the tones of our conventional temperament. 

After the resetting 6/3 chord, a fragmented restart occurs. Instead of taking place 

over seven measures, the restatement takes place over two, with the third and fourth 

harmonies omitted (Figure 3.5). The harp reenters with another major 6/3 triad that acts 

as a recitative chord, thus bookending “syla’s introduction, followed by an 3-5 (016) 

                                                 
150 McManus, Nancarrow s Rhythmic Structures,  17. 
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Viennese trichord (spaced as stacked unequal fourths) that signals the first major 

theme s entrance. 

 

 
Figure 3.5. Restart of the cowbells 

 

Also shown in Figure 3.5 is the 3 1 binary twist-neume from Figure 3.3. Moving 

from the high points of F and F# into an inner voice E , the neume s serpentine 

construction (CSEG <120>) gives rise to a type of sound that is composed out in Asyla. 

Chromaticism s presence in the cowbells casts shades of negativity on the pastoral topic 

immediately after that topos is initiated, resulting in the interpretation of an outdoor 

scene that problematizes man s relationship with nature, as will be shown later. 

 

F: < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

T1 

F#: < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

T5 

G#: < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

T5 

Bb: < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

T5 

C: < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

Resetting  D  6/3 chord------------------------T9--------------------------------------------------------- 

F#:  < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

T9 

B : < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

T9 

C: < 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t e > 

Figure 3.6. Beat-class analysis of the introduction 
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Figure 3.6 reveals another pattern and compositional process in the cowbell 

introduction. By considering the aspect of beat classes, one can trace transpositions in 

the set of attack points, and can then further speculate about compositional process in 

this movement that might play out on a grander scale. In the figure, the number inside 

the square indicates the high point. G (not shown) is an outlier because its zenith lacks 

the salience of the other PCs present as the high points of their respective gestures. This 

lack of salience arises from a metric problem that the composer exploits: positioning the 

high point in a grace-note gesture removes its salience, relegating it as an outlier in the 

transformations. Since the composer sets this pitch as a grace note, excluding it from 

this cycle of transpositions is not overlooking this detail, but showing a sensitivity to its 

presentation in the score. 

After omitting G, one can see that after a T1 shift of the beat-class set, T5 occurs 

three times before the resetting 6/3 chord. Afterward, T9 is the operation that continues 

the transposition cycle before reaching the next formal boundary marked by a point of 

convergence. There are many instances of circular motion in pitch and rhythmic space 

in Asyla. In this case, beat-class sets are transposed in a cycle to achieve the next formal 

unit. The types of cyclic operations in Asyla (rhythm, pitch, etc.) will support a powerful 

metaphor that helps to explain the narrative arc of the piece the panopticon circular 

prison setup, which will be explained later. 

 

3.5 The Horn of Nocturnal Mystery 

The refrain follows the introduction, shown in Example 3.1 below. A simple 

triple meter governs the theme (henceforth the dysphoric horn theme), indicating a 

sense of stability and coherence, even a reflection to a simpler time. On the surface level, 

the first phrase is primarily a scalar passage embedded in the OCT1,2 collection until its 

last pitch, F# is approached by a falling fifth. 
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F# acts as a bridge to OCT0,1, the collection that makes up the majority of the 

second phrase. The concluding gesture to that phrase yields the completion of an 

aggregate sounding in concert with a modified horn call topic instead of being a 

harmonic fifth (as in many horn calls), the aggregate is completed with a harmonic 

fourth that leaps downward an octave. That fourth, first encountered in the cowbell 

introduction, will gain an added significance to the outburst that is interpreted as the 

peripeteia that codes this symphonic work as tragic. 

 

 

Example 3.1. Horn theme from mvmt. I 

 

Horns create distance in the first movement of Asyla by communicating through 

a hushed register with long, expressive gestures. Distance is also interpreted because of 

the history of the horn itself. Like the cowbell, the horn previously functioned as a 

conveyor of messages. “ccording to Monelle, the medieval hunting horn was 

primarily a signaling instrument. During the course of hunting, personnel and hounds 

could become dispersed over a wide area, and it was often necessary to communicate 

certain messages…The sound of the horn was also found to stimulate the hounds.  151 

                                                 
151 Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral, (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2006), 39. 
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At once, the use of this instrument conjures up thoughts of distance, the pastoral, and 

the hunt. 

The signification of the horn deepens when the analyst considers how Des Knaben 

Wunderhorn, a powerful image in the German Romantic era, associates nobility and 

manly heroism through a struggle of some sort. There exists a body of literature that 

glorifies the manly hunter through the use of the horn, but that is not to be the case with 

the horn theme in mvmt. I. This horn signifies what Monelle describes as the horn of 

nocturnal mystery, in which the use of the horn takes on some select associations of the 

hunt, especially the mysterious depth of the woodland, but abandons others.152 

Monelle s horn of nocturnal mystery is described topically as a solo horn playing a 

cantilena with a soft accompaniment, which coincides with “syla’s dysphoric horn. 

The evocation of the woodland also comes with a sense of danger and threat, 

complete with images of sorcery and mystery that might befall a noble hunter in the 

woods.153 “syla’s dysphoric horn theme, while signifying the pastoral and the hunt, 

suggests a sinister doppelgänger to the noble horn, while still carrying some of its 

codified meaning. This helps to shape the final moments of the work when fictional 

Adès tragically loses his voice. Mahler s intertext is from a Wunderhorn symphony, No. 

3 a work that has no shortage of connections with nature and man s role within it. 

Returning to the horn theme s construction, the completion of an aggregate in a 

thematic area points to musical meaning, reflecting an abstract point of convergence 

that becomes marked in the discourse. Hedging the fine line between tonal tradition 

and modern compositional technique, the aggregate being present in the horn theme (as 

well as the octatonicism used in each phrase) hints at the opposition between old and 

new tradition (tonality, slippery at that) and modernity (octatonic). In both phrases, 

Adès focuses on the tonal aspects of the collection by outlining tertian sonorities and by 

                                                 
152 Ibid., 91. 
153 Ibid., 100.  
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having a clear goal. Striving upward, the first phrase continuously rises to C#, and then 

restarts on E after the falling fifth to F# . The theme s zenith, found at the end of the 

second phrase, dramatizes the completion of the aggregate with the horn call. 

Since there are tertian formulations and a teleology of phrase development, a 

reduction sheds light on some of the voice-leading components that combine in the 

horn theme (Figure 3.7). 

 

  

 

Figure 3.7. Voice-leading reduction of the horn theme (refrain) 

 

 A division in the reduction indicates how the two phrases interact. It would be a 

stretch to call this a periodic structure for numerous reasons, however, a strong motivic 

unity binds these phrases together, which is clarified through the reduction. Overall, a 

3 1 trichord (G, F# and F) is the unifying element (beamed on the top of the example). It 

is ordered as a binary twist-neume (CSEG <201>) in the first phrase and as a line-neume 

(CSEG <210>) in the second. The diminished triad outlines (3 10) also provide support 

for reading each phrase octatonically, and the two OCT collections share a common E/G 

dyad (the third span in each phrase). Underpinning the two phrases is another, lower 

voice-leading strand that moves from E to C, ultimately giving a musically open 

conclusion when the upper voice climaxes and rests on F. The binary twist-neume is 

3 1 (012): E, E , F 
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also present in that lower strand of the second phrase as it steps down from E to E , 

then up to F with a CSEG <102>. 

Thematic fragmentation gives way to tonal implication when the violins sound 

the refrain (Example 3.2) and drift away from the octatonic collection. C  substitutes for 

the original B  from the theme, which projects a minor diatonic collection based on F.  

 

 

Example 3.2. Thematic fragmentation in the violins 

 

 Metrical changes also indicate an attempt to escape the theme s octatonic 

organization. Cast in a changing meter (rather the simple triple), the theme struggles for 

metrical coherence as the composer complicates the theme, signaling fictional “dès s 

attempt to seize power. While consistent meter indicates a certain calmness and stability 

that binds the horn theme in the less than idealized pastoral, changing meter gives rise 

to interpretations of modernity within the theme as a transformational act by the 

fictional composer to gain power over his own discourse. 

When the horn returns at reh. F, it doesn t achieve the same high point as in the 

initial statement. The move toward its zenith is accomplished by a large, violent leap 

underscored by a dynamic crescendo (Example 3.3). The lack of an ascent to F5 (as in 

the first statement) undercuts the thematic agency, setting up the next section of the 

quasi-rondo form of mvmt. I. 
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Example 3.3. Undercutting of the horn consequent phrase of theme 

 

So far, this analysis has focused on the introduction and opening refrain (A) 

section. The next major point of convergence in the work occurs at reh. G when the 

piccolo stands alone and sounds a flurry of notes, creating an arch that ascends from B 

through C# and D to F, then back down to B (Figure 3.8). The marked high points of 

each gesture create an outline of the OCT1,2 collection in which the main cyclic theme 

begins, and this flurry in the high winds represents what Janice Dickensheets refers to 

as a fairy music topic.154  

 

 

Figure 3.8. Fairy music topos 

 

 According to Janice Dickensheets, fairy music 

 

…almost always feature[s] a high, shimmering instrumentation that 
includes violins, flutes, piccolos, or the celeste. Glittering parallel thirds 

are common, and many melodic patterns include stepwise movement or 

small leaps. Melodic figuration rarely encompasses a range of more than a 

                                                 
154 Janice Dickensheets, The Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century,  Journal of 

Musicological Research 31/2 3, (2012): 122 23.  
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fifth, and sequences occur frequently. Fleet, running eighth or sixteenth 

notes are most common…155  

 

Fairies signify the supernatural and their presence here underscores the dysphoric 

pastoral present in the movement thus far. By appearing at a major point of 

convergence, fictional Adès is meta-narrating how to tell a supernatural story: reference 

nature in order to transform it into a world of fantasy that, in this case, mocks the heroic 

horn s use in the primary theme of the work. It is not enough to evoke nature; fictional 

Adès exerts power over nature, rewrites it in a misreading, and complements it with 

other-worldly beings, resulting in a problematized view of nature through music. 

 “ thematic restatement “  ends the fairy topic, but is itself interrupted by a 

violent outburst in the brass (Example 3.4). This outburst, marked in Table 3.1 as 

lugubrious, is the chief building block of the contrasting C section in the rondo, and 

provides a sobering contrast to the fairy music of the B section. 

 

 

Example 3.4. Agitato outburst 

 

 Trumpets defiantly sound a serpentine neighboring gesture around a focal pitch 

of A. This serpentine, lugubrious gesture s continuation is reduced in Figure 3.9, and 

shows the intensification of the binary neume an intensification that will be seen in the 

following movements as the chromatic trichord (3 1) becomes part of “syla’s language. 

 

                                                 
155 Ibid., 122. 
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Figure 3.9. Reduction of the agitato outburst 

 

 Various forms of the binary neume are shown in a brass section, marked 

lugubrious (Example 3.5). Entering at various pitch levels, the imitation gives the 

impression of symphonic commotion by imitative entries and an overlapping of pitch. 

It is as if one voice is trying to overpower the others in this commotion that approaches 

a miniature outcry by a group. A saturation of possible executions of the binary neume 

unfolds in this chaotic passage, marking a clear divergence from the previously heard 

dysphoric horn theme. The mysterious horn refrain, shrouded in the darkness of the 

outdoors, is cast into alteration with contrasting episodes, and this episode intensifies 

the woodland fairy music in preparation for things to come.  

 

 

Example 3.5. Imitation with the lugubrious section 

 

 After this lengthy digression a final varied statement of the horn theme sounds 

in monolithic fashion in the entire ensemble. In a statement in multiple voices at once 
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gives the impression of a narrating presence that wishes to conclude the first 

movement s story. “s if to clarify the presence of the third span seen in the horn theme, 

a loud burst in the entire brass section plays an E G dyad in the lowest register, 

marking a conclusion to the movement. The characters are now established that play an 

active role in this tragic and ironic discourse: the agencies of the fictional composers are 

waging a war for power, the negative order is established, and the chromatic trichord 

(3 1) is exposed and intensified as an integral component in “syla’s rhetoric. 

 

3.6 A Plenitude of Piantos and the Passus Duriusculus 

 

Example 3.6. Lamenting theme 

 

 “syla’s second movement narrates suffering and anxiety. The brooding 

dysphoric pastoral in mvmt. I becomes a full-blown chromatic lament a lament whose 

theme (Example 3.6) intertexts with the final movement of Györgi Ligeti s Musica 

Ricercata (1951 3). Ligeti s ricercar (Example 3.7), dedicated to Girolamo Frescobaldi, 

intertexts ”ach s Fugue in F minor from WTC I, BWV 857 with its angular contour and 

chromatic descents. Tapping into a long-standing tradition of fugal counterpoint, Ligeti 

and Adès elevate the discourse by using the strict style. This passage is reminiscent of 

the twisting chromatic lines of Bartók s Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta, thus 

resulting in an exploration of chromaticism that intertextually drives fictional “dès s 

lament. 
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Example 3.7. Ligeti s ricercar from Musica Ricercata, XI 

 

 Of import to all of these pieces (Asyla mvmt. II s intertextualities) is the pianto 

topic, the descending half step sigh gesture. Pianto topics have been previously explored 

in the works of Adès;156 a focus on this topos seems appropriate since: (1) the primary 

theme for mvmt. II is seeded with piantos, and (2) the pianto can be heard as a 

fragmentation of the binary neume explored in mvmt. I. 

Ligeti s ricercar elaborates the pianto as a main characteristic in his so-called 

lamento motif (chains of piantos that become a compositional formula).157 Topically, the 

pianto iconically signifies sighing and weeping, and is fundamental for the lamenting 

chromatic bass line, the passus duriusculus, which is symbolic of suffering. Monelle tells 

us that there is, inescapably, an element of dysphoria in the chromatic scale and in 

intervals like the diminished seventh; but this is derived, not only from its association 

with the pianto, but also from its unnatural  quality…Thus, there is an irrational or 

uncanny component in this topic, and this clearly colors its subsequent history. 158 By 

making the primary topic of mvmt. II a ricercar that focuses on the passus duriusculus, 

                                                 
156 Edward Venn, Thomas “dès and the Pianto,  paper presented at the annual Conference on 

Music Semiotics, University of Edinburgh, October 26 28, 2012. 
157 For more information about Ligeti s lamento motif, see Stephen Andrew Taylor, The Lamento 

Motif: Metamorphosis in Ligeti s Late Style,  PhD diss., Cornell University, 1994). 
158 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 

Press, 2000), 75. 
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the binary neume from mvmt. I finds itself recontextualized in an even more tragic 

scene that tells a story of how to narrate suffering in Asyla. 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Intensification of the neume, continued 

 

 Mvmt. II is introduced by cowbells after a brief, two-chord statement by brass 

and woodwinds that sounds F-major and G#-minor triads. The return to cowbells 

references the topical meaning associated with mvmt. I: the outdoors and the dysphoric 

pastoral. Additionally, the binary neume from mvmt. I continues to develop (Figure 

3.10), expanded in a manner analogous to the lugubrious gesture that sounded in the 

brass in mvmt. I (reh. L N). The opening B5 initiates a local line neume (B A# A), 

where an extra B interrupts its (-1, -1) motion, resulting in a <21(2)0> CSEG. A twist 

neume from A (<102>) is formed by the fourth through sixth notes, and the entire 

motion thus far encapsulates a larger twist neume <201> gesture (B A A#). The 

cowbells then continue to sound pianto topics along with other pitched percussion, 

piano, and harp, mimicking the sound of a broken machine thus setting the tone for the 

first utterance of the movement s motivic theme. 

 This motivic theme (seen above in Example 3.6) has been analyzed following 

concepts of cooperating continuities  (Roeder 2006) and interval cycles  (Travers 

2005). While focusing primarily on the theme s structure, these readings miss out on the 

emotive aspect of this movement. By fixating on pitch structure, many traits are made 

clear, yet this movement is functioning on a deeper level it is informing the narrative 
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interpretation of Asyla by telling us how fictional Adès thinks a tale of suffering should 

be told. 

 

 

Example 3.8. A recreation of Roeder s analysis of the theme from mvmt. II159 

 

 Roeder s analysis (Example 3.8) shows the theme s tight-knit structure: three 

continuous horizontal layers unfold, sounding a chromatic (top strand), octatonic 

(middle strand), and hexatonic (lower strand) collection. Vertically, the first six pitches 

belong to the hexatonic, the next six belong to the octatonic, and the last six are 

chromatic. These three strata of the compound melody formulate an analytical 

expectation about the remaining entrances of the theme throughout the movement. I 

will return to that point later, but now shift focus to what other signifiers mark this 

movement as a metanarrative of how to narrate suffering. 

 The rendering of the main theme by solo bass oboe is an interesting choice. It is a 

close instrumental relative to the heckelphone, which is described as being 

voluptuously sonorous yet sweet  blooming and rich in harmonics, and so manly and 

baritone-like that one might be listening to a male voice. 160 The bass oboe theme allows 

the mournful instrument to explore a wide range, yielding a number of contrasting 

                                                 
159 Roeder, Co-operating Continuities,  127.  
160 Anthony Baines and Adrian Boult, Woodwind Instruments and Their History, (New York: Dover, 

1991), 99 100. 
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timbres. In its highest register, it sounds pinched and tense, in its lowest register murky 

and dark. The use of bass oboe here is marked, both for “dès s fictional composer 

agency and in context of the work thus far. 

The theme presents other markers for fictional Adès as well, revealing his 

emergent identity. The opening gesture of descending minor second and perfect fifth 

has been described as a musical signature of Adès.161 Additionally, the meter of 2/6, 

functioning as two-thirds of a triplet that occupies a half-note value, has also been tied 

to Adès.162 These markers signify fictional Adès acquiring power: he chooses an 

uncommon instrument for a theme that initiates with two of his compositional markers. 

The interior movements of Asyla depict fictional Adès gaining power through the 

recurrence of these signifiers. 

The bass oboe theme fixates on the pianto gesture that unfolds in each layer of the 

compound melody. The use of the pianto obsessively approaches total saturation in this 

movement, leaving an effect of what Hatten calls plenitude  expressively, plenitude 

implies saturation or repleteness…“s part of a compositional premise, plenitude may 

be understood as a desired goal achieved by processes that lead to the ultimate 

saturation of texture, and fulfillment perhaps even apotheosis in the case of a 

theme. 163 Hatten allows for the possibility of a dysphoric plenitude, and Venn (2012) 

specifically discusses that aspect in Asyla, mvmt. II, yet he points out a surrealistic 

psychological impulse for “dès to transform the lamenting practices associated with 

the 20th-century pianto into something obsessional, all-consuming. 164 Agreeing with 

Venn s statement, I find that the pianto is not, however, driving for a specific 

                                                 
161 Dominic Wells, Plural Styles, Personal Style  The Music of Thomas “dès,  Tempo 66 (2012): 7. 
162 Huw ”elling, Thinking Irrational, Thomas “dès and New Rhythms  master s thesis, Royal 

College of Music, 2010). 
163 Robert Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes: Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 43. 
164 Venn, Thomas “dès and the Pianto.  
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surrealistic psychological impulse  here it is reflecting a deeper meaning in this 

analysis s narrative construction. 

In my reading, the intensification of the neume presented in dysphoric plenitude 

in mvmt. II replaces the pastoral established in mvmt. I, for several reasons. First, Adès 

finds his voice problematized through intertextuality a generalized problem  of 

postmodern composition.165 Second, in transforming that pastoral into a prolonged 

outcry, a tragic pathos arises from the strategic use of the passus duriusculus. Fictional 

Adès feels anxiety from fictional Nancarrow and fictional Ives from the first moments in 

Asyla. By focusing on suffering, mvmt. II meta-narrates a story of how to narrate suffering 

when fictional Adès cannot find his own narrative presence within his own work. Venn 

relates the lamenting in mvmt. II to ”ach s Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen BWV 12 

(Weeping, Lamenting, Worrying, Fearing).166 However, I read the movement not as 

being fearful, but as fictional Adès acquiring power. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Pitch projection of mvmt. II s theme 

                                                 
165 Michael Klein, Music and the Crises of the Modern Subject (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2015), 100. 
166 Venn, Thomas “dès and the Pianto.  
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Returning to the primary theme for mvmt. II, its first three statements, each 

comprised of three gestures, are shown in Figure 3.11. Following Roeder and Travers, 

the descending leaps in each statement continually expand as the theme s lowest voice-

leading strand plummets deeper into pitch space. Tracing the top line of each gesture 

leads to the analytical expectation that the line will continue to descend chromatically as 

part of a compositional process. 

The horn s statement of the theme (bottom system in the figure) is adjusted twice 

(rather than once, as in the trumpet line above). Between the first two gestures of the 

horn melody (reh. C) is a whole step move in the upper voice-leading strand rather than 

a half-step move, indicated by the dotted arrow. 

Travers argues that the themes in the horn and bass oboe from reh. C D are 

altered because of a growing intervallic chain in each of the strands that Roeder 

analyzed.167 As the original theme moves through the collections (CHROM, OCT, and 

HEX), the intervallic makeup of the vertical collections will also grow in pitch space, yet 

this doesn t account for why the adjustments are made here. The alteration to the horn 

theme is how fictional Adès composes out this lament. 

Example 3.9 begins at reh. B, and shows canonic imitation, with clarinet 

sounding the dux and the trumpet responding with the comes. Dotted arrows point to 

notes that continue in the trajectory laid out by the initial theme s tight-knit structure. In 

the second system, an unexpected note occurs as an alteration of pitch projection. When 

the third gesture of the theme in the comes sounds, it is not at an expected B  following 

the trumpet s line, but rather on “ (the middle line of Figure 3.11 above). I interpret this 

alteration as fictional Adès prioritizing the passus duriusculus and the pianto topic over 

the continuity of individual voice-leading strands. 

                                                 
167 Travers, Interval Cycles, their Permutations, 20. 
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Example 3.9. The resurgence of fictional “dès s agency, reh. B 

 

 Emphasizing IC cycles, Travers describes the alterations between reh. C and reh. 

D as driven by an IC  cycle in each thematic gesture s onset. What he doesn t account 

for is the role that this thematic alteration plays for hermeneutics. This IC1 cycle is not 

the whole story it emerges as a result of the saturation of the pianto (a composing out 

of 3 1 from mvmt. I). Fictional Adès creates a dysphoric plenitude out of the passus 

duriusculus to intensify the first movement s dysphoric pastoral to the point of a 

prolonged outcry. 

 Fictional Adès gains power through another signifier here: the 2/6 meter. He 

inserts himself into the discourse throughout the work in the form of two primary 

markers for this agency: the intervallic signifier of IC5 followed by a semitone, and the 

irrational 168 meters of 2/6 and 1/6. In describing “dès s Piano Quintet, Gallon tells us 

that these curious meters require a type of virtuosic understanding of time and meter, 

                                                 
168 Huw ”elling calls these meters irrational,  but I will refer to them as unconventional meters 

hereafter since they are indeed rational, yet marked. 
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which is how those meters act as markers for fictional “dès s acquisition of power in 

my interpretation.169 

 

 

Example 3.10. Stretto and plenitude 

 

 Following the 2/6 meter (seen at the beginning of Example 3.10) are instances of 

cross-orchestra piantos that saturate the texture whenever a projected pitch is not 

actualized in the score. The descending 6-1 (012345) chromatic hexachord of the theme s 

top layer is continuously altered in favor of the topical connotation of the lament. At the 

beginning of Example 3.10 in the bottom staff, the tuba sounds an I8 variant of the 

theme, ascending in a slow, ponderous manner. The low brass instrument s ascent is a 

marked gesture in a movement where descending by half step predominates. The tuba 

                                                 
169 Gallon, Narrativities in the Music of Thomas “dès,  . 
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resists the virtual environment s gravity,170 and tries to reverse the tragic affect of the 

movement, yet fails to escape gravity s pull. 

In a contrasting middle section, agitated strings intrude on the discourse in a 

shaky tremolo, depicting anxiety amidst fictional “dès s lament. The strings replicate a 

type of chromatic gesture heard in the lugubrious outburst in the first movement. Asyla 

is talking to itself. 

When the prolonged outcry reemerges, the horn, significant to the work s 

discourse, takes up the lament and further underscores its importance to the expression 

in mvmt. II. Figure .  shows three horn statements of mvmt. II s theme. Following the 

chain of intervals in the first two statements of the theme leads to the same expectation 

of continuity as in previous sections but this is not the case for the final statement at 

Reh. J. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Dysphoric horn s pitch projection 

 

                                                 
170 For more on the virtual environment, see Robert Hatten, Musical Forces and “gential 

Energies  “n Expansion of Steve Larson s Model,  Music Theory Online 18/3 (2012) [Festschrift for Steve 

Larson]. 
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 Figure 3.13 shows how the intervallic content of the actual horn line in the third 

statement (Reh. J) differs from a projected continuation of intervals, formed by 

following the pattern established in the first two statements. Note that the leaps in the 

second statement are one half step larger than the corresponding leaps from the first 

statement; one would expect this pattern to continue. ”ut by reh. J, the horn s agency 

has drifted afield from where it is projected to be, indicating an individuated element 

subsumed within fictional “dès s quest for power. 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Intervallic projection of theme 

 

Following Monelle, the horn and hunting music in general is indicative of a 

manly, heroic victory over one s surroundings. The dysphoric horn Monelle s horn of 

nocturnal mystery), as a marker for Adès, tells the story of a composer who wants to be 

present in his own work, but tragically and ironically yields in the final bars to the voice 

of Mahler s Third Symphony one of his Wunderhorn works). The dysphoric horn is best 

situated as a dialogue between two fictional agencies in the work fictional Adès and 

fictional Mahler akin to ”rahms s anxieties that arise from following ”eethoven. 

Asyla s second movement is not just about suffering, it is about how to prolong 

suffering. The extramusical meaning of Mahler s Wunderhorn works will be revealed 
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when peripeteia strikes Asyla and silences fictional Adès (through the appearance of 

pivotal moment in Mahler s Symphony No. , mvmt. III, Scherzo . ”efore that, fictional 

Adès is going to continue to gain power throughout Asyla, and that power relation is 

most clear in the third movement, Ecstasio.   

 

3.7 The Power and the Panopticon: “Ecstasio” 

 The only movement for which Adès ascribes a title,171 Ecstasio  contains crucial 

components for reading “syla’s tragic and ironic musical story. In Ecstasio  the power 

relation involving fictional Adès, is interpreted and organized into a metaphor of what 

Foucault refers to as panopticism, which follows Jeremy ”entham s prison design. In 

order to situate that reading, I first critique scholarship surrounding the movement s 

form and topoi. I then show fictional Adès s acquisition of power in Ecstasio,  and map 

it into the metaphor of the panopticon. 

 Ecstasio  does what symphonic third movements commonly do: it references a 

popular contemporary dance style, thus providing topical and expressive contrast to 

the other movements. Through texture, timbre, and repetition, Adès claims to be 

mimicking the attributes of electronic dance music (EDM) a style investigated by a 

range of scholars.172 This token of the symphonic form type comes with repercussions. 

Ecstasio  references rave culture and opens a hermeneutic window for reading this 

movement. 

                                                 
171 Mvmt. II was originally titled Vatican  before the title was removed, as described in Matias 

Tarnopolsky, Programme note to Asyla, first performance (Faber Music), 1997. 
172 For instance, see Peter Jowers, Timeshards  Repetition, Timbre, and Identity in Dance Music,  

Time and Society 8/2 (1999): 381 96; Steve Redhead ed., Rave Off: Politics and Deviance in Contemporary 

Youth Culture (Aldershot: Avebury, 1993); Simon Reynolds, Energy Flash: a Journey Through Rave Music and 

Dance Culture (London: Picador, 1998); Rick Snoman, The Dance Music Manual: Tools, Toys, and Techniques, 

nd edition Oxford  Focal Press,  Philip Tagg, From Refrain to Rave  the Decline of Figure and the 
Rise of Ground,  Popular Music 13/2 (1994): 209 22; etc.  
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 Venn makes a case for EDM as a musical topic, telling us that “dès noticed that 

in dance music today, things are repeated 8, 16, 32, 64 times  it s very powerful indeed. 

It has an effect over huge crowds of people, it creates a convulsion in a crowd which is a 

very important discovery. 173 He goes on to say that in speaking of the power of these 

gestures, and by referring to the crowd, Adès chooses to emphasize the collective over 

the individual. 174 If we think critically about what EDM signifies, we can read a power 

relation between the individual and the collective, between DJ-as-shamanistic leader 

and the participatory subjects that, through expression and dance, take on the role of 

performer. When EDM is appropriated as a musical stereotype (a topos) that influences 

interpretation, it catapults fictional Adès into an unusual position of power. 

 According to Venn, it is clear that “des s use of EDM as a topic is, in Raymond 

Monelle s terms, indexical, insofar as it refers first and foremost to a "musical original  

and only then to associative significations  beyond that. 175 I disagree with Venn s 

classification. In Asyla “dès s use of EDM is better thought of as an iconic sign, a crucial 

distinction for interpreting EDM s true indexical meaning. While icons directly 

represent what they signify, indexes correlate with or point to their referent. I construct 

EDM as an iconic signifier in Figure 3.14 that then can be interpreted as a topic that, in 

turn, indexes certain cultural units. 

 

 

Figure 3.14. EDM as an icon 

 

                                                 
173 Edward Venn, "Narrativity in Thomas “dès s Ecstasio ," Res Facta Nova 11/20 (2010): 70. 
174 Ibid., 70. 
175 Edward Venn, Thomas “des s Freaky, Funky Rave,  Music Analysis 33/1 (2014): 65 66. 
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 “syla’s use of bass drum percussion and an overall form that imitates 

prototypical EDM structure exists as a replica, a mimesis. It isn t a question of an 

original and then associative significations beyond that,  but more a question of what 

EDM is doing in Asyla. It is an iconic imitation of that music that then has indexical 

implications of a particular style from which it is borrowed. 

Indexical signs correlate with and point to their signification. For example, 

smoke correlates with the fire that it signifies. A musical example would be a dominant-

seventh chord indexing a tonic chord. When we hear a V7 chord, we expect its 

resolution to be on tonic (the basic premise behind secondary function). EDM as a topic, 

in a generalized fashion, can be seen as indexical on two (or more) levels, shown in 

Figure 3.15. 

 

 

Figure 3.15. EDM s indexical signification 

 

 EDM indexes rave culture that then indexes drug abuse, specifically, ecstasy 

(MDA and MDMA). In discussing rave culture of 1990s Britain (the context in which 

Asyla was composed), Venn describes how EDM and ecstasy were demonized by 

mainstream media and society, telling us that drugs and music combine to create an 

environment within which one is rendered anonymous and depersonalized. 176 He goes 

on to state that whilst club music is perceived to evoke heady and hedonistic 

pleasures, it is also the site of threatening and destructive impulses. 177 In becoming 

                                                 
176 Ibid., 77. 
177 Ibid., 66. 
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depersonalized and made anonymous, participants in a rave take on a role as liminal 

beings directed by a shamanistic leader, the DJ, who guides them through the 

experience. In so doing, the liminal participants become engaged in a larger communitas 

where all are on the same plane of consistency: participants are observers insofar as 

they are performers.178 To understand the role of Ecstasio  in Asyla, we must revisit the 

idea of narrativities, and come to terms with how EDM and orchestral music dialogue 

with one another in a dramatic dance of debauchery. 

Venn finds that two primary narrativities, EDM and the traditional symphonic 

form, are at play in Ecstasio,  following Tarasti s notion that modalization is required 

for narration to be possible.179 Tarasti explains that modalities are qualities of musical 

utterance  and that modalizations are qualities of musical uttering. 180 Venn interprets 

modalization between subject and object in Ecstasio  

 

When the subject is disjuncted from the object, it carries with it 

connotations of vouloir, of striving, but it is not necessarily the case in 

Ecstasio that such desire is linked to a return to the object. It is at these 

moments, by virtue of processes alien to dance music, that a musical 

subject, in the form of a classically  traditional theme-actor  emerges, 

and through which modalization, and hence narrativity, becomes 

possible.181 

 

Two points arise from this passage: (1) the subject and object engage in an act of 

convergence and divergence and (2) they allow narrativity through the modalities of 

being and doing. Citing Tarasti, Venn marks an opposition between being (être), with 

                                                 
178 One might argue that the performers are as important as the DJ in the rave environment, but 

the DJ does remain in control of the environment throughout. The ravers might leave if they aren t in a 
good communitas with the other participants, but their departure only reinforces the DJ as the true 

leader. The DJ picks the music.  
179 Venn, Narrativity,  .  
180 Euro Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics: Advances in Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1994), 51. 
181 Venn, Narrativity,  . 
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EDM as an object controlling the subject; and doing (faire), where individuals are able to 

assert themselves. The two interact by becoming (devenir) conjunct or disjunct in this 

semiotic analysis.182 

Tarasti lists numerous modalities, but one in particular catches the eye: Can,  

pouvoir: the power and efficiency of music, its technical resources, particularly in 

performance performance techniques, idiomatic writing, virtuosity, etc. . 183 Again, this 

discourse returns to power (as all discourses do). It is through power that being, doing, 

and becoming are made possible in Asyla. Theorizing being and doing in terms of 

Hatten s markedness rank value shows how the EDM topic fits into Asyla and, by 

association, into Classical music s repertoire. 

 Venn claims that narrativity emerges through being and doing. His reading 

emphasizes the stylistically competent  listener (one who fully understands the 

traditions of Western art music as well as that of EDM) that can make sense of the 

musical form. Specifically, a stylistically competent listener would hear Ecstasio  

challenging formal norms and instantly understand (1) its role in a symphony as a third 

movement, and (2) the appropriation of a prototypical EDM structure.184 Venn doesn t 

go into detail about what these narrativities do in the work, or more to the point, what 

they do to the work. EDM constructed as a topic in this music brings together aspects of 

narrativity, narratography, and narrative through the discourse of iconic, indexical, and 

symbolic signification. These parameters end up coalescing into the conceptualization 

of power in Asyla. 

 

                                                 
182 Venn, Freaky,  . 
183 Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics, 49. 
184 For example, he mentions Monelle s ,  idea that forms become topical at the point at 

which norms are challenged,  Venn Freaky,  . I have trouble considering form as a topic since topics 

are the content of the form in a literary sense. Content is what is being expressed, form is how it is 

expressed. 
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Figure 3.16. Stylistic register of EDM in Asyla185 

 

Figure 3.16 shows markedness values of EDM and the Classical milieu. For an 

audience member at an orchestra concert, an EDM topic s presence is marked with 

respect to generalized orchestral music, the music common to that particular setting. 

EDM, according to Venn, exists in a state of being while traditional Western art music 

exists in a realm of doing. If we position EDM in a lower stylistic register, then Western 

art music would be largely found in a higher style. Through the agency of the fictional 

composer, Adès, EDM and orchestral music collide in a state of flux, breaking down the 

barriers of being, doing, and style. 

The EDM topic, following Rebecca Leydon, is a type of musematic repetition, 

which provides insight into the agential interplay in Ecstasio.  Leydon defines 

musematic repetition as a more or less unvaried repetition of musemes of motivic 

quanta, the smallest meaningful units within a musical system,186 and describes it as a 

totalitarian trope of repetition that suggests a kind of prison house  effect, an inability 

for the musical subject to break free of an obstinate musematic strategy. 187 She 

                                                 
185 The concept and design of measuring markedness against stylistic register is borrowed from 

Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 67 90. 
186 Rebecca Leydon, Towards a Typology of Minimalist Tropes,  Music Theory Online 8/4, (2002): 

¶7. 
187 Ibid., ¶17. 
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continues, when repetition signifies a frustrated or suppressed volitional agency, as in 

the totalitarian trope, then syntax is associated with freedom. 188 If repetition in 

Ecstasio  makes a progression of syntax a marked event, then Venn s descriptions of 

being and doing mark the EDM topos as a negative state of being that Adès evokes in 

order to attempt an escape from its dominance (doing). 

 So how does a fictional composer arise and gain power? Hatten and Almén 

describe how a narrator becomes present in a discourse: 

 

In literature, a narrator may be more or less transparent, depending on 

how much he or she comments upon or manipulates the story being told. 

Presumably, the less interference with the story, the less attention we are 

likely to pay to the artifice of the narrator as teller, and the more likely we 

are to experience the tale as enacted drama merely delivered through a 

narrative filter.189 

 

The more that a narrating presence intrudes on the discourse, the more recognizable 

they become. The same tactic takes place with fictional Adès in Asyla. The agency has 

been present throughout the work at moments, but it is most evident in mvmt. III 

because fictional Adès is actively impacting the discourse. Now that EDM and 

Ecstasio  have been situated in a strategic analytical view, I shift focus to how the 

fictional composer gains and exerts power in mvmt. III. 

Ecstasio  is shaped into a loose quaternary form ““ ”“ ) framed by an 

introduction and a coda, with each A section being driven by the EDM topic. A 

traditional quaternary form, the B section provides contrast to the A sections: it is 

relatively stable, offering more conjunction (uniformity) than its counterparts (which 

                                                 
188 Ibid., ¶24. 
189 ”yron “lmén and Robert Hatten, Narrative Engagement with Twentieth-Century Music,  In 

Musical Narrative Since 1900, ed. Michael Klein and Nicolas Reyland, (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2012), 73. 
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focus on disjunction). Figure 3.1  shows the movement s form, lists the topics and/or 

modalities present, and traces the overall energy level above the chart. The introduction 

is shown below Ecstasio s  form in Example 3.11. 

 

 

Figure 3.17. Form of Ecstasio  

 

 

Example 3.11. Similar 10ths and the pianto  

 

 Sounding as if somewhere in the distance, the introduction oscillates between 

two tenths in the strings, one major and one augmented, shown on the middle staff. 

This oscillation between unequal tenths draws attention back to the compositional 

attribute identified in the work of Roeder and Travers that focuses on continuities and 

IC cycles. In this case IC1 (C to B) is superimposed over IC2 (A  to G ) and composed in 

an echo that was seen in the dysphoric horn theme. Below, cellos fixate on a pedal point 

C# that carries through the first 24 bars with occasional shifts in register. Acting as a 
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subsidiary pedal point, mid strings alternate between E and E  in the first 24 bars, 

shown together in the example. 

A pianto sounded by a piccolo trumpet formulates a motivic cell for Ecstasio s  

A section. This pianto is a remnant from the overwhelming outcry in mvmt. II. After the 

introduction (the first 24 bars), the basic idea for the first A section is heard (Example 

3.12). 

 

 

Example 3.12. Basic idea for section A 

 

 The basic idea for section A reiterates the pianto at the onset of each gesture 

followed by a disjunct, syncopated melody in the brass and winds. Outlining two 

triads, F# minor and C minor, the melody has voice-leading implications: F# descends 

by three semitones to E , A descends by whole step to G, and C# is displaced by an 

octave to move by half step to C (composing out 3 1). Again, this demonstrates the 

applicability of Roeder and Travers s approach to “dès s compositional fabric: voices 

move by three, two, and one semitone, adding another layer onto the cyclic nature of 

the panopticon metaphor that is being constructed throughout Asyla. Additionally, each 

note is articulated with indications for how to hold the instrument (either up or down), 

which lends itself to the aspect of a rave there is choreography in the instructions to 

orchestra members. This basic idea develops and intensifies when the A section reaches 

its first climax of the EDM topic. 
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Example 3.13. EDM topic and climax of A section 

 

 Example 3.13 shows the first climax in Ecstasio.  The EDM topic, present 

through a continuous bass drum percussive sound, underscores the disjunct and 

syncopated melodic fragment that lasts two bars. EDM clings to the meter of 4/4 and 2/4 

for the most part, but the irrational meter of 2/6 frequently intrudes on the discourse, as 

“dès s presence becomes more and more persistent (not shown in the example). The 

next phase of the EDM topic marks “  in the overall quaternary form, a significant point 

in the narrativity of “dès s fictional composer agency since an overall energy gain is in 

full force. 

 

 

Example 3.14. EDM topic and “  climax 

 

As EDM becomes a stronger and stronger topical presence, fragments of the 

initial theme continue (Example 3.14). The dialogue established in the previous section 

continues with a gesture that is reminiscent of West Side Story s Mambo,  composed by 

Leonard Bernstein. High winds play a fragment of the basic idea for Ecstasio  call  

and the lower winds (including brass) sound a crude response. “dès s metrical marker 
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of 2/6 continues to increase in frequency only to be abandoned in the final movement, 

and will be discussed below regarding power relations. 

 

 
Example . . Power in Ecstasio  

 

The high point of Ecstasio  and all of Asyla) occurs when the orchestra is split 

into two parts: one follows the conductor and the other follows the bass drum and 

percussion that iconically signifies the EDM topic (Example 3.15). At this crucial 

moment in Asyla, power becomes the means by which narrative is achieved, 

encompassing all of the work s narrativities as they combine in a chaotic depiction of a 

rave environment. In the example, EDM is shown on the bottom staff with the 

conductor s cues on the top staff for the moment of total disjunction in the ensemble, 

mm. 111 112 (m. 111 is shown in its entirety in the example). 

The conductor s cue shows the disjointed ensemble: subdivisions of a virtuosic 

nature occur with both rational and irrational meters as the conductor holds one half of 

the group together. Supporting the other half of the orchestra is a quarter-note pulse 

sounding in the percussion. It is at this point that Adès has the greatest impact on the 

discourse as a fictional composer: he is assuming a role of supreme power that, as 
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conductor, holds the work together at this critical juncture; there is an abundance of 

metrical signifiers for fictional Adès; and he has to find a way to notate the everlasting 

moment in just two measures (mm. 111 112), there are a number of sub-measures  

that fragment the ensemble. 

In the B section of the quaternary form a steady 4/4 meter and conjunction 

among orchestral parts yields a different character from the A sections. The EDM topic 

resumes when “  follows ”, but it is short lived and lacks the disjunction of the section 

just discussed. It is by those irrational meters and the disjunction of the ensemble that 

Adès establishes an environment of panopticism, and it is there that I now shift focus.  

Table 3.2 summarizes the use of unconventional meters as a musical marker 

throughout Asyla. Note that I am only looking at the presence of meters such as 2/6, 1/6, 

etc. as they appear as whole measures or as partial measures (i.e., a measure composed 

of 2/8 + 1/6 counts as an occurrence in this model). 

 

Table 3.2. Tracking unconventional meters across Asyla 

Movement 
# of times unusual 

meters are seen 

Increase from 

previous movement 

I 0 - 

II 11 +11 

III Ecstasio  18 (7 in mm. 111 12) +7 

IV 0 (-18) 

 

The meters interpreted as signs for “dès s fictional composer agency are limited 

to Asyla s interior movements. In the prolonged outcry of mvmt. II, the sign debuts 

when the bass oboe begins the theme on an agogically accented E . Later when the tuba 

inverts the theme (I8), the marker recurs with greater impact since a willful agency 

sounding in the tuba  is actively resisting a virtual environment s gravitational pull. In 

all, signature meters are seen  times in mvmt. II. In Ecstasio  the sign is visited more 
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frequently, seven more times than in mvmt. II. In the climax of mvmt. III alone, when 

the orchestra is split into halves (Example 3.15 above), the marker occurs seven times, 

summing to 18 total times for the third movement. This increase in frequency sets up 

the expectation that mvmt. IV will have more signature meters in it, yet it has none, 

since the voice of fictional Adès is removed from the story. 

Before looking at the final movement, this discourse turns back to power. 

Dominic Wells tells us [while] other allusions to earlier composers have been noted by 

journalists and musicologists, there has been scant mention of the composer to whom 

“dès refers most frequently of all  himself. 190 By self-referencing, “dès s fictional 

composer agency is taking a superior role, casting his gaze upon the ensemble and the 

other fictional composers present in Asyla. 

 The power struggle between agencies reaches a boiling point in Ecstasio.  To 

clarify this struggle, I call on Foucault s metaphor of the panopticon, found in his 

countless discussions of power. Recall that Venn pointed to Foucault s definition of the 

asylum in an attempt to describe the duality of the nature of the institution. I now probe 

deeper into Foucault s thesis, and use the panopticon to make sense of the struggle 

between fictional composers in Asyla. For Foucault, power and knowledge come from 

observing others, and the panopticon is a perfect demonstration of observation. He 

describes it as: 

 

A perimeter building in the form of a ring. At the center of this, a tower, 

pierced by large windows opening on to the inner face of the ring. The 

outer building is divided into cells each of which traverses the whole 

thickness of the building. These cells have two windows, one opening on 

to the inside, facing the windows of the central tower, the other, outer one 

allowing daylight to pass through the whole cell. All that is needed is to 

put an overseer in the tower and place in each of the cells a lunatic, a 

patient, a convict, a worker, a schoolboy. The back lighting enables one to 

                                                 
190 Wells, Plural Styles,  7. 
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pick out from the central tower the little captive silhouettes in the ring of 

cells.191 

 

The architectural design allows for just one guard to watch over everyone, 

proving to be the most economical of systems. The inmates don t know when or 

if they re being observed because they are in a state of constant surveillance and 

actually watch over themselves as a result.192 Foucault discusses the panoptic 

modality of power  in which power exists on a near infinite number of levels 

and that we are all agents exerting and succumbing to forces of power.193 

Through this interpretation, Adès is attempting to construct a perfect power 

relation in Asyla in which he is more than a paranoid watchman of a shepherd  

he is the faceless Other that watches over everything, thus exerting power. 

 “dès s panopticism takes more than one form. He asserts power not only 

through virtuosic conducting of a fragmented ensemble, but also by bringing the 

world of EDM to the orchestral milieu. Since EDM indexes drug culture, Adès 

can be seen as a quasi DJ, reacting to the collective as a controlling individual. It 

is also in this way that, by administering EDM to the orchestral milieu, he takes 

on the role of an (abstract) ecstasy pusher that forces the audience to engage with 

the violent juxtaposition of the two disparate styles. Further, by choreographing 

the members of the orchestra, Adès is able to evoke a stronger connection with 

the atmosphere he is iconically signifying. The more his agency intrudes on the 

work, the more recognizable he is as an apparatus of power. 

                                                 
191 Michel Foucault, The Eye of Power,  Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 

1972 77, ed. Colin Gordon (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), 147. 
192 The choices of exemplar are of interest here. Many would regard schoolboys, workers, and 

convicts as quite different in society s eyes. The strength of Foucault s metaphor is that everyone is 
susceptible to a type of panoptic power. The panopticon will inform my final chapter on the analyst s 
subjectivity when I posit analysts in a panoptic struggle for power. 

193 Michel Foucault, Panopticism,  The Foucault Reader, ed. Paul Rainbow (New York: Pantheon 

Books, 1984), 211. 
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If power arises from observing, then composers gain power by studying 

their influences that can then, in turn, potentially give them anxiety in the 

Bloomian sense. In Asyla, fictional Adès accumulates power from its first metrical 

and intervallic appearance through Ecstasio,  always attempting to control the 

discourse. The real tragedy happens in mvmt. IV when all of that discourse is 

realized to be serving a different power, giving way to those compositional 

anxieties in the final bars of the work. 

 

3.8 The Loss of the Composer’s Voice 

 Composers, like poets and writers, face the Bloomian anxiety of influence. As 

more and more references are made explicit, the agential emergence of fictional 

composers becomes hard to ignore. Wells believes that “dès doesn t wrestle with 

compositional anxiety  “dès approaches the music of the French ”aroque, Classical, 

Romantic, 20th century, Pop and Jazz styles all in the same manner. There is no great 

respect for the past, necessarily, nor a Mahlerian sense of weight upon his shoulders 

from his many great compositional ancestors. 194 According to Wells, Adès treats all 

musical styles democratically in his compositional process with no Mahlerian sense of 

weight  to overcome. Testing Wells s claim, mvmt. IV contains narrative elements that 

challenge the dominance of fictional Adès in Asyla, evoking that sense of weight  on 

“dès s shoulders imposed by those who have come before him. Specifically, the final 

bars of Asyla demonstrate the climactic arrival of Mahler s burdensome agency an 

agency that Adès fails to overcome as he loses his compositional voice. Adès can only 

rewrite Mahler in a Bloomian misreading that attempts to transform [that] earlier text 

                                                 
194 Wells, Plural Styles,  . 
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as a psychic defense against the anxiety of influence, 195 an attempt that ultimately 

marks Asyla as both tragic and ironic in a peripeteia. 

 Mvmt. IV is shaped by intertextuality and the anxiety of influence through what 

Straus describes as belatedness.196 Intertextual references to other compositions

serving as the bookends of the final movement frame the conclusion of Asyla in terms 

of a fictional Adès that has lost control of his own discourse. He succumbs to a panoptic 

power relation in mvmt. IV. 

There are two primary intertexts in this movement that I will investigate as well 

as the space between those intertexts. The first reference is to ”artók s Lake of Tears  

from ”luebeard’s Castle (1911) at the opening of mvmt. IV, and the second recalls the 

Scherzo from Mahler s Symphony No. 3. “fter fictional “dès s ecstasy comes nothing 

but tragedy and loss. These two intertexts shed light on the entirety of the work (from 

mvmt. I s dysphoric pastoral to the conclusion , and contribute to the interpretation of 

panoptic power, tragedy, and irony in Asyla. 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Opening to ”artók s Lake of Tears  

 

 The first sounds of mvmt. IV immediately remind Paul Drivers and Edward 

Venn of ”artók s Lake of Tears  scene from his only opera, ”luebeard’s Castle (Figure 

                                                 
195 Michael L. Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 

2005), 17. 
196 Joseph N. Straus, Remaking the Past: Tradition and Influence in Twentieth-Century Music, 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990), 15. 
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3.18). Sweeping arpeggios in the winds recur throughout the Lake of Tears  as an 

iconic refrain that separates statements of the main characters. Frozen in A minor, the 

motive features a half-step upper neighbor motive G G# G before descending back 

down the arc to its origin, pictorializing the waves of a lake. Shown in Figure 3.19, Adès 

also uses A minor as a tonal area in mvmt. IV of Asyla, beginning the opening gesture 

with a rapid ascent through the triad. Rather than having the same chromatic 

neighboring motion as in the Lake of Tears,  Adès recomposes the gesture as a passing 

motion through the chromatic trichord, 3 1. Throughout the gesture s evolution in the 

first section of mvmt. IV, the chromatic trichord continues to undergo elaboration as 

seen in previous movements, both in the upper wind s intertextual reference and in a 

bass line that slowly unfolds below the sweeping arpeggios.  

 

 

Figure 3.19. Asyla mvmt. IV intertextuality with the Lake of Tears,  mm. 2 

 

A quasi-passacaglia/ground ostinato forms under the intertext (Figure 3.20). In 

the lower line, chromaticism and whole-tone descents from A are juxtaposed, quietly 

intensifying the space below the Lake of Tears.  While the chromatic passing motion 

spans a major third, the whole-tone segment plunges deeper into the bass register as a 

byproduct of the whole-step passing motion, spanning a minor sixth. Throughout, 

neighboring and passing embellishment gives the impression of a continuous variation 

that unfolds over the bass line, imparting a sense of shape and teleology to this 
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formless  movement. “s a reaction to the energy gained in Ecstasio,  this striking 

opening is a comedown from a high that moves sluggishly as pictorialized waves define 

the sound mass. 

 

 

Figure 3.20. Unfolding bass line in Lake of Tears  intertext, mm. 9  

 

 So why does the composer choose to reference Bartók here? One explanation 

relies on another aspect of Monahan s theory, agential avatars. Monahan describes 

avatars as agencies that defy immediate identification, yet loosely align with one of his 

four categories (individuated element, work-persona, fictional composer, analyst). In 

terms of fictional composers, a common avatar is the subjectivity or consciousness of 

the composer that is interpreted as a volitional force in the discourse. In Asyla, fictional 

Bartók is heard at the onset of mvmt. IV, yet this isn t the controlling agent of the 

movement; that privilege belongs to Adès (or so it seems). Bartók is constructed as an 

avatar of fictional Adès, existing in his fictional mind, and the intertextual choice 

elucidates the movement and work as a whole: by starting with this intertext and 

ending with another (Mahler), Adès ultimately loses control and power over his own 

discourse, marking Asyla as a tragic narrative. 

In order to understand this avatar, a brief digression into the plot surrounding 

”luebeard s Castle is helpful. In the original children s story, La Barbe Bleue  by Charles 

Perrault, Judith (Bluebeard s new wife  accompanies him to his castle for the first time. 
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Upon entering, Judith is told that there is a room that she must never open, but, after 

acquiring a key from him, opens the door to discover ”luebeard s ex-wives murdered 

and hanging from hooks on the walls. Eventually the story ends with Bluebeard being 

killed by Judith s brothers, with everyone (aside from Bluebeard) living happily ever 

after. 

”éla ”alázs wrote the libretto for ”artók s opera, and adjusted the story 

considerably: there are now seven locked doors that hold mysterious chambers within, 

and the story is quite different. Judith wants the doors to be open (as in the original), 

permitting light to shine into the darkened castle. As if intertextually aware of the 

children s story, Judith becomes suspicious of ”luebeard s previous relationships and 

wants to know what happened in his former marriages. Begrudgingly, Bluebeard is 

convinced to open the doors, one by one. Behind the first door is a torture chamber 

stained with blood, the second is a storehouse of weapons, and the third a Scrooge 

McDuck-style room full of riches. The fourth chamber contains a secret garden and the 

fifth is illuminated by a huge window that overlooks all of ”luebeard s kingdom, which 

allows light into the castle. The sixth door opens to a room that contains a frozen lake, 

what ”luebeard can only describe in one cryptic word, tears.  

Bluebeard begs her not to open the last door, but Judith is beginning to believe 

that he murdered his previous wives and stored their bodies in the seventh room. As 

the last door opens, it is revealed that all three of ”luebeard s previous wives are alive 

and fully adorned in jewelry. Judith is now made his fourth wife, joining the other 

wives in the chamber as Bluebeard is left alone in the main castle. Carl Leafstedt asks 

us, What can it mean that the wives are still alive? Why does Bluebeard cherish them 

and sing of their beauty yet keep them locked up? 197 For Leafstedt, Judith s death is 

symbolic: 

                                                 
197 Carl S. Leafstedt, Inside ”luebeard’s Castle: Music and Drama in ”artók’s Opera (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1999), 122. 
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Into the orchestra s soul, or into ”luebeard s comes this unspoken thought 
absolving Judith of any guilt for having opened the final door. Like Christ, 

its presence suggests, she is blameless (and the rest of the scene bears this 

out, for Bluebeard accuses her of nothing but, rather, praises her), but she 

must nevertheless die, as Christ did on Calvary. Symbolically killed  by 
entombment in the castle, Judith does not actually die in the opera, but 

like Christ, lives on forever in the soul of him whom she has saved.198 

 

What if we instead speculate that ”luebeard is a manifestation of ”artók s fictional 

composer agency that resists intrusion (Judith) into his compositional process? In such a 

reading, each door and the castle itself exists as a (complicated) compositional 

subjectivity in which components can become illuminated when investigated, resulting 

in an imprisonment of the intruder in a symbolic death. 

If we are to subscribe to that particular view, we can make sense of the choice of 

Lake of Tears  in Asyla. “dès s agency finally gains traction in his own discourse in 

Ecstasio,  yet finds itself problematized by intertextuality and referencing. ”artók s 

influence has already been heard in the prolonged lament of mvmt. II (as an intertext of 

an intertext in Ligeti), and by observing him/them, Adès gains power in the sense that 

Foucault describes (such as a guard watching over prisoners or a doctor watching over 

an insane person . “dès s attempt to rewrite the Lake of Tears  only exists to show 

that he cannot get away from that influence, and the first large section of mvmt. IV 

demonstrates that he is locked in that compositional power struggle. 

After the voice of Bartók emerges, fictional Adès attempts to regain control 

through a varied use of learned-style counterpoint (imitative entries and stretto). By 

evoking an older compositional methodology, this agential attempt elevates discourse 

and demonstrate mastery in attempt to seize power yet again (Example 3.16). 

 

                                                 
198 Ibid., 123. 
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Example 3.16. Learned-style features in mvmt. IV, mm. 9 12 

 

Contrasting the Bartók intertext, the winds and strings now sound an imitative 

section whose entrances overlap. Any individuality of line is lost as the overlap goes 

beyond stretto to the point of clustering, which pushes a learned topos out of the mind. 

As the initial building block of A G# F# becomes the main object and the imitation is 

lost, changes to the texture (such as the compound melody in mm. 11 12) become 

marked as chromaticism continues to develop before being cut off. This passage sets up 

a large-scale energy gain that continues into the Mahler intertext. 

 After attempting to regain control, fictional Adès revisits another movement, 

Ecstasio,  in an attempt to assume power Example 3.17). Perhaps as an attempt to 

recapitulate all that has happened before, the texture thins to a few percussion 

instruments, reminding one of the broken machine  sounds that initiate the third 

movement before the drug-induced frenzy takes over. This passage, phase 1 of a large-

scale energy gain, contains the same features that have come to shape this analysis. 
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Within the figure, fuzzy voice-leading transformations are shown,199 marked with an 

asterisk (*) and a transposition number. 

 

 

Example 3.17. Energy gain, phase 1, mm. 13 17 

 

 The top voice, sounding in the piano, embellishes the same chromatic trichord 

(3 1) that was found to be underpinning the dysphoric horn theme from mvmt. I. 

Below, a T1 operation transposes one subset of WT1 to WT0 while the two pianos transfer 

trichords and dyads to each other. One of those pianos is tuned regularly, the other is 

tuned down a quarter of a step, marked with a downward arrow in the score, and any 

transpositions between the two instruments result in a special type of transposition, one 

that conjures David Lewin s pseudo transposition  in which two or more  voices 

move by a strict interval, and one moves by a different interval.200 Since the second 

piano is tuned flat by a quarter step, whenever a dyad is transferred between 

instruments, the transposition number is marked T*n to show that transposition is 

occurring, but not at a normally intonated interval n. Any transpositions involving one 

                                                 
199 Joseph N. Straus, Uniformity, ”alance, and Smoothness in “tonal Voice Leading,  Music 

Theory Spectrum 25/2 (2003): 305 52. 
200 David Lewin, Some Ideas “bout Voice-Leading ”etween Pcsets,  Journal of Music Theory 42 

(1998): 15 72. 
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note offset are marked *Tn. Framing the passage are two tertian harmonies (C minor and 

G major) connected by the operation I2, that remind one of the tonal underpinnings of 

this compositional language (the slippery tonality previously described by Griffiths). 

 

 

Example 3.18. Energy gain, phase 2, mm. 20 23 

 

 Example 3.18 shows the initiation of phase 2 of the long-term energy gain. The 

dysphoric horn theme, hinted at in the previous figures, is revisited: returning from the 

theme are its third span (G E), the neighbor note (A), and the chromatic trichord (3 1), 

which is then extended. While the rhythms are different, the emphasis on the opening 

third span (and subsequent extension of 3 1) permits the interpretation of sameness 

between this moment and the dysphoric horn theme from mvmt. I. The texture (not 

shown) continues to thicken as the work intensifies into phase 3 of the energy gain. 

 

 

Example 3.19. Energy gain, phase 3, mm. 29 30 
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 As the texture thickens, more instruments join the fray. High winds sound a 

fragmented gesture that recalls both the fairy music  topos from mvmt. I as well as the 

pianto gestures from mvmt. II (Example 3.19). These expansions of the pianto coincide 

with earlier movements that moved away from a traditional sorrowful, weeping 

gesture toward an embodiment of anxiety. 

 

 
Example 3.20. Energy gain, phase 3, mm. 41 45 

 

The energy gain moves toward a crux as a massive accelerando guides the 

ensemble. Example 3.20 shows more fragmented gestures, as well as the opposition that 

has been formulated in this work between a 1-cycle and a 2-cycle. As the work 

accelerates, it begins to give the impression that it is going to fly apart at any moment. 

One can hear the EDM topos from Ecstasio  returning as percussion forces the 
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ensemble to a textural break, leading to the emergence of the last dramatis personae in the 

work, fictional Mahler. 

Asyla ends with a moment of anguish that forcefully intrudes on the discourse. 

An intertext forms between “syla’s closing moments and the Scherzo from Mahler s 

Third Symphony that is powerful enough to suggest that fictional Adès loses his own 

voice at the conclusion, leaving nothing in its wake except for the mournful quieting of 

instruments falling into silence. 

Example 3.21 (shown below on page 142) depicts a passage in the Third 

Symphony s Scherzo described in Mahler scholarship as a breakthrough, the opposing 

force to a tragic peripeteia, which “dorno views as a temporary suspension of the 

artistic logic of a work. 201 Essentially, a breakthrough is a marked moment in which a 

formal process is undercut, resulting in a formal division that is not anticipated. 

“dorno s extramusical descriptions of the Scherzo, titled What “nimals Tell Us,  gives 

us clues as to why the reference to Mahler exists in “syla’s closing moments. Adorno 

interprets Mahler s Scherzo  

 

Overall, it oscillates between pan-humanism and parody. Its light-beam 

falls on that perverted human condition that, under the spell of the self-

preservation of the species, erodes its essential self and makes ready to 

annihilate the species by fatefully substituting the means for the end it has 

conjured away. Through animals humanity becomes aware of itself as 

impeded nature and of its activity as deluded natural history; for this 

reason Mahler meditates on them.202 

 

“dorno s insights elucidate why the Mahler intertext makes its way into Asyla: its 

presence is a critique of human interaction with nature, which in turn acts as a critique 

                                                 
201 James ”uhler, ”reakthrough  as Critique of Form  The Finale of Mahler s First Symphony,  

19th-Century Music 20/2 (1996): 129. 
202 Theodor Adorno, Mahler: A Musical Physiognomy, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 1992), 9. 
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of how composers compose nature. In topical terms, this informs the dysphoric pastoral 

of mvmt. I: the breakthrough in “syla’s fourth movement suggests to the listener that 

mvmt. I tries to be a traditional pastoral, but it cannot quite live up to the great pastoral 

symphonic movements of the past (such as the Mahler movement from Symphony No. 

 or the first movement of ”eethoven s Sixth Symphony . “ solo horn melody initiates 

the work, yet the horn doesn t carry the triumph of a hunting horn call or a military 

signification it sounds at a mournful distance in a quasi-tonal context, yet is shrouded 

by chromaticism. Just as Monelle tells us that the evolution of horn calls and hunting 

music moved away from the noble hunt, the horn solo from mvmt. I acts not as a 

triumphant utterance, but as a flawed replication of nature in music, with the 

contradictions that Adorno articulates. What animals tell us is what composers also tell 

us that preservation of ourselves comes at a cost, and Adès writes himself into that 

discussion through an intertextuality with Mahler s Scherzo.  

 

 

Example 3.21. Breakthrough in Mahler Symphony 3, Scherzo 

 

 This breakthrough is surprising, given that it follows the Scherzo s jovial 

gestures that are driven by iconic signifiers and animal symbolism. The tragic sound of 

the minor sonority only lasts for a few moments as the horns strive upward in pitch 

space and elevate the discourse toward a climax at the movement s end. This moment is 

rewritten in Asyla as an attempt at a dramatic swerve a Bloomian clinamen that 

accounts for how a precursor s text is exposed as relatively limited and naïve through 
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an initial swerve  from its expressed vision. 203 “dès s attempted swerve is shown in 

Example 3.22. 

 

 

Example 3.22. “dès s attempted swerve from Mahler, mm. 62  

 

 “dès s swerve comes in the form of a fragmentation  it acts as the antithesis of a 

tessera (the completion of a fragment). Straus describes fragmentation as elements that 

occur together in the earlier work are separated in the new one. 204 Like Mahler s 

Scherzo, the tragic outburst occurs on the same minor triad, but instead of moving 

toward transcendence and elevating the discourse, Adès rewrites the discourse 

tragically. Rather than moving upward in pitch space (as in the Mahler), the final 

gesture of the idealized noble horn is a descending octave leap, replicating the horn 

calls that conclude the original dysphoric horn theme from mvmt. I. Also, horns 

anticipate the sonority, with a detuned piano preparing them with a sonic signifier of 

Ives. Mahler s Scherzo contains a unique usage of the posthorn, a horn that was 

originally intended for specific hunting and signaling purposes. His misuse of it adds a 

layer of intertextual meaning to Asyla the pastoral from mvmt. I is informed by the 

final movement. Instead of writing a true breakthrough that marks a formal boundary, 

                                                 
203 Martin Scherzinger, Review  The New Poetics  of Musical Influence  “ Response to Kevin 

Korsyn,  Music Analysis 13/2-3 (1994): 304. 
204 Straus, Remaking the Past, 17. 
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fictional Adès ends the piece with a peripeteia, with no compositional voices heard in 

its wake. 

Fictional Adès confronts an avatar of Mahler in intertextual space and Mahler 

has the last word, leaving fictional Adès silenced. Just as Gallon interpreted a specific 

harmony and moment in “dès s Brahms as ”rahms has arrived,  I interpret this 

moment of peripeteia as Mahler s time has come.  Mahler s famous quote My time 

will yet come  seems fitting at a moment that is crucial to another composer s 

discourse, resulting in the loss of fictional “dès s panoptic power that was acquired in 

mvmts. II and III. This loss, due to intertextual interference from other fictional 

composers in the concluding movement of Asyla, calls topics, formal schema, and 

power into question by the panoptic struggle among fictional, hegemonic agencies. 

 

3.9 To Which Power Does Discourse Serve? 

 Asyla is tragic for numerous reasons. Topically, a dysphoric pastoral established 

at the onset introduces a chromatic trichord that becomes the basis for a prolonged 

lament of suffering in mvmt. II. A drug-induced frenzy in Ecstasio  marks an EDM 

topic in an unmarked orchestral milieu, paving the way for intertextuality to close the 

work in mvmt. IV. Throughout, fictional composers interact with one another and 

impact the discourse and story. Nancarrow and Ives are present at the beginning, 

giving Adès difficulty in establishing his own voice. A horn solo reminiscent of 

Mahler s Wunderhorn symphonies in a dysphoric setting expresses brooding that we 

later recognize as a critique on the nature of composing nature in a symphonic work. In 

mvmt. II, compositional markers for “dès s agency begin to be more clearly articulated  

Wells s +  intervallic motive and, more importantly, unconventional meters. The 

latter gain significance in Ecstasio  when the composer exerts power over the 

ensemble as conductor and as a composer, establishing a panoptic power relation in the 

ensemble and in the orchestral milieu. EDM, as an indexical sign of drug use, reveals 
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not only power over the ensemble (complete with choreography in the horns) but over 

orchestral music as well a power that is rewarded by the coveted Grawemeyer prize. 

The last movement s content foregrounds intertextuality, and it is there that “dès s 

agency loses its compositional voice once and for all in this tragedy. 

Not only does the fictional composer lose his voice, but the analyst also 

experiences a loss of voice authors such as Adorno, Klein, Monelle, Venn, Roeder, 

Travers, and Wells cite a great deal of information in order to fashion an analysis that 

allows their own voice to be heard rather than my own. In this way, the analytical 

agency experiences the same problem as the fictional composer caught up in a power 

relation of influence.  

Returning to the question to which power does discourse serve?  one might be 

inclined to pit the analyst s agency against the fictional composer to see who wins.  I 

would rather follow a different route: if the fictional composer and the analyst are 

construed as two narrativities in a discourse (i.e., means of getting to the narrative), 

then the question of power becomes one of subjectivity what does it mean to have an 

analytical situation where the analyst interprets fictional agencies in a musical story of 

panoptic power relations that accompanies a piece? The answer lies in the actual 

discoursing of the narrative: narratography. It is through writing that the analyst s voice 

is also tragically and ironically lost. A twin narrative is formed between (1) a narrative 

account of fictional Adès (caught up in the anxiety of influence) and (2) a 

narratographical account in which the analyst is engaged in the same struggle. Through 

observation of other analysts, the current analyst gains power over previous analytical 

methodologies (by reporting on those findings), yet also loses their analytical voice as 

the legacy of preceding analysts overwhelms them. As if to verify that conclusion, I end 
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with another analyst s words  We can claim that we interpret music, and music 

interprets us. 205 

  

                                                 
205 Klein, Music and the Crises, 2. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

INDIVIDUATED ELEMENT: BELATEDNESS IN ROCHBERG, 

SYMPHONY NO. 2 

 

 

4.1 Overview 

In this interpretation of Rochberg s Symphony No.  I claim that his move 

toward serial procedures as well as his own theoretical discourse surrounding those 

procedures demonstrates a degree of belatedness. To contextualize this interpretation, 

I will  situate historically the Second Symphony s role in the stylistic trend toward 

serialism and (2) interpret and demonstrate how his stylistic idiosyncrasies align with 

notions of belatedness in terms of formal organization and thematic development. 

Throughout my reading, Monahan s individuated element agency assists in 

approaching the work as a tragic reaction to World War II a tragedy whose narrative 

is ultimately underscored by a Freudian sense of the uncanny that emerges within the 

dialogue of those individuated elements. 

 

4.2 Myth and Contradiction 

Composed from 1955 to 1956, Symphony No. 2 is known as the first symphony 

written by an American composer that employs serial procedures reminiscent of the 

Second Viennese school. Christopher Lyndon-Gee views the work as displaying a 

further refinement of the compositional style from the first symphony  The Second, 

moreover, is a fully-fledged twelve-tone work; the first twelve-tone symphony 

composed by an “merican, and the composer s logical solution to the tensions of 
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language already explored in the First. 206 It becomes clear from Lyndon-Gee s assertion 

that Rochberg s use of serialism in Symphony No.  is marked against the composer s 

previous atonal output. Swerving toward serialism opens a hermeneutic window into 

the work s musical meaning. The question soon becomes, what is the musical meaning 

of Symphony No.  as a serial piece in Rochberg s oeuvre, and how can we get to the 

narrative that underscores the musical discourse?  

Historically, symphonies are the primary medium for communicating a broad 

message. Whenever composers make a statement about the degree to which music can 

address cultural phenomena, symphonies tend to be the form of the content. 

Interpreting musical meaning in Symphony No. 2 situates the work as a reactionary 

statement a declamation that responds to the tragedy of World War II, a war with 

which Rochberg was intimately familiar.207 

In 1950 Rochberg travelled to Rome on a Fulbright scholarship to study 

composition. There, he met Luigi Dallapiccola, a composer whose serial works are 

widely considered to be lyrical due to their reliance on traditional elements such as 

suggestions of triads, seventh and ninth chords, and of course in thirds as well [sic]. 208 

Yoojin Kim asserts that Rochberg starts to compose serial music as a result of 

Dallapiccola s inspiration  however, we see that his Bagatelles [where he begins 

composing with mirror inversion to create a priori pitch content, a process described 

below] are influenced by Schoenberg s early serial works rather than Dallapiccola s. 209 

Perhaps by interacting with Dallapiccola and observing his compositional 

                                                 
206 Christopher Lyndon-Gee, Liner Notes to Rochberg: Symphony No. 2/Imago Mundi, 

Christopher Lyndon-Gee and the Saarbrücken Radio Symphony Orchestra, Naxos 8.559182, CD, 2005. 
207 Rochberg begins his book, Five Lines, Four Spaces, by mentioning that he was drafted into the 

army in 1942 and that his first composition teacher, Hans Weisse, was driven out of Europe by the Nazi 

regime. 
208 Hans Nathan, The Twelve-Tone Compositions of Luigi Dallapiccola,  The Musical Quarterly 

44/3 (1958): 294. 
209 Yoojin Kim, “n Innovative “pproach to Serialism  George Rochberg s Twelve ”agatelles for 

Piano and Symphony No. ,  PhD diss., Ohio State University, 2007), 71. 
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methodology, Rochberg found a possible route to bend serialism s strict procedures in 

order to uncover new ways to tell musical stories. That new technique becomes clear in 

the presentation of row forms in Symphony No. 2: he frequently repeats portions of the 

series before completing the aggregate, resulting in the development of fragmented 

gestures. Symphony No.  portrays a combination of Rochberg s influences from 

Dallapiccola and Schoenberg. All of this culminates in an interpretation of belatedness 

as a narrativity in the work. 

I do not intend to trace specific lineage from European serialists to Rochberg; that 

endeavor would be beyond the limitations of the current study. Rather, my purpose is 

to show how Rochberg uses serial techniques in a seemingly contradictory way that 

relies on tonal convention as a formally-organizing principle, thus finding himself in a 

perpetually belated  state where his attempts to assert primacy in the canon lag 

behind compositional, theoretical, and cultural trends. 

To position Rochberg historically in terms of belatedness, I resurrect a myth that 

elucidates how serialism became the focus of many American composers in the middle 

of the 20th century. Joseph Straus outlines a theory that he calls the myth of serial 

tyranny  in which the academy actively created, engaged with, and continued a 

discussion concerning how everyone was composing serialism in America from 1950 to 

. He tells us that it is now widely believed that the 1950s and 1960s in this country 

[America] were a period of serial ascendency. . . But the idea of serial domination is 

essentially false. 210 As an example, Rochberg later tells us that serialism had captured 

the postwar European generation of composers  in order to fill the cultural vacuum 

created by the disruptions of World War II. 211 Understanding Straus s myth assists in 

                                                 
210 Joseph N. Straus, The Myth of Serial Tyranny  in the s and s,  The Musical Quarterly 

83/3 (1999): 302. 
211 George Rochberg, Five Lines, Four Spaces: The Language of My Music, ed. Gene Rochberg and 

Richard Griscom (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2009), 14. 
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interpreting the meaning of Rochberg s Symphony No.  in a grander cultural narrative 

of American serialism in the middle of the 20th century. 

Straus qualifies his assertion that serial domination was false by tallying the 

number of serial and tonal composers holding positions in major doctoral-degree-

granting programs. He calculates that serial composers were represented roughly 15 

percent of the time, hardly a position of dominance. Between half and two-thirds of 

composers…wrote in a relatively conservative idiom, with a style that maintained 

strong ties to traditional tonality. 212 By looking at statistical trends, Straus shows that 

tonal music dominated American higher education. 

 Straus tells us that serialism s most publicly aggressive proponents, early and 

late, presented and still present it as the only true faith. As such, they have proclaimed 

an orthodox cultural church, with its hierarchy, gospels, beliefs and anathemas. After 

the end of World War II it very quickly captured and dominated American academic 

circles, which it monstrously and bluntly politicized. 213 The universities examined by 

Straus were the centers for studying modernist composition, including exemplars such 

as Yale, Princeton, and Columbia. These departments were crucial in exerting influence 

over compositional practice in America as the scholarly, academic composer began to 

come into focus.  

After meeting Dallapiccola, Rochberg realized the potential that serial 

procedures provide as a means of constructing a priori musical material especially 

material that can depict a certain degree of violence and discord. In an interview with 

Richard Dufallo, Rochberg claims that one of the most powerful impulses toward 

twelve-tone, serialism, whatever you want to call it, was my reaction to my war 

                                                 
212 Ibid. 
213 Ibid., 305 6. 
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experience which began to take over after the war. 214 Elsewhere, he says that I needed 

a language expressive and expansive enough to say what I had to. My war experience 

had etched itself deep into my soul. 215 Since Rochberg felt the need to embrace 

serialism to react appropriately to World War II, and since this need leads to the 

assumption that Rochberg followed a trend being promoted by the musical academy, 

his monograph and his symphony (both written in the mid 1950s) can now be 

paradoxically interpreted as indexical signifiers of the serial myth. A composer-theorist 

(Rochberg) writes about (his monograph) how he writes his serial music (Symphony No. 2) 

ostensibly to champion the noble cause of serialism in a selfless manner, yet it can be 

interpreted as just the opposite as an act of self-promotion that receives mixed 

reviews, at best.216 

”ut that isn t the whole story of the myth it began to emerge as an idea after the 

1950s rather than during that period. According to Straus, Serial dominance appears to 

go directly from being unborn to being deceased without ever having been alive.217 If 

the myth of serial tyranny arose after 1950 and critics were retroactively pointing to the 

previous decade as culpable, then there must be a trigger in the 1950s explaining why 

composers were moving toward serial composition. Straus elaborates this point: 

 

In 1952, Stravinsky, by far the most famous composer in the world, 

adopted the serial approach to which he remained constant for the rest of 

his life. On both sides of the serial fence, Stravinsky s change of style was 
acknowledged as an epochal event and doubtless helped to foster the 

                                                 
214 Richard Dufallo, Trackings: Composers Speak with Richard Dufallo (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1989), 63. 
215 Rochberg, Five Lines, Four Spaces, 14. 
216 Whether or not Rochberg was aware of any myth is not the point of this essay, yet it serves my 

narrative reading to understand that serialism was significant to the development of American music in 

the middle of the century. 
217 Ibid., 332. 
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impression that everyone was doing it.  Copland, who made a similar 

serial turn at around the same time, may have had a similar impact.218 

 

1951 is the year that Schoenberg died, and perhaps the myth of serial tyranny accounts 

for Rochberg s role in “merican musical discourse, both as a composer and as a 

critic/theorist. After Schoenberg the great pioneer of serialism and the one who 

emancipated the dissonance passed away, neo-Classic composers at the beginning 

of the 1950s became attracted to the options implicit in musical modernism. 

Dallapiccola had already moved from tonal composition to serialism with Liriche Greche 

(1942 5); Olivier Messiaen embraced total serialism with Mode de valeurs et d’intensités 

(1949); Aaron Copland was an early American composer to adopt the 12-tone method in 

his Piano Quartet (1950), coincidentally after also receiving a Fulbright scholarship to 

study composition in Rome in 1950; and Igor Stravinsky made the transition to serial 

technique with his compositions Cantata (1952), the Septet (1953), Three Songs from 

Shakespeare (1953), and In Memoriam Dylan Thomas (1954).219 It comes as no surprise that 

a story would arise that accounts for why the most well-known composers in the world 

were switching to serialism. Even if the myth cannot tell us why composers specifically 

reoriented their approach, it does tell us when those composers did switch styles. 

Though Straus tells us that in the 1950s the myth had not yet taken hold, 

Rochberg inevitably finds himself composing Symphony No. 2 in the center of that 

period suggesting that he is participating in the formation and codification of the 

myth. After all, his monograph The Hexachord and its Relation to the 12-Tone Row220 was 

published in 1955, a year before he finished the symphony. Not only is he late to writing 

serial music, but his writings about his compositional process (and the tools he was 

developing out of necessity for invention) were criticized harshly at times by 

                                                 
218 Ibid., 333 34. 
219 Joseph N. Straus, Stravinsky’s Late Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 4. 
220 George Rochberg, The Hexachord and its Relation to the 12-Tone Row (Bryn Mawr: Presser, 1955). 
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composer-theorists that he had never known or met. It is from this larger, historical 

narrative that tragedy and irony begin to emerge in this hermeneutic: Symphony No. 2 

is tragic because it, and the techniques necessary to create it, arose from a veteran s 

belated reaction to World War II.  

 

4.3 The Hexachord and its Relation to the 12-Tone Row 

 

4.3.1 Criticism 

Rochberg s book, The Hexachord and its Relation to the 12-Tone Row, was not well 

received by everyone. George Perle questions Rochberg s originality and also criticizes 

him for the scope of his project: 

 

Had Mr. Rochberg probed more deeply into the limited topic to which his 

monograph, though not its title, is actually restricted, he could easily have 

found space for some brief general remarks concerning these matters. 

Apart from such a context the meaningfulness of his study suffers 

considerably.221 

 

No doubt Perle is thinking about the extensive treatment of hexachords and 

combinatoriality that already existed in the scholarly literature by 1955 yet even those 

terms are lost on the naïve Rochberg. In other words, without engaging with previous 

scholarship his study suffers considerably.  Perle s critique points to how Rochberg 

can be viewed not only as a belated serial composer, but also as a belated composer-

theorist that discusses seemingly new, inventive topics after those topics have already 

entered the scholarly discourse. “s an example, Milton ”abbitt s Some “spects of 

Twelve-Tone Composition  was also published in  with detailed, technical 

                                                 
221 George Perle, Review  George Rochberg, The Hexachord and its Relation to the -tone Row,  

Journal of the American Musicological Society 10/1 (1957): 55. 
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descriptions of hexachordal combinatoriality, a methodology that Babbitt explored at 

great length when composing Three Compositions for Piano in 1947.222  

 Rochberg later discusses his monograph s reception history, yet a tinge of 

bitterness pervades his recollection: 

 

Of course, it [The Hexachord and Its Relation to the Twelve-Tone Row] was 

reviewed as a clumsy, unsubtle way of explaining something. It wasn t 
sophisticated, it wasn t mathematically elegant. Well, how can you expect 

someone who isn t mathematically oriented to be mathematically 
elegant?! In those years, I started to write to George Perle and Milton 

”abbitt. I didn t know either of them at the time  I d never met them. But I 

couldn t get anything from them, not a word. They were very tight-lipped. 

As it turned out later, Babbitt has made some sort of a mathematically 

oriented theory of the whole thing. Which was just a different way of 

saying the same thing I had said in my simpler, more blunt way. But that 

didn t bother me, because it served my purposes completely. The point is 
...take for example my Second Symphony...It s a strictly hexachordal 
work, and I think that s where it derives a lot of its strength  because the 

harmonic relationships in the Second Symphony are right out of the 

interlocking world of the hexachords and how they multiply. 223 

 

Rochberg s language couldn t be more clear  he is positioning himself as a practical 

creator who is being ridiculed by the more mathematically oriented music theorists

namely, Babbitt and Perle. While he seems to play the victim card by putting the blame 

on the shoulders of his critics, he really has no other recourse since the criticism of his 

methodology was deserved, even if it was, at times, brutal. Though I do not wish to 

press this point further, it supports my reading of Rochberg s work as communicating a 

sense of belatedness, both compositionally and theoretically. He found serialism to be a 

useful way to depict what he viewed as a post-World-War-II cultural climate. It is no 

                                                 
222 This piece is analyzed in detail in George Perle, Serial Compositions and Atonality (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1978). The original was published in 1956. 
223 Rochberg, quoted in Kim, “n Innovative “pproach to Serialism,  3. 
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coincidence that this set of circumstances came at a point in history when careerism 

might have pushed Rochberg to follow in the fashionable trends of Europe, which 

curiously positions his work in the milieu that would eventually produce the myth of 

serial tyranny. After all, he would, serve as a Professor of Composition at the University 

of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia until 1968, which is no small achievement. 

 

4.3.2 Aesthetic and Style 

Rochberg s monograph so harshly criticized by Babbitt and Perle focuses on 

one of ”abbitt s concepts that can be found in many compositions from the composers 

in the Second Viennese School: inversional hexachordal combinatoriality or in 

Rochberg s terms, mirror inversion. 224 In mirror inversion two hexachords, labelled A 

and B, comprise the complete row series in which hexachord B is a literal derviation 

from hexachord A through inversion. When Rochberg uses P9 and I4 row forms together 

in Symphony No. 2 (these rows define large thematic areas), he relies on mirror 

inversion as an a priori compositional principle. The work is based on one of the all 

combinatorial hexachords, 6 20 (014589), a property that exists because it is its own 

literal complement through inversion mirror inversion in Rochberg s terms , 

transposition, retrograde (the trivial type), and retrograde inversion. Figure 4.1 shows 

the P9 and I4 rows in mirror inversion, and those two row forms serve as source for the 

three main themes in Symphony No. 2. In the figure, hexachords A and B are 

juxtaposed in an acoustic (and visual) mirror of their intervallic structure, which is 

shown by ordered pitch intervals between the staves. Also, one can see a hexachordal 

transfer between the staves that arises as a result of the mirror inversion. 

 

                                                 
224 Throughout the rest of this chapter, I will use Rochberg s terminology rather than ”abbitt s. 

Therefore, whenever I am referring to inversional combinatoriality, I will use Rochberg s term, mirror 
inversion, to describe the process. 
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Figure 4.1. Mirror inversion in the row for Symphony No. 2 

 

 Rochberg tells us that when the two hexachords are combined, their intervallic 

structure can be ordered into an expanding wedge: m2, m3, P4, P5, M6, M7, yielding 

two chromatic 4th spans one ascending and one descending, as in Figure 4.2 below. 

Vertically, intervals grow in pitch space by two semitones, and interval classes show the 

symmetry implicit in the process of mirror inversion. 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Expanding wedge as a property of mirror inversion 

 

Kim tells us that despite its limited subject matter, Rochberg s The Hexachord and 

Its Relation to the Twelve-Tone Row is meaningful in that the idea of mirror inversion 

directly influenced his next composition, Symphony No. . 225 Since the Second 

Symphony is a serial work that derives its material from mirror inversion, it makes 

sense that Rochberg s writings inform analytical claims about its structure. It is from 

                                                 
225 Kim, “n Innovative “pproach to Serialism,  . 

P9 

I4 
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here that a discussion of Rochberg s nod to traditional compositional elements will 

begin to open hermeneutic windows for this analysis. 

 

4.4. Modernism and the Contradiction of Tradition 

Rochberg described his serial style as being more melodic than Schoenberg, 

referring to it as hard Romanticism  I needed to find a language expressive enough 

to be able to say what I felt I had to. …I found ways of organizing the row based on 

hexachords in such fashion that its transpositions through inversion could take on an 

analogical relation to tonal centers through locus, … [that is] a scheme of tonal loci … 

that had the status of keys  in the old sense. 226 This harmonic understanding of 

hexachords is reminiscent of Schoenberg s P0/I5 relationship found in multiple works, 

such as in his String Quartet No. 4 (1936).227 Rochberg s treatment of serialism (and 

inversional combinatoriality) is indicative of this particular influence: the composer 

frequently puts P9 and I4 in strategic locations, reminding one of Schoenberg s P0/I5 

combination in his fourth String Quartet. 

Tonal underpinnings can shape how a piece unfolds, and Rochberg later (1959) 

pointed out how hexachords can generate harmonic implications.228 Bringing back an 

earlier point, the connection to the lyrical serialism  of Dallapiccola can give insight 

into Rochberg s melodically conceived row forms they more closely resemble themes 

rather than being a series of independent notes (as in the music of Anton Webern or 

composers that studied at the famed Darmstadt summer school), which paints him as a 

belated serialist. 

                                                 
226 George Rochberg, quoted in Lyndon-Gee, Liner Notes to Rochberg: Symphony No. 2, 2005. 
227 Joseph N. Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River: Pearson 

Prentice Hall, 2005), 225 30. 
228 George Rochberg, The Harmonic Tendency of the Hexachord,  Journal of Music Theory 3/1 

(1959): 208 30.  
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12-tone composition, in many ways, has been associated with aspects of 

modernism. Though it can be a thorny subject, modernism can be generalized as a 

heroicizing of the present moment in which one can be original through a focus on the 

new and the fashionable. In his later writings, Rochberg discusses modernism with 

varying degrees of success, as in all of his other endeavors, defining it as: 

 

…the domination of the reductive, single idea in both the intellectual 

culture and the artistic culture. Of course, there is no single idea  

anywhere; rather, there are many single ideas contending for attention 

and dominance. Nevertheless, it is possible to suggest that whatever the 

nature of these single ideas might be in the intellectual or artistic world, 

they themselves come under one single rubric: rationalization. This is to 

say, rationalization is the foundation of all present-day thinking which 

accepts scientific method as its base and fount.229 

 

Notice that even in his explanation of modernism, Rochberg relies on a principle of the 

past, rationalization, or a scientific approach, which I a product of the modern era. 

moreover, Foucault says Foucault would agree with Kramer here  modernity is the 

attitude that makes it possible to grasp the heroic  aspect of the present moment. 

Modernity is not a phenomenon of sensitivity to the fleeting present; it is the will to 

heroize  the present. 230 Rochberg s modernist music, by fixating on the past, is belated 

in light of these accounts. 

 With regard to literature, many proponents of modernism can be understood as 

existing in a stylistic trend that is out of time with reality. Edward Said tells us that: 

 

Literary modernism itself can be seen as a late-style phenomenon insofar 

as artists such as Joyce and Eliot seem in a way to have been out of their 

time altogether, returning to ancient myth or antique forms such as the 

                                                 
229 George Rochberg, Can the “rts Survive Modernism?  Critical Inquiry 11/2 (1984): 320. 
230 Michel Foucault, Truth and Method,  in The Foucault Reader, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: 

Pantheon Books, 1984), 40. 
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epic of ancient religious rituals for their inspiration. Modernism has come 

to seem paradoxically not so much a movement of the new as a movement 

of aging and ending, a sort of “ge masquerading as Juvenility. 231 

 

Said is pointing to a belatedness that parallels my analysis of Rochberg, a composer that 

struggles to find his artistic footing in multiple styles and eras. An artist reacting to 

World War II, Rochberg demonstrates the belatedness that Said discusses. It is not a 

movement of the new,  it is one of aging and ending.  

Rochberg insisted that he was driven to make such a harsh style of music sound 

pleasant and memorable to the ear. According to Milan Kundera (a source that 

Rochberg uses to clarify modernism , The struggle of man against power is a struggle 

of memory against forgetting. 232 Forgetting is built into modern music: composers 

create new ideas by remembering the past (perhaps in an anxious sense), yet they forget 

what they remember in order to create freely, taking the form of a Bloomian 

misreading. Forgetting begins when the ear cannot remember what has happened 

before, and that is why Rochberg s modernist music relies on tonal conventions of form 

and melody within a modern milieu he is feeling the anxieties of his influence that 

play out in the form of misreadings. According to Rochberg, virtually all traditional 

devices for producing identity and organic structure in a given work rest solidly and 

firmly on the human capacity for remembering the shape (or profile) of melodic ideas 

and their associated harmonies (as well as polyphonic enrichments where they occur) 

regardless of the many transformations these ideas may be subjected to. 233 It is through 

modernism that Rochberg attempts to defend his Eurocentric stance on tradition, and it 

                                                 
231 Edward Said, On Late Style: Music and Literature Against the Grain (New York: Vintage Books, 

2006),135. 
232 Milan Kundera, quoted in Rochberg, Can the “rts Survive Modernism? (A Discussion of the 

Characteristics, History, and Legacy of Modernism ,  Critical Inquiry 11/2 (1984): 333. 
233 Ibid., 335. 
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is through individuated elements (themes that feature strong melodic profiles) that the 

concept of belatedness can be communicated in reading Symphony No. 2. 

Next, I will investigate how Rochberg deploys certain row arrangements to 

adhere to traditional elements of form, namely sonata form. In so doing, individuated 

elements in this case, the rows treated as themes will provide insight into tragedy 

and irony in the symphony. Monahan permits themes to be the largest token of the 

individuated element type; most these elements are smaller gestures or notes.234 I will be 

considering row forms as themes, thus combining smaller gestures into the largest 

semantic unit that Monahan allows as individuated elements themes. 

 

4.5 A Sonata Cycle 

Rochberg discussed the formal design of Symphony No. 2 as a sonata cycle, in 

which each movement contributes to a larger sonata principle with interludes 

separating each movement. The first movement is itself an embedded sonata form that 

fulfills the additional function of being an exposition to the entire work s sonata 

structure. In other words, the symphony s form divides into an exposition mvmt. I , a 

development (mvmts. II and III), and a recapitulation (mvmt. IV). This formal 

organization demonstrates that Rochberg is consistently searching for ways to employ 

a total chromatic palette, melodic and harmonic, on a large scale true to what the term 

Symphony  has come to mean after ”eethoven, without losing a sense of proportion, 

continuity, [and] growth. 235 These qualities, melodic and harmonic  as well as 

proportion, continuity, [and] growth,  will be crucial to my formulation of a musical 

narrative of belatedness in the symphony s discourse a belatedness that arises from a 

modernist composer who is obliged to rely on past conventions of music making in 

                                                 
234 Seth Monahan, “ction and “gency Revisited,  Journal of Music Theory 57/2 (2013): 327. 
235 Joan DeVee Dixon, George Rochberg: A Bio-Bibliographic Guide to his Life and Works (New York: 

Pendragon Press, 1992), 155. 
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order to write serial music. It will become clear that his reliance on traditional structures 

as a means for expression paints him with shades of irony that continuously 

demonstrate a dependence on the past as he wrestles with the anxiety of influence and 

relevance. 

To show how this symphony demonstrates belatedness, I turn to Yoojin Kim s 

dissertation as a point of departure, where a lengthy and in-depth analysis of 

Symphony No. s row forms can be found.236 Her analysis borrows concepts from 

David Lewin, in particular his RICH transformation (a chain of transformations in 

which pitches are overlapped in a transformational network of prime and retrograde 

relationships), and finds connections between pitch-class sets in Rochberg s themes. 

“dditionally, Kim s analysis focuses on contour segment reductions (in the style of 

Robert Morris and Elizabeth West Marvin) to make further observations about the pitch 

structures of Rochberg s themes, and how he strategically deploys contour as a means 

of cohesion. That deployment demonstrates an organic tendency within the 

individuated element, dependent on the norms of tradition. 

What Kim s analysis does not account for is affect and aesthetic, which point 

directly to why Symphony No. 2 is a belated work its themes cannot escape from 

traditional methodologies of narration. In short, Kim s formal, pitch-class based 

analysis lacks the specific leaps of interpretation that move from within the work to 

outside of the work. It is the goal of the current undertaking to go beyond Kim s analysis 

to provide a hermeneutic reading of the work that tells a tragic narrative of a post-1945 

symphony composed in a belated style by a serial modernist who was just coming to 

terms with his compositional identity. 

Sonata form opens hermeneutic windows in this analysis. Rochberg confirms an 

old method of narration that is reliant on conventional schemata, which uncovers a 

                                                 
236 For the most part I am in agreement with Kim s labeling and analysis of pitch structure  

whenever I differ I will point this out to the reader. 
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layer of ironic belatedness that dominates the musical meaning of the work. Sonata 

form is an old method of narrating, and exists as a Bloomian misreading in the 

modernist music of the Second Viennese School, according to Straus. When Straus is 

considering the Second Viennese School s treatment of sonata form, he considers the 

formal misreading to be like how Webern, Berg, and Schoenberg misread triads in their 

compositions. 237 

Before looking at the individuated elements in the work (namely, the themes that 

clarify the form), the sonata cycle as a principle should be clarified. James Hepokoski 

and Warren Darcy clarify the sonata cycle as a property that some compositions use as a 

principle. They discuss multi-movement works in terms of an overarching thematic and 

harmonic dialogue in which individual movements function as an embellishment of the 

movement-contained sonata form.238 Figure 4.3 outlines the main sections of the sonata 

cycle, showing the first movement as an exposition, the middle two movements as 

development, and the final movement as recapitulation. In the figure, themes are 

clarified in terms of row selection, with each note on the staff representing the starting 

pitch class of the row form, which is listed above the note for clarity. The three main 

themes, the declamatory theme (D.T. in the diagram), the catastrophic theme (C.T.) and 

the lyrical theme (L.T.) are also labeled in the figure to show how this particular sonata 

cycle is actualized. Through sonata form, a Freudian sense of the uncanny arises in this 

discourse that assists in tracing aspects of belatedness through the musical story. 

Individuated elements themes contribute to a larger sonata structure that, when 

deformations arise, are read as the uncanny emerging as a subsidiary narrativity.. 

                                                 
237 Straus, Remaking the Past, 96 132. 
238 For more on the sonata cycle concept, see James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy s Elements of 

Sonata Theory: Types and Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2006), 318 42. 
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Figure 4.3. Sonata cycle of Symphony No. 2 
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 Figure 4.3 provides information that frames this work as a weak misreading of 

sonata form. Formal boundaries are made visually explicit in the score through notation 

of tempo markings, and those boundaries are made aurally salient through the 

appearance of thematic material that organizes the sonata structure, yet the piece 

progresses as a unified whole without interruption. The opening 61 measures present 

the first three themes of the work, the declamatory theme, the catastrophic theme, and the 

lyrical theme. That content takes the form of rows that emphasize A and E in a quasi-

tonal scheme  for the symphony. Glancing at the entirety of the work, that IC5 

relationship is composed out at strategic moments in the form, most notably at 

boundary areas where we expect to find themes. 

 Conventional sonata forms are dramas featuring a dialogue between the primary 

and subordinate theme groups that result in tonal and thematic reconciliation or failure. 

In Symphony No. 2, the catastrophic and lyrical themes interact in a similar fashion, 

acting as primary and secondary themes, respectively. It is their dialogue that helps to 

mark the work as tragic, since the lyrical theme a theme that is more tuneful than the 

others is left out of the recapitulation in movement IV. Just the presence of the sonata 

cycle principle in this work marks it as belated in terms of modernism: rather than 

celebrating the new, it relies on the conventions of storytelling from a traditional form 

to convey its message. 

The exposition of the first movement (mm. 1 248) presents most of the principal 

themes for the symphony. I will focus attention on the first three themes in the piece 

because of their salience as dramatis personae in the symphony s dialogue. “lso of import 

is the fact that mm.1 61 present these themes in a cycle: the declamatory theme begins 

the work, followed by the catastrophic theme; a lyrical theme offers a respite from the 

chaos of the first two themes, and is then combined with the catastrophic theme. The 

row forms chosen and their beginning pitch classes do not diverge from A or E in this 

exposition of the exposition.  
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Returning to Figure 4.3, the large-scale development section of the sonata cycle is 

broken into two parts: movements II and III, both of which are found to be in ternary 

form (ABA). Development I (mm. 256 572) contains a marked 3 4 (015) trichord at its 

initiation, which assists in classifying a smaller form within the form. Its markedness 

arises from the trichord s treatment as a motivic unit at that formal boundary, and will 

be evaluated below. After a transition based on P4, the second ternary form reiterates 

the A/E axis that defines this work. This multi-movement development, broken into two 

parts, expands and embellishes elements found in the first three themes. 

The recapitulatory fourth movement confirms the tragedy that supplements this 

reading of the symphony. As previously stated, the lack of a lyrical subsidiary theme in 

the recapitulation is a great loss to the sonata principle. If the lyrical theme is pitted 

against the catastrophic theme throughout the work, its absence at the end means that 

the catastrophic theme has somehow claimed a victory, and that victory will be the 

peripeteia that marks the symphony as tragic. Additionally, when the declamatory 

theme returns, it comes back off tonic  it is not enough that this theme, along with its 

variant, the catastrophic theme, silences the lyrical theme by the work s conclusion  the 

declamatory theme also returns in a terrifying moment that I interpret as uncanny. I 

now shift to the individuated elements the themes to make sense of how this work 

demonstrates the tragedy just described, as well as the irony of contradiction in the 

work, which ultimately leads to an interpretation of belatedness. 

 

4.6 Themes or Rows? 

 

Example 4.1. The declamatory theme, mm. 1 4 
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Example 4.1 shows the first theme to Symphony No. 2, what I refer to as the 

declamatory theme. Sounding a unison statement of the row P9, a sonic signifier of a 

narrating presence is heard all voices are as one. The marking, declamando (in a 

declamatory fashion) conjures up a narrator that reminds one of past symphonic works 

that begin with motivic material that is then developed throughout the course of an 

entire work, such as ”eethoven s Fifth Symphony. Like that previous symphony, 

tracking this narrating presence will provide windows into interpreting form, thematic 

development, and a narrative of belatedness. 

From the moment of its initiation, we soon realize that this narrating presence of 

Symphony No. 2 is a fiery, violent, and fearful one. The declamatory theme begins as an 

outburst accompanied by military percussion that fragments and halts in grand pauses 

as a brooding, menacing persona. In the above example, order numbers are shown with 

reiterations in parenthesis (such as numbers 4 and 7 in the series), indicating that the 

narrator is continuously halting its discourse of irregular rhythms and restarting, with 

each restart reaching further into the series akin to a fiery orator that mimics a musical 

sentential structure of statement, restatement, and continuation. 

A tertian formulation at the opening hints at belatedness in the form of a 4 19 set 

class (0148) that is presented as a minor triad with a major seventh (a dissonant 

harmony that has intertextual connections to other symphonic gestures).239 Rochberg 

finds himself relying on the familiarity on tertian sonorities at his work s onset, 

similarly to the opening of ”erg s Violin Concerto (which also makes use of 4 19 as a 

motivic set class). The second and third gestures of this theme also contain this jagged 

major 7th interval at the phenomenally accented points (zenith and nadir of each 

gesture). A highly dissonant 4-4 (0125) tetrachord s outline in the second gesture 

                                                 
239 As just one example of this sonority, Mahler evokes a minor triad with a major seventh in the 

beginning of his Third Symphony, depicting the painful awakening of nature. This moment, sounding in 

the trumpets, evokes a nightmarish awakening. 
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accentuates the dissonant major-7th angular framework. Marked articulation at the end 

of the gesture skips a major 3rd from G# to E. That interval makes up a large part of the 

subsidiary theme, offering a glimpse into a series that undergoes thematic development 

from the initial gesture. In addition to pitch, surface rhythms also suggest a total lack of 

continuity, and exist as a series of short, gestural outbursts that index a menacing 

persona. 

We might understand the declamatory theme as a statement that reacts to a 

soldier s tale of war: a frantic and frustrated cry, full of pain that burdens anyone within 

earshot of its negative message. The opening tetrachord, 4 19, is fundamental to the 

nature of the theme, and imparts semantic meaning through musical borrowing and 

influence. Straus provides some context for the role of 4 19 in the music of the Second 

Viennese School. 19 is the principal harmony associated with the character Wozzeck, 

the set-class from his famous declamation, ’Wir arme Leut! 240 The text, Wir arme 

Leut!  translates to We poor folk!  As if transplanted into 1955, Rochberg s Symphony 

No. 2 opens with exactly the same intervallic content and contour segment (CSEG 

< >  as Wozzeck s declamation, with varied rhythm Example . . Rochberg s 

declamatory theme evokes Wozzeck s leitmotif directly, offering another hermeneutic 

window into belatedness in Symphony No. s individuated elements. 

 

 

Example . . Wozzeck s declamation 

                                                 
240 Joseph Straus, Remaking the Past, 76. Here, Straus is using the triadic formation of 4 19 to show 

how Berg is misreading the triad and recontextualizing it. For Straus, misreadings are significant to 

modernist music, and perhaps the same types of misreadings are significant to belatedness in Rochberg. 
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Wozzeck (1922) is a tragedy for the common man in which the protagonist is not a 

grand character of importance, but a poor soldier who eventually succumbs to the 

madness of the society around him and becomes a murderer. Rochberg s declamatory 

theme initiates with a T6 variant of Wozzeck s statement. This musical borrowing is 

indicative of why the symphony is able to communicate the violence of World War II to 

a contemporary audience. Responding to World War II, Rochberg perhaps evokes the 

image of the universal soldier. His declamation establishes a tragic narrating force that 

immediately initiates a negative order-imposing hierarchy, a negative background for 

the symphony. 

This is one element of Rochberg s belatedness  he clings to an early example of 

modernist music for his source material, yet that source was already over thirty years 

old.241 Rather than a simple poet introducing innocuous subject matter to begin the 

work, we have a fearful narrating presence that initiates the discourse with short, 

agitated outbursts. 

 

 

Example 4.3. The catastrophic theme 

 

                                                 
241 Janet Schmalfeldt offers an in-depth analysis of Wozzeck in which Wir arme Leut!  functions 

as a primary motive throughout the opera. Refer to ”erg’s Wozzeck: Harmonic Language and Dramatic 
Design (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983). 
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 Immediately following the declamatory theme, the catastrophic theme continues 

the trajectory of violence and aggression. Sounding in the strings as a variant to the 

previous theme, its jagged contour and glissandos project a quality of wailing and 

shrieking.242 A pianto gesture gives this individuated element an enhanced negative 

expression of pain and sorrow as it reacts to the predecessor s menacing statement. The 

catastrophic theme continues the halting rhetoric of the declamatory theme as it gets 

stuck and is forced to reattempt series completion, yielding more thematic development 

from the material presented in the declamatory theme. The halting gestures present in 

the first two themes are subject to development throughout movement III. If we return 

to the concept of Hatten s virtual environment, we can understand that each time the 

theme halts and is forced to retry to complete the row (shown by the order numbers in 

the example), it is forced down in register, yielding to gravity. As the theme progresses 

in the series, it also progresses as an initiatory energy that pushes against the virtual 

environment s gravitational pull. The series achieves completion at its zenith, eliding 

with the next theme that traverses an I4 row form. That thematic individuated element, 

what I call the lyrical theme, is essentially the sonata form s subsidiary theme, and is 

shown in Example 4.4. 

 

 

Example 4.4. Lyrical theme, mm. 17 23 

                                                 
 242 The shrieking glissandos between PC6 and PC2 are developed in movement II, described 

below. 
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 The lyrical theme differs in quality from the previous themes: its cantabile style 

projects a new dramatis personae. Rather than strings dominating the scene, winds are 

the primary elements that carry out a necessary contrast to the burdensome first theme 

group. The lyrical theme relies more heavily on the conventions of tonality: consonant 

melodic intervals pervade the individuated element and help to project its cantabile 

quality. As shown in the example a hexatonic pole relationship exists within the 

generative 6 20 hexachord between E-major and C-minor outlines.243 Richard Cohn 

discusses this triadic relationship s abundance in Romantic music, notably in the music 

of Wagner.244 The direct statement of this relationship draws the listener back to that 

previous compositional era, yet again yielding belatedness.  

Unlike the declamatory and catastrophic themes, the lyrical theme completes its 

series before its conclusion, but it behaves like the other melodies when it halts and 

repeats its interior gestures. After the aggregate is completed, an extension in the form 

of a contrapuntal step progression points backward in time to previous eras. One can 

easily recognize the theme s boundaries without being aware of the row-form 

statement demonstrating its identity as an individuated element. 

 I interpret the hexatonic pole between C minor and E major through the 

Freudian notion of the uncanny (das Unheimliche . “nalyzing Schoenberg s Fourth 

String Quartet, Michael Cherlin finds that specters of tonality  pervade the discourse 

after being repressed from the language. 245 According to Cherlin, modernist music 

actively avoids tonal implications, thus repressing the desire to evoke such structures. 

Those repressed structures then arise anew at unexpected moments that are interpreted 

                                                 
243 Note that the E-major triad is not completed until it acquires its fifth later in the gesture. 
244 See Richard Cohn, Maximally Smooth Cycles, Hexatonic Systems, and the “nalysis of Late-

Romantic Triadic Progressions,  Music Analysis 15/1 (1996): 9 , and also Cohn, Uncanny 
Resemblances  Tonal Signification in the Freudian “ge,  Journal of the American Musicological Society 57/2 

(2004): 285 323. 
245 Michael Cherlin, Schoenberg and Das Unheimliche  Spectres of Tonality,  The Journal of 

Musicology 11/3 (1993): 357 73. 
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as uncanny when they cause fear or anxiety. Straus s work in Remaking the Past, in 

conjuring up the Freudian anxiety of ”loom s theory, also demonstrates a sort of 

uncanny presence in those works where a looming presence impacts a subjectivity. The 

uncanny will be discussed in more detail below in terms of sonata form and the 

individuated element agency. 

 As the lyrical theme reaches its conclusion, another elision occurs between a 

statement of P9 and a return of the catastrophic theme. The effect of departure and 

return here refers to another convention that a true modernist would likely attempt to 

avoid. As with the opening introductory declamation, percussion returns to mark this 

moment as violent and militant in nature. The burdensome narrator from the opening 

reappears for a moment to intrude on the discourse before slipping away to the first 

major break in texture, occurring in m. 62. Figure 4.4 summarizes the exposition to the 

expository  first movement. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Tonal scheme of mm. 1 61  

 

Just in the first 61 measures, Rochberg has set the scene for the work: three 

themes are engaging in a sonata dialogue that is reminiscent of traditional sonata 

structures. I now shift to a discussion of the first movement s development and 

recapitulation before moving on to analysis of the sonata cycle s development in 

movements II and III of this four-movement work. I will finally bring all the sonata 

elements together in an uncanny reading of individuated elements agencies. 
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4.6 Development 

 With respect to the sonata principle in this work, thematic elements that undergo 

development clarify the rhetoric of the dialogical form. In the first movement s 

development section, a chorale topic arises seemingly out of nowhere, marking a 

temporary shift in the level of discourse (Example 4.5). 

 

 

Example 4.5. Chorale topic, mm. 123 28 

 

 In the example a four-voice parsimony is first stated in winds (oboe, English 

horn, and bassoon) and then replicated in the violins with mutes. In discussing the 

conventions of the triad, Straus points to the Second Viennese School s misreading of 

the triad s function. Here, Rochberg also misreads the triad by inverting it and 

superimposing it on itself, generating an (0347) tetrachord, 4 17. Through parsimonious 

voice leading, the tetrachord transforms when the inner voices diverge by a half step, 

thus maintaining the symmetry of the verticality. I interpret this gesture as a quasi-

chorale topic, a communal sound of prayer and devotion, which is marked against the 

violence present in the main themes. As the main themes are jagged and disjunct, this 

topic s smooth voice leading and homophonic texture elevates tertian constructs in the 

discourse, and shows how Rochberg is relying on traditional sounds to communicate. 

Soon after the topic is presented, it is revisited, but cast into a different, varying context 

(Example 4.6). 
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Example 4.6. Continuation of the chorale topic 

 

 Taken by the brass, this continuation adds a layer of development to the 

previous section. 4 17 still sounds, yet the parsimony of the previous chorale is 

intensified. All of the voices present move in half steps in a continuously expanding 

mirror. Moreover, the quintuplet gesture from the declamatory theme is revisited in this 

interior development, among other elements that are marked as traditional against an 

unmarked Darmstadt-style composition. For example, in mm. 77 84, a Klangfarbemelodie 

is heard across the entire ensemble, and is clarified in the score by a dotted line. That 

idea is revisited in m. 167, deploying the series across the ensemble. This Webernian 

technique is surely old hat  by , but Rochberg seems to be trying to do everything 

that he can to convince the listener that his serialism is thematic, i.e. horizontally driven. 

 Recapitulation in the first movement is worthy of note since it informs the 

recapitulatory nature of mvmt. IV. Measure 182 has the potential to be considered a 

false recapitulation  in sonata terminology. Marked as con tutti la forza, a repeated-note 

gesture outlines notes from the initial declamatory theme (namely F and A). Yet there 

continues to be development of the repeated-note gesture from the declamatory theme 

after this point. The repeated-note gesture continues to be manipulated until the true 

recapitulation in m. 206. Strings and high winds revisit the lyrical theme while the low 

brass, a symbolic signifier for a menacing narrating voice, sound the declamatory 
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theme. After that moment, the catastrophic theme takes over in m. 221, but the low 

brass declamation silences the lyrical theme into non-existence. 

 The middle movements of the symphony demonstrate belatedness on their own, 

and support the interpretation of a sonata cycle. Belatedness arises primarily through 

form, and the middle movements act as development to the sonata cycle because they 

each treat a thematic element motivically. Returning to Figure 4.1, one can see that the 

middle movements are both ternary forms (ABA). Mvmt. II focuses on a trichord to 

define its bookend sections (Example 4.7). 

 

 

Example 4.7. Trichord motive for mvmt. II, m. 256 

 

 This spontaneous gesture comes as a marked moment in the discourse. A simple 

3 4 trichord is tossed between the winds (piccolo, flute, and oboe) and the strings, 

followed by a gap that comes from the opening declamatory theme, where short 

utterances were framed by grand pauses (with fermatas). In terms of development, not 

only is the gap revisited but also the trichord itself. 3 4 can be found in the catastrophic 

theme as well as the lyrical theme, especially if an associational approach to 

segmentation246 is used to make a claim of organic unity such a claim surely assists in 

an interpretation of belatedness. Harmonically, trumpets and trombones sound two 

trichordal subsets of 6 20 in conjunction with this gesture, further reinforcing 

                                                 
246 It should come as no surprise that 3 4 (015) would be traceable to the main themes of the 

work, considering that (015) is a subset of 6 20 (014589), the hexachord on which the pitch content of the 

row is based. 
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Rochberg s hexachord as a potentially harmonic device in the composer s musical 

language. 

 Later, Rochberg develops a fragment of the catastrophic theme, the component 

that marked it as catastrophic the shrieking ascent by eight half steps (Example 4.8). 

 
Example 4.8. Development of large interval, m. 276 

 

 Heard throughout the second movement s “ section, this repeated gesture in the 

strings borrows the +8 interval from the catastrophic theme, spelled as a minor 6th that 

divisi violins play in parallel motion. Its pairs of leaps upward in eighth notes, 

harmonic interval of [05], and repetitious nature remind one of horn-call topics of the 

Classical era (severely altered in this case). The use of such musical markers suggests 

that Rochberg is reminded of past idioms that he can t seem to avoid. In developing a 

basic idea from the early theme, the sense of belatedness continues to force its way into 

this narratography through repetition. 

 Movement III features another ternary division “”“  that as a whole develops 

the halting nature of the first theme group. Throughout this ternary form, there is a 

dialectical juxtaposition of stasis and activity. While the A section is relatively tranquil, 

existing in lyric time, a more active B section exists in narrative time, progressing the 

plot and story. Throughout the movement frequent, obsessive shifts in tempo markings 

and dynamics keep the listener in a state of flux, approaching the rhetoric of a 
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traditional sonata form. A retransitional quality emerges as a relatively unstable 

passage that opens the space for the recapitulation. 

The declamatory theme s repeated-note gesture is a large component of the 

sonata cycle s retransition  it has been fragmented and removed from the context of the 

opening, and it is developed in a furious manner as the recapitulatory finale 

approaches. As the fragmentation of the theme is transposed throughout the ensemble 

in pitch space, it becomes clear that energy gain is driving the music forward. What was 

repressed the declamatory theme is emerging as uncanny through compulsive 

repetition in this retransition. 

 “ccording to Freud, the uncanny is the class of the terrifying which leads back 

to something long known to us, once very familiar. 247 A common uncanny musical 

moment is the point in Schubert s Der Doppelgänger  where the appearance of a ghost 

in the form of a phantom double confronts the protagonist in a moment of pure terror. 

Michael Klein interprets this moment as a special kind of doubling that reflects the 

interaction between the unconscious and the conscious, saying that in an early mental 

stage the ego interprets formation of the double as an insurance against its own 

destruction, a denial of death; but in later mental stages the ego takes the double as a 

ghastly harbinger of death  or a vision of terror. 248 The uncanny effect released in the 

recapitulation is enhanced through compulsive repetition. 

According to Klein, repetition is essential to force the uncanny from or into our 

thoughts. Repetition both conjures up the uncanny from the primal mind and forces 

the uncanny back down to the subconscious. The mind traps itself in cycles of 

repetition. 249 Within the Wozzeck reference alone is a misreading that makes use of 

repetition. Instead of simply stating the notes of the leitmotif, Rochberg repeats the 

                                                 
247 Sigmund Freud, as quoted in Klein, Intertextuality, 78. 
248 Idem. 
249 Ibid., 79. 
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initiating pitch in a repeated-note gesture. That repetition establishes the compulsive 

repetition of the uncanny long before it is interpreted between hexatonic pole sonorities. 

The baleful declamatory theme, as well the subsequent echoes of this melody in 

the catastrophic and lyrical themes, demonstrate a division of an individuated element 

agency s subjectivity. “s the sonata form unfolds, the declamatory theme becomes 

repressed by the catastrophic and lyrical themes (at the end of the first movement the 

global exposition). What ensues is a declamatory theme s compulsive repetition 

throughout the development (approaching textural saturation of the repeated-note 

gesture) before resurfacing in a moment of terror. 

 Mvmt. IV serves as recapitulation to the sonata cycle, yet comes with a 

problem it returns off tonic,  thwarting the impetus toward the reconciliation of 

thematic and harmonic aspects that is usually characteristic of sonata form. Marked as 

Tempo Primo  m. , the declamatory theme returns, but rather than sounding the 

expected P9, it is restated with the row form P5. What was once familiar was then 

repressed and emerges anew in a moment of terror. The narrating presence, having 

been weakened by the development, returns after being repressed, fragmented, and 

compulsively revisited. Its return is Wozzeck s return it is the traumatic resurgence of 

innumerable war experiences that Rochberg conjures through Wozzeck. 

 “s previously stated, the lyrical theme s absence in the recapitulation also tells us 

something about the narrative at play. As individuated elemental agencies, the primary 

themes (declamatory and catastrophic) have forced the lyrical theme out of the 

discourse. The recapitulation thus serves the role of a peripeteia in terms of tragedy, 

finally marking a turning point in the musical story and pushing the narrating presence 

into a state of belatedness within its own formal expectation. The narrator, first 

summoned as Wozzeck, has come to terms with its role in the modernist work and has 

become truly menacing in its elimination of the lyrical theme, generating a type of 

tragedy that arises from thematic development within a sonata form s rhetoric. 
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.7 Belatedness in Rochberg’s Symphony No.  

 Sonata form, the uncanny, and individuated elements are the primary 

narrativities for interpreting lateness in Rochberg s symphony. Straus tells us that 

sonata form in the twentieth century is not revived, but created anew. 250 In discussing 

Schoenberg, he tells us that the composer s use of a traditional form exists as a 

demonstration of the power of his musical language. 251 In the global recapitulation of 

Rochberg s symphony, the catastrophic and declamatory themes subvert the lyrical 

theme, thus undermining the sonata principle s drive toward reconciliation, marking 

the work as a well-formed tragedy that emphasizes a relationship with the past and 

with itself. We are confronted by a composer who is truly belated in his efforts. The 

presence of the sonata principle organizes the themes and movements of this large-scale 

orchestral composition, yet Rochberg misreads sonata form (in a weak sense): he uses 

ideas of false recapitulation and undercuts schematic expectation, just as many Classic 

composers have done. His reliance on traditional elements (triads that make up a 

hexatonic pole relationship, preexisting material, etc.) only paints him as a belated 

composer who is caught up in following the trend of serialism and thus contributing 

to the formation of the myth of serial tyranny. In addition, Rochberg presents the series 

in a manner that embraces motivic development, since he frequently treats subsets of 

the series as a fragment that is restated before completing the row. Schoenberg s 

philosophical concept of the Grundgestalt is readily found in the clear development of 

thematic components in an organic fashion. 

 Additionally, Rochberg s writing about serialism demonstrates a belatedness 

criticized by Perle and Kramer. Many of Rochberg s theoretical terms in the monograph 

that sets the stage for Symphony No. 2 were already expressed in theoretical discourse 

using more nuanced and technical language. In the end, Rochberg s symphony is tragic 

                                                 
250 Joseph Straus, Remaking the Past, 98. 
251 Ibid., 131. 
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not only because it responds to the Second World War, but also because it depicts a 

struggle on the part of the composer to find his own modernist voice. In the end, the 

individuated elements in Symphony No.  represent Rochberg s own repression of 

material a repression that surfaces through repetition in his compositional and 

theoretical decision-making. ”eing belated, in a sense, is uncanny for a modernist  like 

Rochberg. In attempting to heroize the moment, he struggles to find his style and ends 

up being locked out of his own time as he gazes at his inversion his own traditionalist 

Doppelgänger in the mirror. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

ANALYST: WHAT IS AN ANALYST? 

 

 

5.1 Overview 

 

5.1.1 The Analyst’s Machine 

This chapter serves multiple purposes. First, it is a summary of my analyses and 

methodologies present in this dissertation. I treat the three analytical chapters as three 

abstract components that contribute to a totalizing, final machine (this conclusion). 

Those components are full of various refrains that recur and transform the discourse of 

this dissertation I evoke the term machine, following Gilles Deleuze, as an abstract 

modelling of data that serves a common purpose. According to Michael Klein,  

 

A Deleuzian machine is not something you can touch or see. But you can 

feel its effects. Such a machine is a combination of cultural, or 

physiological, or physical, or natural elements that produce these 

effects.252 

 

In his 1964 work Proust and Signs, Deleuze proposes three machines that comprise a 

tripartite model memory, eternity, and regret  extant in Proust s In Search of Lost 

Time.253 Similarly, I evoke an analytical machine that accounts for a range of three 

                                                 
252 Michael Klein, Music and the Crises of the Modern Subject (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2015), 72. 
253 As described in Klein, Music and the Crises, 68 73; Gilles Deleuze, Proust and Signs, trans. 

Richard Howard (New York: George Braziller, 1964). 
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disparate yet connected components in this dissertation that build a larger concept: the 

analysis of the analyst s subjectivity. 

The totalizing machine in this dissertation is analytical agency and its 

components that helps to create a supplemental musical story (Penderecki, Adès, and 

Rochberg). From this point on, I will be referring to that totalizing concept as the 

analyst’s machine a machine I construct as a Deleuzian assemblage of parts combining 

in a fractured subjectivity (influenced by Jacques Lacan). As will be shown, the 

fracturing of the subjectivity arises from the critical theoretical concepts that I utilized in 

my analyses namely the anxiety of influence, belatedness, and Foucault s panopticism. 

This conclusion aims to open a hermeneutic window into the analyst s machine a leap 

of interpretation that investigates what analysis reveals about epistemology. 

 

5.1.2 Narrative Refrains, Revisited 

To situate the analyst s machine, I first summarize the three components and 

then move toward a speculative model of hermeneutics. This dissertation explores 

tragedy and irony through the lens of musical agency. The three component analytical 

parts focus on musical markers that can be read as contributing to tragic narratives in 

large-scale, post-1945 orchestral compositions. To do that, I evoke “ristotle s idea of 

peripeteia from his Poetics. The downward shift in the musical discourse is interpreted 

in terms of an Alménian tragic narrative archetype. The tragic archetype serves as an 

organizing analytical tool in my analyses it portrays marked moments in the musical 

discourse that I then correlate to the narrative at play. It serves as a discursive departure 

point that provides a whole work s narratological trajectory at a glance. I used the 

archetype in a literal way in the first component part, Penderecki, and appropriated it 

as an abstract principle in Adès and Rochberg, instead focusing on how peripeteia 

drives my interpretation. 
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To show how I am approaching musical narrative as a whole, I will often refer to 

Kramer s article Musical Narratology  “ Theoretical Outline. 254 In that model, 

narrative emerges as a musical story that accompanies a discourse, thus serving to 

revisit Klein s idea that getting between discourse and story can be difficult at times.255 

It is apt to reiterate Kramer s famous but unoriginal  thesis at this point  music cannot 

narrate.256 Musical narrative is a subjective demonstration of musical meaning that is 

carried out by the sign user, the analyst. To get to the narrative that underscores the 

music, one opens hermeneutic windows, identifies narrativities in the music, organizes 

those narrativities into a narratography (a discourse), and then combines it with the 

music to create musical narrative. In the end, the methodology of the analyst s machine 

is a combination of Kramer s theoretical outline, “lmén s narrative theory, and Klein s 

musical story. 

My definition of narrative any sequencing of musical events mediated by 

agency in which a musical story emerges that underscores the sequence of musical 

events embodies Griemas s actantial discourse , agential agency , and narrative 

(narrative) trichotomy. In literary theory, there are also three levels of interpretation 

and meaning  the word, the utterance, and the text. Those layers correlate with “lmèn s 

agential (word), actantial (utterance), and narrative (text) levels of meaning. Through 

agency, narrative emerges, and the analyst s agency the highest ranking of Monahan s 

classes) is the chief agency in which narrative is explicated. By combining these facets of 

musical narratology, I am able to construct the analyst s machine that is a subjective 

combination of analyses in this dissertation. 

 

                                                 
254 Lawrence Kramer, Musical Narratology  “ Theoretical Outline,  Indiana Theory Review 12 

(1991): 141 62. 
255 Michael Klein, Musical Story,  In Music and Narrative since 1900, ed. Michael Klein and 

Nicholas Reyland, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press), 2013, 1 29. 
256 Kramer, Musical Narratology,  . 
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5.1.3 Agency 

 

5.1.3.1 The Analyst and the Hierarchy. In constructing the analyst s machine, I 

organized my analyses around Seth Monahan s four agential classes  the individuated 

element, the work-persona, the fictional composer, and the analyst.257 Each component 

analytical part of this dissertation interprets a different agential class as a narrativity, 

providing a glimpse into possible tragic and ironic readings of those works.  

This final chapter is solely about the analyst s agency and its interaction with 

Monahan s other agencies that exist within a hierarchy, shown in Figure 5.1. Monahan 

tells us that the analyst s agency is ubiquitous, subsuming all other agential classes into 

itself. In so doing, Monahan revisits the kind of agency that Edward T. Cone describes 

in The Composer’s Voice in an attempt to correct Fred Maus s unstructured agencies in 

Music as Drama.  The hierarchy, then, acts as a guiding principle in Monahan s article. 

 

 

Figure . . Monahan s hierarchy of agential classes 

 

Intention becomes an integral component of musical agency in Monahan s 

article, yet it is unclear as to where the intention comes from. It seems that when 

intentionality is combined with agency, theorists consider the music itself  to have 

                                                 
257 Seth Monahan, “ction and “gency Revisited,  Journal of Music Theory 57/2 (2013): 321 71. 
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volition, whether it is a tendency tone that wants to resolve or a composer s persona 

that guides us in our reading. I believe this to be a strange finding, since all of our 

interpretative power emerges from the most common agential class, the analyst, and 

any intentions that are imbued into agency also arise from the analyst. In bypassing the 

analyst s role in agential interpretation, one thing becomes clear. If something remains 

implicit rather than being made explicit, it can become unclear as to the kinds of 

analytical claims that we are making. The analyst s machine, then, is a dialogue 

between evaluating how I am analyzing and reacting to how others treat musical 

agency, especially in terms of intentionality and narrative. 

When Monahan tells us that Fred Maus s descriptions of agency paint them as 

seemingly chaotic,258 his methodology paints them as equally strict and anti-dynamic. 

Since, as I will show, we are fractured subjects, we bring that fissure into claims of 

agency. It makes sense that the agencies (personifications) that we interpret in music 

would behave in a fractured, chaotic fashion. The situation seems to me to be better 

represented as an analytical agency that then exerts power over other agencies, as in 

Figure 5.2 an analyst s agential network. 

 

 

Figure . . “nalyst s network 

                                                 
258 Monahan, “ction and “gency  and Fred Maus, Music as Drama  Music Theory Spectrum 10, 

10th Anniversary Issue (1988): 56 73. 
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Michael Klein tells us that already in the nineteenth century, Hegel and Marx 

began to think of human agency as historical, dynamic, and collective, rather than 

individual. 259 Klein goes on to show examples of a singular subjectivity as an outdated 

model of human agency. Monahan is reviving that tradition by keeping a hierarchy 

intact that puts agencies in their rightful place. Klein points out that through a Lacanian 

filter, Monahan comes up short on how there can be no contradiction in the model (no 

downward motion in the hierarchy). While I do not want to posit that hierarchical 

contradiction is a commonplace in interpreting agencies in music, it does seem that 

whenever irony emerges, it does so as a result of the hierarchy in the first place. By 

considering agency to exist in a network like the one in Figure 5.2, all of the intention 

and irony lies in the mind of the analyst. 

 

5.1.3.2 Avatars of the Analyst. Essentially, avatars are Monahan s way to 

incorporate all agencies into one of his four categories. “gents that defy immediate 

classification can usually be reconciled to one of my four types in many of their 

attributes. 260 Monahan s avatars are tokens of types of agencies, such as a horn being 

an avatar of the individuated element agency. Of interest to me in this section are the 

analyst s avatars. 

The most common avatar, per Monahan, is the well-informed, experienced 

musical listener. We tend to evoke this avatar all the time without paying it much 

attention. By showing how we are fractured subjectivities as analytical thinkers, I hope 

to show how avatars impact our judgements and shape our interpretation through 

theoretical biases and anxiety that plays out in a power relation of its own. 

For example, whenever evoking narrative theory, multiple avatars directly or 

indirectly contribute to methodology. When I approach a work s overall structure, I 

                                                 
259 Klein, Music and the Crises (2015), 122. 
260 Monahan, “ction and “gency,  . 
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evoke an avatar in Byron Almén; when critical theory is my focus, I evoke Klein and 

Kramer avatars; and when I consider voice leading (and all its baggage), I conjure a 

Schenkerian avatar. I am constantly balancing between different avatars of the analyst 

in a sort of play, akin to “gawu s approach to semiotics in Playing with Signs.261 At once, 

these avatars provide structure and chaos, and influence my methodology. I later 

position the analyst in a Lacanian model of subjectivity, and the avatars play a large 

role in that model. 

 

5.2 Summary of Analyses 

 

5.2.1 First Component: The Two Deaths in Penderecki’s Work-Persona 

Throughout Penderecki s Third Symphony, a work-persona is interpreted by the 

analyst that continuously presents problems. A tragic narrative archetype shows the 

ascent and descent of the positively viewed transgression s rank value against the 

negative order-imposing hierarchy, which is established at the onset of the work and 

confirmed at its conclusion. The work-persona, when viewed through its a priori 

existence, comes with baggage. A passacaglia and rondo, written previously, are 

reordered with an intervening movement that relies on the conventions of a pastoral to 

evoke a desired state. Additionally, the use of the learned style (counterpoint) elevates 

the discourse that the narrative supports. 

The passacaglia from Penderecki s Magnificat adds an extra layer of historical 

meaning as an expressive doubling to the Third Symphony, thus positing it as a tragic 

reaction to World War II. An ironic and unearned conclusion with a fanfare topic causes 

the analyst to focus on irony, connecting the conclusions of the first and last 

movements, as well as the Allegro and the Passacaglia (the a priori musical material) in 

                                                 
261 Kofi Agawu, Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classical Music, Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1991). 
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twin narratives. Ultimately, the interpretation of oppositions in the form of an 

archetype begins with an imposition of a negative order in the Passacaglia. That 

negative order takes the form of a master signifier when the work-persona dies twice. 

The two deaths of the work-persona create a space between them that attempts an 

elevation of discourse in the pursuit of Arcadia. The analysis is about the two deaths 

and the space between them, resulting in a tragic narrative that supplements 

Penderecki s Third Symphony. 

The first component gives the analyst s machine a means to examine a 

relationship between an interpreted work-persona and the analyst s agency. After a 

master signifier emerges, a narrative trajectory is established and read through an 

archetype where ultimately the work-persona and the analyst define the real 

opposition. The master signifier, death, causes a reinterpretation of the entire work, yet 

also gives the analyst a device for the analyst s machine. 

What would be an analyst s master signifier? One way to think about it is 

through an ideology. As an example, perhaps an analyst says something along the lines 

of This piece demonstrates compositional unity.  That statement could mean several 

things, depending on the analyst s master signifier. If the analyst is then discovered to 

focus on Schenkerian ideals, then we likely know what they mean by unity.  If they 

are a post-tonal scholar who focuses on pitch-class set analysis (in the motivic sense), 

then we also likely know what they mean. In short, Schenkerian, post-tonal scholar, 

form scholar, etc. become master signifiers that place an analyst in a certain ideological 

stance that we then use as the basis for comparison within their work. The first 

component, Penderecki s work-persona, gives the analyst s machine the master 

signifier, thus altering the way in which analytical subjectivity is evaluated (moving 

forward and retroactively). I am now in the position to take a closer look at the 

analytical avatars that influence me (in terms of their master signifiers) as Deleuzian 
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refrains. Some of the refrains that recur in those analytical avatars become master 

signifiers of my own discourse: refrains such as tragedy, irony, and critical theory. 

 

5.2.2 Second Component: Panoptic Power of Fictional Composers in Asyla 

Fictional Adès has intertextual complications in Asyla in the form of a power 

struggle with other fictional agencies. This tragedy involves a fictional composer s rise 

and fall in rank value: fictional Adès transgresses against fictional composers in the 

form of Bartók, Nancarrow, Ives, and Mahler throughout the work only to lose his voice 

to Bartók and Mahler in an ironic and tragic turn of events in mvmt. IV. The loss of 

voice yields the work s peripeteia, the ultimate setback that turns the narrative tide. 

In Asyla’s interior movements, fictional Adès gains rank value and salience 

through compositional power plays. For example, in mvmt. II s theme, a chromatic 

lament features a bass oboe solo that initiates with a 2/6 meter and an intervallic 

signature that shows fictional “dès s presence. Movement III ( Ecstasio ) reveals a 

power relation that Adès exploits: introducing EDM into the Classical orchestral milieu 

is a marked moment in Western art music. This power play allows Adès to assume the 

persona of a fictional drug dealer that is pushing EDM into Western art music because 

EDM is an indexical signifier of drug culture, namely ecstasy. 

Throughout, a concept of power and panopticism dominates my narratography 

and leads me to consider the question of which power the discourse serves. Speaking of 

musical analysis, the panopticon is something that is readily interpretable. When 

teaching students how to write in four-part parsimony, certain rules  govern their 

available options rules that come to us from centuries of studying music s trends. In 

fact, we often teach according to such guidelines, leaving the students with a panoptic 

power positioned over them that forces them to govern themselves as they learn the 

common-practice style. 
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This serves its purpose, of course, but the panopticon metaphor extends further 

than part writing the anxiety of analytical influence also looms over the theorist 

looking to make room for themselves in theoretical discussion. As we engage with our 

avatars and their refrains, we come to either strongly or weakly misread them in an 

attempt to conduct our own analysis, and that anxiety is a form of panopticism that 

defines us. Recontextualizing a refrain in this dissertation  theories don t create musical 

analysis, musical analysis creates theories. 

 

5.2.3 Third Component: Rochberg’s Belated Individuated Elements 

In analyzing individuated elements in Rochberg s Symphony No. , traditional 

elements begin to outweigh modernist ones. The row forms are treated thematically, 

undergoing fragmentation of the series as well as development and repetition of 

pitches. In addition, the initiating pitches of the row forms throughout the piece 

demonstrate a traditional harmonic tendency that takes the form of a fifth relationship 

between A and E. As the symphony progresses, three primary themes drive the 

interpretation of the overall sonata cycle, and the drama between them reflects the 

drama that underlies a typical sonata of the common-practice era. From an expressive 

standpoint, Rochberg writes the piece as a tragic reaction to World War II, evoking 

”erg s Wozzeck in the main declamatory theme. In typical sonata fashion, a lyrical 

subsidiary theme is presented in a contrasting manner to the harsh narrating presence 

of the initial declamatory theme, and when the two are combined, the effect is akin to 

the Freudian uncanny in which one element, once suppressed, is revisited through 

repetition, only to get removed permanently. In the recapitulation, the lyrical theme is 

absent, having been repressed for the last time. 

 But it is not only his music that communicates an aura of belatedness. His 

theoretical discourse, especially his monograph that describes what he calls mirror 

inversion, was found to be anachronistic, using new terminology to describe operations 
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that were already in practice both in music and in musical discourse. Rochberg s 

individuated elements, channeled through the analyst s subjectivity, paint him as a 

belated musician who is only attempting to be modernist. 

 Continuing with the anxiety of influence, Rochberg s belatedness emerges as a 

subset of that anxiety. Rochberg s refrain gives my narratography another refrain the 

uncanny and revisits the anxiety of influence. I now depart into the analyst s machine, 

beginning with the music itself  and moving toward methodology and subjectivity. 

The goal is to approach my analytical avatars in terms of Deleuzian refrains that operate 

as a territorializing machine. In so doing, deterritorializing lines of flight (leaps of 

interpretation) connect to other refrains in an unfolding process of analysis within a 

fractured subjectivity. 

 

5.3 Virtuality in Music 

 The music itself  initiates this discussion. Whenever someone asks the question, 

what is music?  they are bound to get a variety of answers. It sometimes takes a fair 

amount of effort to convince a musician that a musical score is not music; it is an 

abstraction of music in the form of symbols. Music can best be thought of as a type of 

Deleuzian assemblage, a massive amalgam of culture, sonority, writing, etc. in which 

we can t assign a fixed definition. I now frame music in an abstract musical space that 

allows for speculation as to the analyst s role in that space. To accomplish that, I turn to 

Deleuze to make sense of the concept of virtuality. From there, I move toward a 

Lacanian subjectivity, showing a model for how analysis can be constructed. I will 

conclude by bringing the concepts together in a Deleuzian assemblage that is the 

analyst s machine. 
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In Difference and Repetition as well as Bergsonism,262 Deleuze provides an in-depth 

discussion of virtuality. Virtual space is not opposed to real space, but counters actual 

space a space that has been explored at least in some detail by musical scholars.263 

Deleuze has an avatar of his own in Bergson, and is said to be the most Bergsonian 

philosopher in his approaches and methodologies.264 Elizabeth Grosz tells us that this 

may be because, like Darwin, Bergson makes difference the proliferative engine of life 

itself…For ”ergson, life is that which dynamizes, within and beyond itself, the forces of 

matter by suffusing the material present, the actual, with the virtuality of memory: it is 

the accumulation of the past simultaneously with the movement of the present that 

brings with it the necessity of invention, of newness, a future not contained in the 

present. 265 Grosz s quote provides two components to the virtual space in which the 

analyst exists: (1) the opposition exists between the virtual and the actual, not the real, 

and (2) the virtuality of memory brings the baggage of the past into the present, 

necessitating invention. 

 To clarify, positing the virtual and the real in an opposition to one another is 

quite common, but they truly exist as two sides of the same coin. As an example, a 

video game character exists in a purely virtual world, but can be manipulated to the 

point of becoming real. In the end, they are not an actual being, but exist as a virtual 

and real character. In so doing, possibility and potential is a gateway to the virtual I 

speculate that analytical avatars exist in our mind as real beings in a virtual space of 

memory that we manipulate and evoke in our discursive practices out of necessity for 

invention as we deal with analytical anxiety. 

                                                 
262 See Gilles Deleuze, Bergsonism, trans. Hugh Tomlison and Barbara Habberjam (New York: 

Zone Books, 1991) and Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (London: The Athlone P, 1994). 
263 For instance, see Euro Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 1994), 70.  
264 Elizabeth Grosz, Deleuze, ”ergson and the Concept of Life,  Revue Internationale de Philosophie 

3, Deleuze (2007): 287. 
265 Ibid. 
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 I am making this explicit because often when theorists talk about virtual agencies 

such as Robert Hatten s virtual environment), they often hedge dangerously close to 

crossing that line into the actual they think that agencies in that environment are 

actually there, impacting the music with willful intention. In actuality, the music itself  

exists in a virtual space that becomes manipulated in a type of reality, but never exists as 

an actual entity. Music is a cultural assemblage, full of refrains and territories that we 

use to segment the virtual space which we inhabit as analytical beings. 

 As examples of virtuality in music, consider the interval of a unison on a piano 

staff. It is no secret that an interval of a unison played on the piano will sound only one 

pitch. Yet the interval does exist in virtual space we can manipulate it, augmenting or 

diminishing it, thus rendering it as a real interval, despite the fact that it is not an actual 

acoustic interval bound by differing musical frequencies. As analysts, we find it useful 

to fashion a simplified abstraction of music (such as a pitch-class set), which exists as a 

virtual representation of the music (which is already a virtual entity). 

 Edward T. Cone discussed virtual agencies long before Hatten or Larson: 

 

Virtual agents must obey the formal demands of the music, but, again like 

operatic characters, they must appear to move freely to compose their 

own parts as it were. Here, too, the conductor is the surrogate of the 

composer s persona  That is, by directing the performance, he symbolizes 
both the composer s actual authority over the musical events and the 
persona s imaginary control. “t the same time he must recognize the 
virtual agents  needs to express their own individuality. He is successful 
when he achieves the difficult balance between the requirements of the 

musical design and the instrumental agents  urge to freedom.266 

 

 Here Cone anticipates much of what follows in the work of Fred Maus, Seth 

Monahan, and Robert Hatten. These agencies, existing in a virtual space of possibility 

                                                 
266 Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 88 
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they must appear to move freely , are opposed to an actual authority within the 

persona. Also of import is the idea of the conductor acting as a surrogate for the 

persona. In 1974, Cone depicts agencies in a sort of hierarchical fashion that Monahan 

later embraces, yet keeps the door open for the interpretation of a power struggle 

between musical agencies. 

 The virtual remains a powerful tool in analytical thinking today. In order 

to conceive of the virtual, though, it must oppose the actual. Bergson and 

Deleuze assist in constructing this analytical space of virtuality, and it is in that 

space in which I investigate how analytical subjectivity unfolds. 

 

5.4 Agential Subjectivity of the Analyst 

 In a model of Lacanian subjectivity, extending Freudian psychoanalysis, 

we come to learn that we are fragmented subjects that are in search of some small 

component that will make us whole again. We are bound and restricted by the 

culture that we are epistemologically confined within. That culture, what Lacan 

calls the Symbolic order (the Other), is the language and signifying structure that 

defines us. The way that Lacan and Žižek describe the Symbolic gives it a type of 

agency in itself, and that agency can be thought of as an institution that 

determines what our analytical biases are before we ever make it to the virtual 

world as a type of power. Klein  tells us that the discourse of institutions 

has an agency that creates types of individuals and delimits the boundaries of 

their behavior; and this disperse agency continues to act in creating subjects 

today. 267 Foucault s running idea of the modality of power  suggests that 

power exists on every level of human life, and we are all agencies within that 

                                                 
267 Michael Klein, Music and the Crises of the Modern Subject (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2015), 123. 
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structure. Through Klein and Foucault, then, we can better understand how the 

Symbolic exists for the analyst. 

When discussing which medium is best for presenting an agential reading of a 

work (between the individuated element, the work-persona, and the fictional 

composer , Monahan tells us that Hatten implies that the music itself will sometimes 

suggest which explanatory mode is best  while agreeing with “nthony Newcomb that 

the matter remains inherently indeterminate  until the analyst chooses between them. 

And the analyst might not choose at all: these interpretive angles may indeed be so 

similar that they can exist simultaneously  in a listener s mind. 268 How, then, can one 

clarify any agential classes? To answer that question, I first move into Lacanian 

psychoanalysis that involves the development of the subject, thus positing the analyst 

as a fragmented subjectivity. I conclude this dissertation by moving through 

structuralist psychoanalysis (Lacan), historical genealogy (Foucault), and then conclude 

with a deconstructive approach that returns to the virtual (Deleuze and Guattari). 

 

5.4.1 Lacanian Register Theory 

Lacan s three registers of subjectivity will now be considered as components that 

drive toward a structuralist model of the analyst in crises. In Lacanian thought, the 

development of the subject occurs as the result of a series of crises, beginning with birth 

and moving into the development of language and reality. Lacan considered himself a 

Freudian, so it serves us well to start with Freud s framing of psychoanalysis and then 

move toward Lacan. Jonathan Culler summarizes Freud s formation of identity  

 

For Freud, identification is a psychological process in which the subject 

assimilates an aspect of the other and is transformed, wholly or partially, 

                                                 
268 Monahan, “ction and “gency,  . 
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according to the model that the other provides. The personality or the self 

is constituted by a series of identifications.269 

 

The developing subject learns from observing, which drives directly toward the 

Oedipal complex a complex described at great length by Freud, but which need 

not be discussed here in detail.270 In Lacan s model of psychoanalysis, the 

objective shifts toward the failure of identity formation. For Lacan, everything 

encountered in early life is a crisis that is understood as a fracturing of the 

subject, and this process is shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

 
Figure 5.3. Lacanian triangle of the analyst s subjectivity271 

 

 Figure 5.3 shows the three registers of Lacanian subjectivity as well as the 

operations between them, all of which result from various crises. Also on the figure are 

what I interpret as the implications of such a model on the analyst s subjectivity. The 

                                                 
269 Culler, Literary Theory, 115. 
270 As just one (brief) example, see Sigmund Freud, Civilization and its Discontents trans. James 

Strachey (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1961), 93 5. 
271 This representation of Lacan s ideas is derived from Slavoj Žižek s On the Sublime Object of 

Ideology, , as well as Sarah Reichardt Ellis s Composing the Modern Subject, 10. 
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following discussion will frame the analytical process through Lacan and Žižek, 

showing the different stages in the process of subjective self-identification. Let us 

consider each of these stages in turn. 

 

 5.4.1.1 The Real. When a person is born, they enter what Lacan calls the Real. 

Encounters with the Real are traumatic, and we cannot think in terms of the Real. It is 

the world before the acquisition of language and before the beginning of the 

fragmentation of the subject. In terms of the analyst s subjectivity, this stage represents 

the music itself  conundrum of virtuality/reality and actuality. This is music that is 

uninterpreted, which is to say, music that has not yet been performed, seen, composed, 

or analyzed. This is the most virtual that music gets to be; it exists in a world of 

possibility, not yet in actuality. “s Monelle says following Friedrich Schlegel , a 

classic is a writing that is never fully understood, 272 and such classics often revert to 

being posited in the Real in this model. 

 

 . . .  Ф. For Lacan, this moment represents an object that arises in the 

development of the subject in which the subject tries to objectify the Real. At this critical 

juncture, the subject becomes obsessed with the object to such an extent that it becomes 

an overwhelming presence that cannot be ignored, nor constructed and integrated into 

reality. For the analyst, this is where epistemology plays out. Here, the subjectivity of 

the analyst influences their decision making: analytical biases (either acknowledged or 

not) and a priori constructs limit the decision-making abilities of the analysis. It is here 

that analytical avatars and refrains begin to impact the analytical process. 

 

                                                 
272 Raymond Monelle, What is a Musical Text  in Musical Semiotics as Growth, ed. Euro Tarasti 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 259. 
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 5.4.1.3 The Imaginary. This is the phase between the Real and the Symbolic 

where the subject has not yet acquired language. It is the world of images that serves 

the structuring of the Symbolic. For the analyst, this stage of development is where we 

begin to make sense of the musical discourse. That is, this is where interpretive 

decisions are made as a result of our obsessive theoretical biases that are generated from 

our refrains and our avatars. It is here that the analyst marks an opposition for a 

narrative reading, segments a particular passage according to a preference (domains in 

the sense that Christopher Hasty describes them).273 These analytical choices influence 

the construction of the Symbolic. 

 

 5.4.1.4 S(А). In Lacanian terms, this is a representative of a subset of the Real 

order that marks a term in order to add signification to that term. In terms of the 

analyst, this is where the decisions that are made in the Imaginary are interpreted 

through markedness and made sense of in relation to unmarked features. It is here that 

leaps of interpretation occur, acting as deterritorializing lines of flight from our refrains 

that territorialize the musical features that we determine are marked. 

 

 5.4.1.5 The Symbolic. This is the oppressive big Other for Lacan, the world of 

language that, once the subject enters, it cannot escape. The Other takes over and 

defines the subject, leaving it fractured and searching for unity. In the analyst s journey, 

the Symbolic is the language in which we analysts speak. It is a Schenkerian reduction, 

a segmentation analysis, a form chart, etc. This is the musical text, in Monelle s terms, 

that is not the pattern of signifiers or signifieds, or even the patterned relation between 

them; on the contrary, it is the annihilation of opposition, the stage of resolution or 

fruition of the opposition of sign and meaning which constitutes the action of 

                                                 
273 Christopher Hasty, Segmentation and Process in Post-Tonal Music,  Music Theory Spectrum 3 

(1981): 54 73. 
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signification. In the text, dialectics overcomes itself. 274 In terms of narrative study (the 

purpose of this dissertation), it is here that the analyst combines narrativities from the 

previous stages and produces a narratography that represents our analytical findings, 

always in search of l’objet petit a. 

 The Symbolic is musical analysis, and it causes anxiety. If something does not fit 

into the Symbolic, for Lacan, the result is catastrophic. When a theorist draws too 

radical a line of flight, they might encounter anxiety. In this dissertation, for example, I 

frequently employ quasi-Schenkerian tools in an attempt to bring out meaningful 

musical structures, usually involving pitch, and that causes anxiety. I know what a 

Schenkerian reduction looks like and I know that others know as well. It is through 

anxiety that a system of checks and balances exists. By drawing lines of flight, we make 

leaps of interpretation that are either successful or not, according to the Symbolic. 

 

 5.4.1.6 L’objet petit a. “fter the shift to the Symbolic occurs, the small, 

unattainable other  (l’objet petit a) becomes a substitute for the Real. It represents the 

lack caused when the subject is severed from the Real. For the analyst, this is a desirable 

analysis a desire that causes anxiety and leads to questions about the relation between 

power and discourse. 

A truly desirable analysis is not attainable in this model because Lacan views the 

subject s development as a failure in the form of a fracture. The very concept of an 

analysis is one that determines a degree of completeness, but the analysis itself is 

another departure point, it is a territorialization of refrains that is going to either draw a 

line of flight from it or have one drawn to it. The analysis, like the Deleuzian refrain, is 

an open system in which hermeneutics continues to shine light. In other words, no 

analysis is ever complete (truly desirable); although it seeks to provide answers, it 

                                                 
274 Monelle, What is a musical text?  . 
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always raises new questions as well.  Like a text, therefore, any analysis is by its very 

nature open.  

 

5.4.2. What (and Who) is an Analyst? 

 If an analysis is open,  then what about the analyst who produces it? In his 

famous essay, Roland Barthes marks a turning point in which the figure of the author, 

according to Adrian Wilson, was replaced with the figure of écriture, thus detaching a 

sense of agency from the author, resulting in its death.275 For Barthes, the death of the 

author coincides with the birth of the reader: 

 

A text consists of multiple writings, issuing from several cultures and 

entering into dialogue with each other…but there is one place where this 
multiplicity is collected, united, and this place is not the author, as we 

have hitherto said it was, but the reader: the reader is the very space in 

which are inscribed, without any being lost, all the citations a writing 

consists of; the unity of a text is not its origin, it is in its destination; but 

that destination can no longer be personal: the reader is a man without 

history, without biography, without psychology; he is only that someone 

who holds gathered into a single field all the paths of which the text is 

constituted.276 

 

Michel Foucault expands ”arthes  concept into what he calls the author function, in 

which it would be wrong to equate the author with the real writer as to equate him 

with the fictitious speaker; the author function is carried out and operates in the scission 

itself, in this division and this distance. 277 This distinction, mentioned previously, is 

                                                 
275 Adrian Wilson, Foucault on the Question of the “uthor : A Critical Exegesis, The Modern 

Language Review 99/2 (2004): 340. 
276 Roland ”arthes, The Death of the “uthor,  in ”arthes, Image Music Text, ed. Stephen Heath 

(London: Fontana/Collins, 1977), 142 48. 
277 Michel Foucault, What is an “uthor?  in The Foucault Reader ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: 

Pantheon, 1984): 112. 
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how Monahan, following Alexander Nehamas, distinguishes a historical composer from 

a fictional composer: one authors a text and one is postulated as an agency. 

 While it seems as though the author is either dead or has disappeared, Wilson is 

able to show an important contradiction, following the work of Seán Burke. The author 

is an interpretive figure, and the analyst is no different. If we can accept the possibility 

of a fictional and real author/composer, then we might be able to fathom the potential in 

a fictional analyst. Through this metaphor, we can merge all of these concepts together 

in one, process-based, (fictional) analyst. 

 Marion Guck has fictionalized analysis before.278 In her 1994 essay, Guck 

examines the sense of involvement in music, and analytical fictions mark the differences 

in our interpretations of music. She is embracing a plurality of approaches that attempts 

to provide a speculative tool for understanding what I am considering as a fractured 

subjectivity full of avatars and refrains. 

 We engage in analysis like those before us because of a panoptic circumstance of 

subjectivity. Returning to Figure 5.3, when we are making interpretive decisions, we are 

aiming to construct a desirable analysis (l’objet petit a) that fits into the Symbolic. If we 

cannot fit into the Symbolic, the result is a confrontation with the Real, causing us 

trauma and anxiety. Our avatars and refrains guide our analytical biases and act as a 

source of panoptic power with which we constantly engage. According to Monahan, 

the crucial point is that if we reflect on how much we feel we know about certain 

analysts we have read extensively but never met and whom we cannot claim to really 

know  at all we can realize the extent to which agential interpretation is a basic part of 

engaging one another s work as scholars. 279 Through our avatars, we historicize. 

It is because of power that we frequently end up making analyses that look like 

other analyses we feel anxious about our deterritorializing lines of flight, and 

                                                 
278 Marian “. Guck, “nalytical Fictions,  Music Theory Spectrum 16/2 (1994): 217 230. 
279 Monahan,  “ction and “gency,  . 
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sometimes demonstrate an uncanny belatedness as a result. If the analyst is thought of 

as a fictional, virtual function, it might become clearer what types of analytical claims 

are being made, making explicit the things that were previously only implicit. 

Just as, following Foucault, prisons and asylums created a token of a type of 

society known as the criminal and the insane (a codified subset of people that can then 

be marginalized), the discourse of musical analysis creates a specialized subset known 

as analysts. The performer or composer (more the latter from my experience) looks to 

the analyst as a menacing Other, the all-seeing eye in the middle of the panopticon of 

musical analysis that forces imaginary fetters of culture and practice on the creative 

potential of the performer. The analyst is classified and codified to interact with music 

in this way, and the analyst is classified in this way because of how they interact with 

music. 

 

. . . An Analyst’s Assemblage: The Fictional Analyst 

 Pulling everything together, I return to Deleuze and Guattari and begin with a 

consideration of the distinction between smooth and striated space. In short, striated 

space acts as a territorializing force that separates and classifies elements of the smooth 

space. In analytical terms, we striate virtual space in music through concepts previously 

discussed when the fictional analyst makes interpretive decisions in the Imaginary 

order. 

 Kofi Agawu (1999) discusses types of analysis in which we embark on either the 

syntagmatic or paradigmatic axis, reflecting either a linear or vertical orientation.280 

Basically, he is looking at what types of signification result from looking at music in a 

two-dimensional space. Deleuze and Guattari s metaphor, smooth and striated, comes 

to them from Pierre Boulez, and serves the purpose of looking at analysis in a different 

                                                 
280 Kofi “gawu, The Challenge of Semiotics,  in Rethinking Music, 138 60 (New York: Oxford 
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way, in a three-dimensional space. This virtual space, shown in Figure 5.4, is akin to the 

idea that the virtual does not oppose the real but the actual, with the virtual and the real 

being two sides of the same token. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Striated and smooth analytical space 

 

With this model in mind, one can speculate as to how hermeneutics and leaps of 

interpretation are integrated in the fictional analyst s virtuality. The fictional analyst s 

avatars and refrains exist as components that are integrated into the acquisition of the 

Lacanian Imaginary. At that stage, the refrains and avatars territorialize the music being 

interpreted they striate the space in the form of segmentation. One can segment 

paradigmatically, searching for substitutions in the musical surface that generate 

meaning. Another methodology is to consider the syntax of musical discourse, and let 

the progression of musical events lead to an interpretation. The acquisition of smooth 

space, on the other hand, acts as a deterritorializing line of flight that brings in a 

different apparatus critical theory in the case of the analyst s three component parts of 

the analytical machine. Critical theory enables leaps of interpretation, a line of flight 

from one refrain to another, and that leap constitutes a territorial assemblage. 
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Deleuze and Guattari tell us that we can consider the refrain-as-process as a 

means to get closer to cosmic expression. The deterritorialization of the refrain is how 

the analyst s machine construes meaning. To quote them: 

 

Produce a deterritorialized refrain as the final end of music, release it in 

the Cosmos that is more important than building a new system. 

Opening the assemblage onto a cosmic force. In the passage from one to 

the other, from the assemblage of sounds to the Machine that renders it 

sonorous …281 

 

For the authors, dangers arise when material becomes too smooth or too striated. 

Finding a balance in metaphysics is important, as in anything. Through our constructs, 

refrains and avatars, analytical agency runs a risk of falling apart at any minute. Lines 

of flight are not always successful, and smooth space is not always the saving grace that 

it is purported to be (when it is opposed to striated space, at any rate). My lines of flight 

center around Lacan, Žižek, Freud, Foucault, and Deleuze and Guattari in the three 

component parts of the analyst s machine, but others exist as well. On one hand, one 

might think that I am using philosophy to make sense of music, thereby granting music 

a rarefied form of philosophy.  On the other hand, music breaks down barriers and 

moves past the music itself  almost immediately, reconceiving philosophy as music 

with content, 282 a phrase that parallels the idea that Darwin influences Bergson who 

then influences Deleuze in a chain of influence. 

Through a consideration of the analyst s machine, I have come to understand a 

fictional analyst that constantly encounters irony in the discussion of tragedy. Bringing 

these two concepts together once more will provide a sufficient conclusion, since they 

are the concepts that initiated this project. In the postmodern age, irony is ubiquitous 

                                                 
281 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 350. 
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and omnipresent. It seems to me that irony-as-trope-of-contradiction is a driving force 

of a large-scale, modern day tragedy. In other words, it has become unmarked against a 

marked logic of truth, and leaves the fragmented subjectivity of the fictional analyst in a 

search for a smooth space. But as Deleuze and Guattari warn us, Never believe that a 

smooth space will suffice to save us. 283 

 

5.5 Closing Remarks 

 Throughout this dissertation, I have explored musical narrative and agency. 

First, I posited the nature of musical narratology by clarifying the three components 

therein: narrativity, narratography, and narrative. In defining narrativities, I found that 

following Monahan s four agential types proved to be a useful way to open 

hermeneutic windows in the exploration of the grander narrative of tragedy and irony 

in these large-scale orchestral compositions. In the end, my goal was to find ways that 

musical events can clarify philosophical and psychoanalytical concepts as well as the 

inverse: how philosophy and psychoanalysis can clarify musical discourse. 

I applied Lacanian-inspired psychoanalysis to Penderecki s work-persona in his 

Third Symphony, finding two deaths that influenced the interpretation of an archetype 

after a master signifier emerged; I explored fictional composer agencies and the tragic 

loss of voice in Asyla where a Foucauldian panoptic power struggle arose between 

fictional composers; and I interpreted themes as belated individuated elements in 

Rochberg s Symphony No. . In so doing, numerous refrains emerged that shaped my 

interpretative biases and theoretical assumptions. 

Deleuze s terminology organizes these analyses into components machines  that 

contribute to a larger analyst s machine that becomes complicated through the lens of 

Lacanian psychoanalysis. This results in a fragmented, fictional being that exists in a 
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virtual space that wrestles with avatars, refrains, and anxiety in the form of a power 

relation as deterritorializing lines of flight are drawn between striated and smooth 

analytical space. My future analytical goals are three-fold: (1) to continue exploring 

agency and narrative in post-common-practice music, (2) to analyze analytical 

subjectivity in greater detail (through agency), and (3) to establish a theory of agential 

analysis of the analyst. The present study exists as an assemblage of analytical 

techniques that provide insight into the agency of this particular analyst, and this 

dissertation also serves as a departure point for future analytical adventures. To 

conclude, the three analytical components all coalesce into the assemblage that is the 

analyst s machine in an attempt to make sense of subjectivity and epistemology. The 

totalizing analyst s machine is a narrative assemblage of refrains and methodologies

the fictional analyst that moves between striated and smooth analytical space to offer 

an agential exploration of tragedy and irony in post-1945 orchestral works. 
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